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The rebirth of the prison in Latin America: determinants,
regimes and social effects

Paul Hathazy1 & Markus-Michael Müller2

# Springer Science+Business Media Dordrecht 2015

Abstract Throughout the last three decades, almost all Latin American countries
witnessed a dramatic growth of their inmate population that is indicative of the rebirth
of the prison in the region. This article contextualizes the rebirth of the prison in
contemporary Latin America in empirical and theoretical terms. To this end, it offers a
discussion of the expansion of Latin American imprisonment, changes in the region’s
prison regimes and their embeddedness within wider social and economic contexts, as
well as of the impact of institutional histories, larger economic and political transfor-
mation processes and globally circulating penal ideas and institutional models, all of
which contribute to the growing punitiveness of contemporary Latin America states
and politics.

This special issue is sparked by the political and social salience of the prison in
contemporary Latin America, and the opportunity the current Brebirth^ of the prison
in the region provides for engaging and contributing to ongoing academic efforts of
mapping the origins, manifestations and transformations of prison expansion in our
contemporary world. By now, a number of works have established the growing
centrality of the prison within the institutional re-making of Latin American states
and the region’s political landscape [39, 47, 66]. However, despite a veritable prison-
building boom in Latin America, where Bdemocratic^ penitentiary systems now house
an unprecedented numbers of inmates, and the new political centrality of crime and
insecurity on the political agenda of most states in the region, the literature on Latin
American prisons mostly focuses on their history. Likewise, there is a lack of in-depth
assessments of more recent transformations in and of the region’s prison regimes.
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This special issue addresses these voids. It brings together a number of case
studies —from Mexico to Venezuela, Colombia, Peru, Brazil, Argentina and Chile—
that, from different disciplinary backgrounds, critically interrogate the rebirth of the prison
in contemporary Latin America. The contributions reveal common patterns identifiable
across cases—such as prison expansion, economic and political transformations, newly
emerging regimes of social in- and exclusion and the connections between these devel-
opments—while at the same time pay close attention to the idiosyncratic features of the
individual countries. Identifying and comparing common patterns allows us to engage the
rich literature on prison expansion in the global North, while detailed case studies permit
us to identify the particularities of prison regimes and prison-society relations in Latin
America; particularities that are rarely addressed by dominant debates on contemporary
prison transformations and that differ in important ways from patterns commonly identi-
fied by the literature on prison regimes in the global North.

In the remainder of this introduction, we seek to contextualize the rebirth of the prison
in Latin America in empirical and theoretical terms. To this end, we offer a discussion of
the expansion of Latin American imprisonment, changes in the region’s prison regimes
and their embeddedness within wider political and economic transformation processes.

We proceed in three steps. First, we discuss changes in imprisonment rates by engaging
withMichael Tonry’s important work on BDeterminants of penal policies^ [65] in which he
addresses the extensive debate on Brisk^ and Bprotective^ factors in explaining changes in
punitiveness in the global North. Taking Tonry’s factors (see below) as conjunctural
mechanisms that may operate across cases [62], we briefly discuss the explanatory power
of those mechanisms for capturing the realities of the cases presented in this special issue—
and identify alternative causal mechanisms. Next, and by drawing on the discussion on
state weakness and informality in Latin America [48, 71]; [2], we address the institutional
ramifications of the rebirth of the prison in Latin America, a region where, historically,
prison regimes have been marked by infrastructural deficits and a high degree of informal-
ity. Specifically, we relate changes in the region’s prison regimes to emerging patterns of
exclusion in the formal economy and transformations in the structure of criminal organi-
zations inside prisons. In a third step, we link recent changes in Latin American prison
regimes to the Bsocial question.^ As the rise of the region’s inmate population is mostly
related to new forms of punishing the urban poor, we analyze the emerging relations
between imprisonment, marginalization and the re-making of urban orders in the region. In
conclusion, we summarize the main findings of this introduction and highlight their
implications for a deeper understanding of the rebirth of the prison in Latin America.

Factors and mechanisms of imprisonment expansion:
a political-institutional account

Throughout the last three decades, almost all Latin American countries witnessed a
dramatic growth of their inmate population (see Iturralde Sanchez, in this issue, chart
3). This extraordinary expansion surpasses historical levels of imprisonment in the region
in relative and absolute terms (see Rico, 1981 [1972]: 283). It therefore calls for efforts to
account for it, in particular because it seems clear that Latin America’s contemporary
democracies are imprisoning more people than the dictatorships that haunted the region
throughout much of the twentieth century. This empirically, theoretically and normatively
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challenging observation has often been related to rising crime rates or a more general
punitiveness of the region’s Bviolent democracies^ (Arias and Goldstein 2010). However,
as [65] indicates in his assessment of punitive policies in the Bconsolidated^ democracies
of the global North, changing patterns and levels of punitiveness1 cannot be explained
solely by referring to Brising crime rates, harsher public attitudes, cynical politicians,
ethnic tensions, rapid social and economic change, postmodernist angst^ or Bpenal
populism.^ He considers these aspects as Bnon-factors,^ necessary ones, but insufficient
for explaining general transformations. Instead, Tonry identifies Brisk factors^ as stronger
predictors for increasing levels of punitiveness. These include: conflictive (non-
consensual) party systems, elected judges and prosecutors, sensationalist journalism,
Anglo-saxon political cultures, and politicized views of criminal justice. He also points
towards a strong positive correlation between high levels of inequality, weak welfare state
institutions, and low levels of government legitimacy on the one hand, and increased
punitiveness on the other ([65]: 18). Likewise, Bconsensus political cultures^ ([65]: 34),
professionalized judges and prosecutors as well as expert-informed policy practices
predict lower degrees of punitiveness.

When looking at contemporary Latin America through the lens of Tonry’s analysis,
evidence, indeed, suggests that Bcrime and victimization rates increase,^ Bincreased
inequality,^ Bsocial movements,^ Brapid social and economic change,^ and Bpostmodernist
angst^ have taken place throughout the region. This can be seen in all contributions to this
special issue (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Peru, and Venezuela).
Moreover, it is also evident that other Brisk factors^ are more important for explaining
changing levels of punitiveness in Latin America. These include Tonry’s but also Brisk
factors^ that correspond to the region’s recent political history: (i) transitions to democracy,
(ii) related re-constitutions of party systems, (iii) the rolling-out of neoliberalism, (iv) the
war on drugs and, most importantly, (v) penal-state building that contributed to an
expansion of justice and police bureaucracies.2 These processes interact in specific ways
with the Bprotective,^ Brisk^ and Bnon-factors,^ factors identified by Tonry and give the
rebirth of the prison in the region its Latin American Btwist.^

In Latin-America, as in the global North, rising homicide rates, increasing levels of
inequality and rapid economic change, per se, are not directly related to increasing
punitiveness.3 To understand the place-specific efficacy of these factors, we must relate
them to mediating mechanisms that link these processes to imprisonment outcomes.

1 For Tonry, changes toward greater punitiveness can be measured in policies, (capital punishment, mandatory
minimums, juvenile waiver), practices (use of waivers and changes in adult and juvenile prison admissions)
and outcomes (prison population and admission rates as well as sentences length), along with procedural
protections (2007:14) We concentrate, for reasons of space, on incarceration rates.
2 Penal state building and democratization need to be placed within the context of the militarization and later
relative de-militarization of penal control that took place in most countries of the region in the last four
decades. For a comparative study of Argentina and Chile, from this perspective, see [49].
3 In that respect, we observe imprisonment increasing in the last two decades in cases of increase in homicide
rates (Chile, mildly, Venezuela, doubling), decreases (Mexico, Colombia) or stability (Argentina and Brazil)
([38]: 42–43). Similarly, imprisonment has increased both where inequality increased (Argentina during the
1990s) and where it decreased (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and Venezuela, during the 2000s), while imprison-
ment rates vary dramatically across countries with similar levels of GINI coefficients ([38]:41) Moreover, all
cases underwent rapid social and economic change with structural adjustments in the economy and the
polarizing, flexibilization and impoverishment effects (Chile, since 1975, and Argentina, Brazil, Colombia,
Mexico Peru and Venezuela, since the early or mid-1990s), followed by differently radical turns to the left in
Argentina, Brazil, and Venezuela in the 2000s, all the while imprisonment rates continued growing.
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If we turn to the political and institutional factors identified by Tonry—differences in
political cultures, variations in political structures, degrees of political dependence of
the judiciary and prosecutors, the prevalence of a culture of responsibility—the contri-
butions to this special issue suggest that these factors are not strong predictors of the
increase and variation in Latin American punitiveness. The conflictive-consensual
political culture division appears not to be a decisive factor per se. Almost all cases
discussed by the contributors have Bconflictive political party systems,^ while demon-
strating huge differences in imprisonment rates, from those countries exceeding the
media of the region in 2011 (Peru [159/100.000], Colombia [181/100.000], Chile
[305]/100.000], Brazil [253/100.000] and Mexico [200/100.000]) to less punitive ones
(Argentina [151/100.000] and Venezuela [149/100.000], in [72]. Regarding countries
with a high concentration of power in the executive vis-à-vis the legislative branch, we
also find great variation in imprisonment rates. High imprisonment rates can be
observed, for instance, in the Bpresidential^ party system of Colombia, where the
president centralizes authority and controls the legislative through clientelistic relations
([17]: 204) as well as in more dispersed systems, like Chile, where the executive shares
powerwith the legislative branch, and even in the more politically atomized and federal
system of Brazil [40].

The two other political risk factors, Belected judges and prosecutors^ and Bpenal
populism,^ defined as a Bdisplacement of professional and experts^ ([65]: 32), have
also limited explanatory efficacy for the cases discussed in this special issue. In general,
there are no elected judicial authorities in Latin America and when it comes to experts’
displacement, in most cases those penal professionals did not hold strong positions of
power within the penal-policy making process between the late 1970s and early 1990s,
therefore they could hardly be displaced ([55], 304; [73]).

To understand the increasing punitiveness across the cases analyzed in this special
issue, we argue that while the political and institutional factors discussed by Tonry
matter, they must be related to region-specific factors in order to account for the path-
dependent pattern of contemporary Latin American punitiveness. Moreover, we have to
pay more attention to the evolving political and state structures of Latin American
democracies and the impact of geopolitical factors. In fact, we argue that the most
important explanatory factors for imprisonment expansion are not stable political and
institutional features, but process of political and institutional change. The most
important ones are (a) processes of democratization, (b) the reconstitution of party
systems, (c) the militarization of the war on drugs, and finally, (d) processes of penal
state building oriented towards the Blegalization^ or Bjudicialization^ of penal repres-
sion, namely through police and new criminal procedure reforms [42]. The latter turns
rule of law principles into mechanisms of a rule through law. With the latter term we
designate a process that converts the neutral and impartial character of law and legal
processes into political means that, by criminalizing certain practices most often
associated with people at society’s margins, aim at enhancing the legitimacy of political
actors through practices of legal-political exclusion. These practices are centered on
arbitrary police targeting, judicial intervention (through pre-trial detention and/or fast-
track punishment) and imprisonment of socially excluded and Bdangerous^ popula-
tions. To this end, these laws and legal reforms are presented as being essential for
guaranteeing the safety and security of the population—and as evidence of the further
advance of the rule of law—while at the same time dividing society up into an
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antagonistic field populated by rights-deserving citizens and punishment-deserving
criminals.

Against this background, we argue that changes in the political systems and
institutional features of Latin American states mediated the impact of larger macro-
structural social and economic transformations and explain both, the general increase of
the region’s prison population as well as country-specific trajectories of the rebirth of
the prison.

While, since the 1990s, the Latin American transition to neoliberalism—a political
project that Bthat proposes that human well-being can best be advanced by liberating
individual entrepreneurial freedoms and skills within an institutional framework char-
acterized by strong private property rights, free markets and free trade^ ([34]: 2)—
increased social inequality and crime rates throughout the region, neoliberalism’s
impact on the growth of the region’s prison population was mediated by changes in
the different political systems and the larger political-institutional landscape. Political
systems throughout the region changed regarding the (re-)organization of party systems
as well as with respect to the distribution of political power between the central state
and local (provincial or federal states) authorities. In some cases we observe a disper-
sion of power to governors and subnational administrative/political actors, while other
contexts witnessed a concentration of power in the executive branches.

The transition to democracy in Argentina (1983), Peru (1980), Brazil (1985) and
Chile (1990) implied the (re)constitution of electoral political systems. The democratic
transitions were combined with structural economic transformations, which, in turn,
impacted the transformation of the party system and the distribution of power in the
political system at large. In addition to these political changes, there has also been a
massive process of penal state building, in the form of police and criminal justice
reform initiatives, and the involvement in the Bwar on drugs.^

In the cases that witnessed transitions to democracy—Argentina, Brazil, Chile and
Peru—the two federal systems, Argentina and Brazil, evolved toward a devolution of
power to sub-national levels that created new political demands at the local level. In
both cases, this facilitated the diffusion of the crime problem, as governors—and even
majors—in their efforts to successfully secure/expand their political position at the state
and/or national level, converted crime control issues into the main central topic on their
political agenda. How this politicization of crime contributed to increased imprison-
ment rates depended on the party systems, and the (re)distribution of political power
between national and subnational governments. In post-transition Argentina, the party
system first became dual, and in the late 1990s, turned into a dominant party system
dominated by the Peronist party, the Partido Justicialista [44]. With economic changes
towards neoliberalism, Peronism increasingly distanced itself from its old constituency,
labor unions, and began targeting middle classes and informalized segments of the
working class. Here however, governors that acquired greater power under neoliberal
devolution policies [16] could not pass tougher punitive legislation as the still powerful
national executive prevented the passing of legislation that would increase prison
overcrowding in order to avoid the political costs of prison riots. This only changed
since the early 2000s when a weakened national executive allowed empowered
governors to successfully pressure for the passing of punitive policies [37, 73]. Still,
these new laws were not accompanied by an expansion and revamping of judiciaries as
in Chile, Brazil or Colombia (see below). While prison rates, thus, increased mildly,
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they remained low when compared to those other cases (147/100.000 in Argentina,
compared to 266/100.000 in Chile, 274/100.000 in Brazil, and 245/100.000 in
Colombia, in 2013) [73].

In post-transition Brazil, the reconstituted party system became highly fragmented
[40], with even greater power in the hands of governors than in Argentina. Governors
were initially dominant in determining penal policies, controlling police and prisons,
but also in passing more punitive laws in a veritable penal populist fashion. Since the
1990s, this constellation contributed to the passing of legislation that excluded pardons
and the reduction of prison time (Lei dos crimes hediondos) as well as to heavy
investments in the expansion of police and judicial bureaucracies. These state policies
were facilitated by the consolidation of national security plans by the federal govern-
ments of Fernando H. Cardoso (1995–2003) and Ignacio BLula^ da Silva (2003–2011),
who also passed highly punitive policies [15]. The national security plans distributed
national government resources amongst the federated states, often leading to an
expansion of police powers. At the same time, however, this contributed to the
modernization of the judiciary, in particular through the expansion of state-level and
national prosecutors office [1]. As the expansion of the police and punitive legislation
outpaced the processing capacities of Brazilian courts, the country’s prison population
grew in absolute numbers with and the percentage of pretrial detainees increased from
18 % in 1990 to 43 % in 2010 [61].

The centralized political systems of Chile and Peru, in turn, indicate very different
political avenues toward imprisonment expansion. Instead of a conflict-ridden party
system and emerging penal populism, post-transition Chile has a dual party system [27]
with a highly consensual political culture around the tenets of free market ideals and
individual responsibility, which, in the name of democratizing justice reforms, pro-
duced a massive expansion of the investigative and preventive police as well as the
revamping and expansion of the criminal courts and the creation of an all-powerful and
autonomous prosecuting office [35]. If police expansion fueled imprisonment expan-
sion during the 1990s, judicial hyper-activity intensified this path since the early 2000s
(Hathazy, in this issue). In Peru, the transition to democracy in 1980 led to the
emergence of a dual and conflictive party system in which the political Left was
displaced. This system later on gave place to political newcomers who engaged in
neo-populist politics, under Alberto Fujimori (1990–2000), Alejandro Toledo (2001–
2006), and the Bneo-developmentalist^ Alan Garcia (2006–2011). In this case, the
concentration of power in the hands of the national executive came along with an Banti-
politics^ discourse where crime repression became a central tenet for political new-
comers. This coincided with a counter-terrorism approach targeting radical social
mobilization that, not only increased the prison population by 50 % ([66]: 912) but
also strengthened the military and the police. With the de facto defeat of the
insurgency threat posed by the Shining Path (Sendero Luminoso) in the 2000s,
the state security apparatus increasingly turned to the fight against drugs and
common crime [36]. The police were further strengthened during García’s
tenure, which saw the doubling of the police budget between 2000 and [69]
(Dammert & Salazar [21]: 30), followed by the implementation of a New
Criminal Procedure since 2006 [45]. However, the comparatively limited ex-
pansion of judicial capacities prevented high levels of imprisonment increase as
in other cases, namely Chile and Colombia.
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Finally, in Colombia and Mexico neoliberal structural adjustments coexisted with
different transformations of the party systems and the distribution of power between the
central government and subnational political entities. In Colombia, the neoliberal
adjustment policies of the 1990s contributed to both, increased criminality as well as
splits within the traditional party system that facilitated the rise of political outsiders. A
case in point is Alvaro Uribe (2002–2010) and his follower Juan Manuel Santos
Calderón (since 2010), who further enhanced neoliberal policies while at the same
time furthering the militarization of the security apparatuses that increasingly engaged
in the repression of political opposition movements and narco-trafficking. Since [33],
Colombia has passed highly punitive legislation that increased minimum sentences and
facilitated preventive detention. The increase of police power after its heavy involve-
ment in domestic counterterrorism and counterinsurgency operations targeting the
Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia (FARC), became coupled with the
enhanced powers of the prosecutors officer and criminal courts. In sum, in the
Colombian case, the concentration of power in the hands of powerful Executive that
present themselves as political outsiders (even if governing through coalitions with the
traditional parties), in addition to ongoing institution building in the area of police and
judicial reform as well as a growing turn towards penal populism explains the sudden
increase of the country’s prison population in the new millennium (Iturralde Sanchez,
this issue).

A similar path can be observed in Mexico. Here, the end of the 71-years of one-party
rule be the Revolutionary Institutional Party (PRI) and the election of Vicente Fox
Quesada from the conservative National Action Party (PAN) in 2000 triggered a path of
penal state expansion that was driven first, by federal institutional innovations to
combat organized crime by centralizing and militarizing law enforcement as well as
by the toughening of federal laws targeting activities associated with organized crime,
in particular within the context of the escalation of the Bwar on drugs^ after 2006
(Müller, this issue). In addition to this, the decentralization of the Mexican political
system that accompanied the local democratization process gave Mexican governors
substantial power in terms of reforming state-level (and municipal) police forces and
penal codes. As both, federal as well as state-level reform initiatives were driven by a
penal populism (see [6]), these developments led to a contingent convergence of local/
state-level and federal experiments with penal-state building despite existing ideolog-
ical differences of the involved actors (Müller, this issue).

Finally, in Venezuela, we can observe, rising crime rates along with the emergence
of a new political force in the wake of the political crisis of the 1990s, which, under the
presidency of the leftist-populist government of Hugo Rafael Chávez Frías (1999–
2013) moved the country away from neoliberalism towards the so-called Socialism of
the 21st century. Here the concentration of power in the executive branch and the
highly conflictive political system lead to an initial decline in the inmate population,
even while crime rates were rising in the wake of the implementation of so-called
socialist social policies. However, once the socialist movement became consolidated
along with its clientelistic and redistributive networks, the socialist government in-
creasingly criminalized those excluded from the formal economy and many of the
clientelistic networks that facilitated its rise to power, thereby increasing punishment
under a surprisingly Bde-socialized discourseB(Antillano et al. in this issue). This
growing punitiveness, as in the cases of Chile, Colombia, Brazil and Mexico, is to a
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large extent fuelled by penal state-making processes, centered on the reinforcement of
(militarized) policing [3] and the expansion of the criminal justice apparatus. As in the
other cases, the progressive reforms of the criminal justice sector —where mainly
Argentina, Chilean and US-American legal scholars and experts diffused their knowl-
edge and techniques to the whole continent [35, 42] to assure legal protections of
citizens and increased efficiency to reduce pretrial detainees—turned into a highly
selective but massively penetrating device to rule through law.

In sum, in a region where the impartial legal dimension of the exercise of state
power, including court practices and those of the prosecuting offices, has been histor-
ically weak [48, 55, 70], the expansion of police powers and judicial capacities along
with the passing of more punitive legislation, unsurprisingly led to an increase in the
region’s prison population. These institutional developments took place within, and
were mediated by, profound transformations of the political systems triggered by both,
processes of neoliberal restructuring and transitions to democracy. As demonstrated
above, the reconfiguration of party systems in a context of changing social and
economic structures operates in different ways. It provides incentives for political
newcomers to exploit crime and insecurity for building up their political capital; it
allows governors to perform as tough-on-crime politicians on the national arena (as in
Argentina and Mexico); and it helps to preserve political power in a situation of
political crisis, as in the case of Venezuela. While it is true that ideological orientations
matter in terms of explaining imprisonment expansion in Latin America—as demon-
strated by the lower inmate numbers in Nicaragua, Venezuela, Bolivia and Ecuador,
under periods of Leftist governments—the analysis of the contribution governments’
ideological orientations make to this process must be combined with an analysis of the
political system that is sensitive to the repercussions of institutional developments on
rising levels of punitiveness, as the cases of Brazil, Venezuela and Argentina attest. In
these cases, even under center-left administrations, imprisonment rates kept on rising in
the 2000s. Conversely, even within countries governed by rightist administrations,
(Chile, Colombia and Peru), the increase in inmate numbers does not so much follow
from governments’ ideological preferences but rather from the ways the latter were
linked to the strengthening and expansion of the police and the processing capac-
ities of courts. To put it in other terms, the concrete extent of penal state institution
building is a greater predictor for the likelihood and patterns of imprisonment
expansion than the ideological orientation of the government. In addition to these
institutional factors, some of what Tonry refers to as Bnon-factors^ need to be taken
into account in order to understand the place-specific expansion of imprisonment in
Latin America. These Bnon-factors^ include the failure of policies to increase the
defense of inmates; the marginalization of alternative prison policies in the face of
societal pressures for tough-on crime policies; as well as the bureaucratic opposition
to policies that would reduce inmate numbers and bureaucrats’ administrative
power [66].

In light of the above, the centrality of new institutional developments makes us
question the alternative between Bpopulist positivism^ and experts’ leadership in penal
policy-making that Tonry posits. Actually, the institutional development was fueled by
the incorporation of new experts—economists and liberal legal scholars, including
former human rights activists and many critical criminologists. As a result of this,
experts in penal policy making, instead of becoming Bprotective factors,^ became,
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paradoxically, Brisk factors^ by legitimizing—through their expertise—penal institu-
tional building that increases imprisonment.

Along similar lines, the expansion of the penal state [70] in Latin America, even if it
correlates with the introduction of neoliberalism, is a relatively autonomous process. It
unfolded under left- and right-wing governments, in centralized and de-centralized
political systems. In this regard, penal state expansion in Latin America is more directly
related to the transitions to democracy and changes in the national penal fields—in
particular the convergence of rule of law discourses, liberal experts pressuring for
reforms, and North American and international institutions eager to expand their
clientele by investing in penal state building in the region [73]; see also [50].

As the common trend toward imprisonment expansion was not paralleled by an
equal expansion of the basic infrastructures of the region’s prison systems, it often
resulted in a chronic overpopulation of the region’s penitentiaries that Bare filled
overwhelmingly by minor offenders, overcrowded, and allow torture, corruption and
abuseB([9]: 19). Prison overcrowding, the marginality of the inmate population, along
the consolidation of organized crime networks inside the prisons, are all symptoms, as
well as causes, of increasing informality, extralegality and violence in the region’s
prison regimes. This leads us to the next section, where we go through the gates and
into the corridors of the Latin American prisons and analyze the particularities and
changes of the regional prison regimes from Binside.^

Changes in prison regimes: overcrowding, internment-imprisonment
variations and (new) prison orders

Some of the studies included in this issue confirm previous characterizations of prison
life Bbeyond the north^ ([22]: 205), while a number of them question the extent of such
generalizations. In lieu of a general common trend we find instead a variety of different
paths of the rebirth of the prison in Latin America, with diverging implications for
prison life. In this section we offer a brief overview of these divergences, and discuss
the pertinence of core sociological concepts derived from accounts of prison life in the
BWest^ for understanding and explaining prison conditions in the global South.

The growing historical [2]; [12, 58], criminological [55, 56], [56] anthropological
[30], and political science [47, 48] literature on prison regimes in Latin American has
pointed out that prisons in the region have been shaped by overpopulation, understaff-
ing and limited public service provision as well as the correlative centrality of infor-
mality and inmates’ self-organization. The related Bnumerical imbalance^ between
guards and inmates has produced a form of prison governance in which public officials
systematically enlist prisoners as auxiliaries to perform basic prison functions [26].
Thus, the reproduction of the internal social order is left to prisoners’ organizations that
govern cell-blocks, cells and/or dormitories ([22]:10). Therefore, it is not so much the
state that is in control of the de-facto governance of Latin American prisons, but the
prisoners themselves, in particular Bthe most powerful inmates^ ([9]:13).

The studies of Colombia, Mexico, Peru, and Brazil clearly illustrate these findings.
They indicate that informalization grew in tandem with overcrowding (and relative)
understaffing. Still, as [22] point out, Bprisoners life goes on with some degree of
everyday normality^ where the life of inmates is not as chaotic and unpredictable as
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common sense predict. Instead a certain social order prevails, based on negotiations
rather than conflict.

These features, indicative of negotiation-based forms of order-making inside Latin
America’s spaces of confinement, have been summarized by Birkbeck under the notion
of Binterment.^ As he points out, custody in Latin American prisons rarely qualifies as
Bimprisonment,^ a concept designating Bspatially concentrated disciplinary
technologies^ ([10]: 318). According to him, Binternment^ is a better description of
confinement realities in Latin America (and other parts of the global South). He sums
up the differences between imprisonment in the global North and internment in Latin
America as follows:

In the North, inmates are more regimented, more isolated and subject to greater
surveillance; they are also less involved in the running of the institution. North
American penal facilities are more open to external scrutiny and their bureaucra-
cies are more formalized. In Latin America, inmates are less regimented, less
isolated and subject to less surveillance; they are also more involved in the
running of the institution. Latin American penal facilities are less open to external
scrutiny and their bureaucracies are less formalized. ([10]: 319).

For Birkbeck and others [57, 22] internment has, historically, been a constant
feature of Latin American prisons, and it continues to be a defining feature of
the regions’ contemporary prison regimes that are undergoing processes of
hyper-incarceration.

The studies assembled in this special issue, however, show that, although such
generalizations about Latin America confinement need to be qualified, the concept of
internment can be usefully exploited if considered as an ideal type that allows for
comparative assessments of empirical cases. Moreover, in our view, the analytical value
of the distinction between imprisonment and internment can be enhanced. Rather than
juxtaposing both patterns of confinement, we argue that they should first be grasped as
two ends of a continuum of imprisonment practices. Second, rather than portraying
them as static categories, internment and imprisonment, understood as processes, also
capture the evolutionary dynamics operative inside given prison regimes.

In fact, what the empirical evidence of the case studies in this issue reveals is that we
can productively speak of an imprisonment-internment continuum. Contra the general
characterization of the Bintensification of informality^ in contemporary Latin America
prisons, we observe in Argentina and Chile veritable transitions from internment to
(weak) imprisonment, which implies a move towards less informality. In the Argentine
case, in particular in the Federal Prison system, described by Hathazy (this issue), we
observe that following a massive prison building process and the enacting of new
regulatory procedures in the 1990s, the country’s contemporary prison system is
marked by greater formal regimentation, increased surveillance and forced isolation.
Inmate groups lost their power since the 1990s, the system demonstrates higher levels
of accountability—through the active control of the Prison Ombudsman—and it
witnessed a formalization of internal social relations through the legal empowerment
of inmates. Moreover, in contemporary Argentinian Federal prisons we also observe
the public provision of food and clothing as well as very low degrees of overcrowding
(see also [8]). Another case that illustrates the development from internment to
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imprisonment is Chile, where the construction and increasing privatization of prisons,
between 1990 and 2010, led to similar outcomes as those observed for the case of
Argentina. The other cases discussed in this special issue (Brazil, Venezuela, Peru and
Mexico), however, can clearly be classified as prison systems dominated by internment,
as they have already been described by Rico’s pioneering research in the early 1980s
(Rico, 1981: 279–281).

Still, these interment-centered prison regimes have evolved in different ways during
the last decades. They demonstrate variations with regards to the modes of inmate
organization that are related to both, the pressure to satisfy the needs of a permanently
growing prison population, and by changes in the composition of the latter and, in some
cases, the re-organization and re-composition of organized crime groups. These fea-
tures have led to an strengthening of inmates’ organization. The latter developed from
more atomized groups controlling cell-blocks, while maintaining horizontal and highly
competitive relations among them, to more centralized organizations with stable
hierarchical relations. These, in turn, are marked by a greater division of labor and
Bjurisdiction^ over prison life—including the control of violence—and they vary in the
related patterns of territorial-control, ranging from exclusively prison-based groups to
those exercising nearly state wide control as in the case of São Paulo studied by Nunes
Dias (see [52]; Darke and Nunes Días, this issue).

In fact, it is difficult to explain these processes with the rather rigid internment-
imprisonment typology proposed by Birkbeck. Therefore, we suggest to bring the latter
into a dialogue with other concepts from the sociology and anthropology of prison life
to understand and explain the observable changes in the region’s prison regimes.
However, when looking at other conceptual tools from the sociology and anthropology
of prison life, we are confronted with critical voices that question the applicability of
concepts developed against the background of research on the global North to other
world regions. In this respect, [26], in their discussion of prison life Bbeyond global
north,^ pose the question regarding Bthe extent to which the dominant theoretical
models in the sociology of prison life literature (prisonization, pains of imprisonment,
latent culture and prisons as organizations) are applicable beyond the global North?^
([26]: 9).

The contributions to this special issue nicely illustrate that theoretical models
developed by research on the global North can, indeed, be productively applied to
the analysis of Latin American prison worlds if they are modified and adapted them to
Latin American empirical realities. Moreover, we will argue that the cases at hand
illuminate aspects of those theories that have not yet been fully exploited. For instance,
authors like Darke and Karam claim that changes in inmates’ organization in Latin
America, cannot be adequately explained by theories of Bpanopticism^ [29] Bpains of
imprisonment^ [63], and Btotal institutions^ [31]^ ([22]: 9). The authors’ claim is based
on sensitivity towards the different history of the region’s prison regimes when
compared to the related developments in the global North. However, instead of
discarding concepts and theories because of different Bplaces of origin,^ we argue first,
that the above-mentioned concepts and theories should be applied to those cases in the
global South that clearly resemble developments in the global North. In fact, simply
assuming that empirical developments in Latin America are so different from related
processes in the global North that theories and categories applied to the analysis of the
latter are ontologically incapable of Btraveling South^ not only reproduces
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unintentionally an exoticizing perspective that contributes to an Bothering^ of Latin
American realities. Moreover, it also fails to account for the fact that despite existing
differences, Latin American prison systems, in many ways, followed the developments
of prison systems in the global North—a fact that is hardly surprising when considering
the longue durée of the transnational circulation of penal knowledge and prison models
[57] and their impact on Latin America see [2]—and can therefore also be analyzed by
applying concepts and theories that have a different Bintellectual place of origin.^

Second, and more important, these concepts and theories can be adapted and
extended to explain the variations and changes in the region’s prison regimes. As the
contributions to this special issue indicate, the cases at hand invite us to re-read those
works from a different empirical vantage point that allows for discovering their
potentialities for explaining prison realities that differ from the empirical reference
points in relation to which these concepts and theories were originally developed.

Without entering into an extensive theoretical discussion, it should nonethe-
less be recognized, that panopticism and adisciplinary prison regime—in the
Foucauldian sense—were an institutional reality in Argentina in the late 1960s
and early 1970s that can still be observed today. Moreover, if we remember
that for Foucault discipline is a modality of power, we can adapt this concept
to analyze its operation within power-based ordering practices exercised by
inmates’ themselves, thereby recognizing the latter as active agents of carceral
order-making. Indeed, Darke and Nunes Dias (this issue) show that the cen-
tralization of power in the hands of inmates’ organization(s) produces powerful
disciplinary effects in the guise of enhanced self-control and a turn Btoward
more gentler ways of punishment.^ Therefore, instead of questioning the use-
fulness of a Foucaludian perspective on disciplinary power altogether, we
should rather seek to move beyond the dominant assumption that disciplinary
power inside prisons is exclusively exercised and controlled by state officials.

Similar arguments can be made with regards to Sykes’ classic study The Society of
Captives and his concept of Ban inmate social system^ emanating from deprivations
that produce what he refers to as Bthe pains of imprisonment^ [63]. Again, [22]
question the utility of his study for understanding and explaining the constitution and
transformation of prison life in Latin America. The cases at hand, however, invite us to
(re-)read Sykes’ classic contribution form a more historical and structural perspective
that allows for identifying a number of crucial analytical starting points to explain the
differences and commonalities—both in terms of trajectories and outcomes—of Latin
American regimes of confinement.

Most of all, Sykes’ approach allows us to understand that the social system inside
the prison is, indeed, a Bprison’s system of power^ ([63]: 61). This system of power is
produced by the intersection of internal and external institutions as well as power
relations. In this way, the prison social system that Sykes analyzed for the case of New
Jersey’s maximum security prisons in the 1950s, emerged from the need to deal with
the Bpains of imprisonment^ at the level of the prison floor but within a specific
institutional context. The latter was marked by a bureaucratic tradition concerned with
the Btask which the prison seeks to perform,^ professional bureaucrats in charge of
executing and implementing this task, and a political concern regarding the definition
of this task that derived its inspiration and legitimacy from an underlying Bmatrix of a
democratic community^ ([63]: xv).
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Moreover, the social system described by Sykes, resulted from a specific prisoners’
Bmode of adaptation.^ As Sykes put it: BThe pains of imprisonment generate enormous
pressure which is translated into behavior with all the greater vigor because, like a body
of steam under heavy compression with only a few outlets, the body of the prisoner is
limited in modes of adaptation^ ([63]: 70). But different modes of adaptation, as Sykes’
model implies, will produce different inmate social systems derived from prisoners’
responses to the Bpains of imprisonment^: the other alternatives being retreatism,
conformity, and/or Brebellion.^ Rebellion, the attempt to forcefully Bchange the custo-
dial regime to ease the frustrations and deprivation,^ according to Sykes, was the most
likely mode of adaptation under conditions in which (i) inmates faced a Bdesperate
situation^ and had the possibility of achieving a Bvictory^ in open confrontations with
prison guards; (ii) when few Bethnic and social cleavages reduce the possibilities of
continued mass action^; and (iii) when Bideological commitment transcending individ-
ual differences^ as well as (vi) inmates’ Bdegree(s) of organization^ are high ([63]: 81).

The studies of Antillano et al., and Dias & Darke in this issue offer a political
analysis of changes in Latin American prison regimes that is compatible with Sykes’
model. In the cases of internment discussed by the authors, deprivation is not only
imposed by the prison authorities acting under a public mandate, but also by gangs
operating inside the prisons; an observation that reflects the high levels of informality in
many of the region’s prison systems mentioned above. For the Venezuelan case, for
instance, Antillano et al. describe the evolution of a new role system that emerged since
the 1990s (see [24]). This system satisfies prisoners’ economic and security needs in the
face of the sudden expansion of the inmate population, deficient basic infrastructure,
and the prison guards’ de facto loss of the monopoly of violence inside the prison. In
fact, far from being monopolistic coercion wielders, guards are now confronted with a
situation marked by a coercive oligopoly where the exercise of violence and coercion—
and the related (re-)production of prison order—is to a substantial degree controlled
and regulated by inmate gangs.

The authors, moreover, describe the recent emergence of a centralized political
power structure in Venezuelan prisons that replaces the more horizontal and atomized
system of dispersed and fragmented inmate power relations of the early 1990s. Most
significantly, this new system also imposed new social roles and norms on inmate
leaders who not only extract rents but also seek to regulate violence, prisoners’ access
to goods and who offer protection from violence exercised by the guards.

The contribution by Antillano et al. furthermore highlights the consequences of what
Sykes referred to as the Bdesperate situation^ ([63]: 81). The latter, in the Venezuelan case,
manifests itself in a reconfiguration of the relations of (coercive) power between inmates
and guards in favor of the former. This reflects a reduced state capacity to impose social
cleavages; increased inmate organization triggered by greater rent extraction and episodes
of state extreme, frequently lethal, state repression during the early 1990s; and changes in
the political Bmatrix^ and the militarization of the prison staff—all elements that according
to Sykes facilitate a Brebellion- mode of adaptation.^ Thereby, their article clearly demon-
strates that Venezuela’s new prison social system is, in fact, produced and structured in line
with the new balances of power and institutional conditions of the prison and following a
rebellious mode of adaptation that changed the Bprison’s system of power.^

Nunes Dias and Darke’s contribution offers similar findings for the case of São
Paulo. By drawing upon Nunes Dias’ previous research [52], their contribution
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productively applies another classic BWestern^ concept to the analysis of prison power
relations: Norbert Elias’ concept of figurations defined as Ba structure of mutually
orientated and dependent people^ that constitute a Bnetwork of interdependencies
formed by individuals^ ([28]: 482). Through the lens of Eliasian figurational analysis,
their case study assesses the trend toward the formation of a monopolistic inmates’
organization and related subjectivation effects. They explain the transition from a
Bloose network of independencies and simple functional relations, without a center
around which opportunities for power could gravitate,^ to a contemporary prison
context defined by the Bmonopolization of those opportunities for power.^ Each
figuration, in turn, produces different inmates’ habituses marked by figuration-
depended attitudes towards the exercise of physical violence and forms of affective
self-control. In de-centered figurations with unstable equilibria, inmates more rapidly
resort to physical aggression and demonstrate lower levels of affective self-control. In
contrast to this, in monopolistic figurations, the development of a centralized regulatory
instance—a power center—reduces the likelihood of sudden outbursts of violence
while increasing affective self-control.

Their study also shows similar findings as those presented for the case Venezuela
with regards to the emergence of a rebellious Bmode of adaptation.^ São Paulo’s prison
regime clearly reflects increased centralized organizational inmates’ capacity, driven by
an external reorganization of the local drug economy that Ballows inmates organization
to sustain their demands,^ and, most importantly, to foster an Bideological
commitment^ ([63]: 81) under the banners of Bpeace, justice and liberty,^ and an
ideology of collective injustice. This case study, therefore, not only dissects the
dynamics of a rebellious Bmode of adaptation,^ but, in turn, solves the crucial conun-
drum of Sykes work, namely to understand why frustrated inmates, develop
Bcollectivistic orientations^ where each fellow Bbinds himself to his fellow captive
with ties of mutual aid, loyalty, affection and respect, firmly standing in opposition to
the official,^ or, by contrast, to explain why they develop more Bindividualist^ orien-
tations where Bfellow prisoners are persons to be exploited^ ([63]: 82–83)–a situation
which is closer to what can be observed in the Venezuelan prisons, despite the
protection offered by inmates’ leaders.

When it comes to the applicability of BWestern^ concepts, the contributions to this
special issue also show that Goffman’s [31] notion of Btotal institutions,^ while
certainly not useful for capturing guard-inmate relations in Latin America, in which
we agree with [22], can usefully be applied to the analysis of intra-inmate relations.
Antillano et al.’s contribution showcases that the prison-based hierarchical social
system of inmate relations constitutes what they refer to as Ba kind of produc-
tion from the bottom-up, from the prisoners themselves, of a total institution, as
identified by [31] with all its gradient of mistreatment, humiliation, rigorous
control and violence among inmates.^

In light of the above, the contributions to this special issue expand the use of some of
the core BWestern^ theories of prison life by moving beyond their implicit and explicit
state-centrism while paying close attention to the empirical realities, historical legacies
and idiosyncratic features of the realities of prison life in Latin America. As the latter is
marked by high levels of informality and low levels of bureaucratic control, the
development of the prison in Latin America prevented the emergence of a veritable
Bimprisonment^ regime [10]. This finding reminds us of the fact that the prison as an
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institution of punishment is socially determined. But it is also socially determining and
productive. In fact, prison systems produce not only material effects of incarceration
and incapacitation by putting people Bbehind bars.^ They also produce material and
symbolic effects in society at large. It is to these effects and the socio-symbolic
productivity of confinement beyond the prison walls that we now turn to.

The impact of prison expansion on the social fabric and state-society
relations in Latin America

In this last section we turn to the effects of imprisonment expansion on the social fabric
and state-society relations in Latin America. In particular, we address the effects of
imprisonment expansion on inmates and their families and the more general symbolic
effects of the rebirth of the prison in terms of enhancing the legitimacy of Latin
American states. In order to understand these processes, it is important to turn to the
main targets of Latin American imprisonment expansion, which are, as [68, 69] puts it,
the Bdispossessed and the dishonored^ segments of Latin American society. In this
regard, one important difference between the processes of Bpunishing the poor^ [70] in
the global North and Latin America consists in the fact that in the latter case, the target
population of the region’s prison expansion are those segments of the population that
work in the informal economy. The latter, in turn, is proportionately much bigger than
the informal sector in the economies of countries in the global North. Currently,
informal and non-regulated forms of employment account for 65 % of all jobs in
Peru, 50 % inMexico, 52 % in Colombia and Venezuela, 46 % in Argentina and Bonly^
36 % in Brazil ([53]: 99). This economic informality expands into the larger social
domain of Latin American societies, where B[o]ne in four Latin Americans lives in an
underserviced, poor, legally precarious neighborhood, part of what has come to be
known as the informal city^ [11].

It is the population of the region’s informal cities, and their economies, which has
become the main target of prison expansion in Latin America—in particular young
marginalized and uneducated men with low levels of education. This can be seen, for
instance, in Iturralde’s contribution to this special issue, which shows that 96 % of
Colombian inmates are high-school dropouts. The targeting of marginalized young
men is no surprise in a region where youth unemployment rates are two- to three times
as high as average countrywide unemployment rates and where one third of the age
cohort of young people between 15 to 29 years are economically Binactive for
unspecified reasons^ ([53]: 24). With the more recent expansion of criminal economies
and illegalized economic activities—from drug trafficking to the re-sale of stolen
goods, to the engagement in product piracy—as a form of Bforced entrepreneurialism^
in neoliberal Latin Ametica [54], the informal economy has also increasingly been
integrated into the illegal economy, a process that further contributes to and explains the
social composition of the region’s expanding prison systems.

This process is further exacerbated by the prevailing informality and corruption
inside Latin American police forces as those at society’s margins, having neither the
economic nor political capital to negotiate over the non-enforcement of punitive
legislation in their favor, are the ones who suffer most from the toughening and
growing punitiveness of the rule through law in contemporary Latin America (see also
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[49]: 455–456). In this regards, one could even argue that imprisonment expansion and
penal state crafting do not primarily contribute to the reproduction of the boundaries
separating a legal from an illegal economy by forcing individuals to accept low wages
and increasingly flexibilized jobs [70]. More than that, imprisonment expansion—in
addition to and accompanied by punitive policing—serves to manage and regulate the
most unruly sectors of the informal-criminal economy while reproducing the social
hierarchies that emanate from the triangulation of formal, informal and criminal
economic structures.

As Latin American prisons, due to their material shortcomings, cannot Bwarehouse
the precarious and de-proletarianized fractions of the […] working class^ ([70]7: 208),
prison expansion, in material terms, only allows for controlling, punishing and regu-
lating a minor segment, the most marginalized one, of the region’s informal and
criminal economies. More than its quantitative material contribution to the governing
of marginality in neoliberal Latin America, prison expansion, in qualitative terms,
becomes a veritable symbolic engine that projects its stigmatizing and punitive power
over the entire population of those at urban society’s margins while providing more and
more cultural elements to the penalizing experience and institutional landscape of the
urban peripheries.

As argued above, police, court and prison corruption as well as informality allow
those with access to economic and/or political capital to secure more convenient police,
judicial and prison treatment (for a general overview, see [48]). With police detentions
mostly based on flagrance and a judiciary embodying Bdifferent intensities^ according
to the social power and capital of those judged [60], the limited economic power of
those subordinated in the informal and illegal economies also means harsher treatment
by law enforcement agencies, from the police to the courts. In this special issue, for
instance, Campos shows the chronic corruption of police officers in Peruvian cities who
negotiate detention by extracting exorbitant bribes that those in the lower ends of the
drug economy, in particular women, are unable to meet. People in higher positions in
the illegal economy, in contrast, like members of organized gangs, such as those studied
by [25], are able to mobilize their contacts and wealth to ensure impunity, freedom and
limited punishment.

While this clearly reflects the double marginalization of those at urban society’s
margins, in Latin America’s Bpunitive cities^ [51], in a contradictory way, the main
targets of the highly selective rule through law themselves also contribute to the
growing punitiveness in the region. As pointed out by authors like Caldeira [14] or
[32], B[d]espite the many problems with the formal justice system, many poor urban
residents nevertheless advocate for a stronger and more aggressive police presence in
their neighborhoods, contending that crime would be reduced and security enhanced
were the authorities to take a heavy-handed approach (la mano dura) to crime in the
streets^ ([32]: 21).

The overall consequences of this ambivalent convergence of top-down and bottom-
up punitvism in urban Latin America lead to an increasing circulation of a Bfloating^
population of (ex-)convicts circulating back and forth between the urban peripheries
and the prison. This circulation, in turn, produces different socio-political effects in
urban society at large depending upon the concrete ways in which prisons and urban
spaces are connected. When, for instance, inmates organizations do not exercise control
beyond the prison walls, we find what Comfort [18] has called Bsecondary
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prisionization.^ The latter mainly affects inmates’ relatives through the normalization
of imprisonment as a social experience, in particular for the young marginalized men.
Under these circumstances, prison cultures are exported into marginalized communities
once inmates, who have incorporated what [67] calls the Bcell block habitus^ (habitus
de pabellon), return to their neighborhoods. As the Bcell block habitus^ produces
dispositions that prevent the involvement of released convicts into the (formal and
informal) economy and everyday family relations, because these disposition also
include an acquired Bculture of mistrust of others and defiance of authority it fosters^
[68], the cell block habitus expands and prolongs prison life with its subjectivization
effects in both, time and space.

In the periphery of Buenos Aires, for instance, the prison thus has become Ban
everyday life institution^ ([7]: 88–89). However, while the Bpunishment beyond the
prison^ where Blegally innocent people are made to alter their behavior, changes their
expectations, suffer health issues, and suffer social and economic repercussions of
punitive surveillance, confinement or control^ ([18]: 272) is clearly observable in this
case too, the prison, from the perspective of those living at urban society’s margins, also
becomes a shelter for marginalized youth from the peril of urban and criminal violence.
This indicates once more the often ambivalent and contradictory consequences of the
growing punitiveness of urban governance in Latin America when seen from the
vantage point of the principal targets of penalizing politics.

The overall impact of the prison on marginalized urban spaces is different in settings
where the prison bureaucracies and the police coexist and collude with criminal
organizations that control the prison and have territorial control over marginalized
urban spaces, exercising a veritable form of Bcriminal sovereignty^ ([20]). With this
notion, Cribb describes a form of political authority that depends upon illicit activities
and establishes control over a certain space Bwhich is then used for criminal purposes^
([20]: 8; see also [43]).

Under these conditions, the effects of the extension of prison life beyond prison
walls vary in relation to the stability and organization of prison gangs. When prison
gangs are unstable, exercising mainly circumscribed and highly localized urban control,
as in Rio de Janeiro, released convicts find themselves ill-suited for finding employ-
ment in the informal economy and within local criminal organizations. This forces
them to engage in even more informalized activities, often forcing them into home-
lessness and to engage in petty criminal activities as the last means of economic
survival [46].

In cases where prison gangs are more stable and expand their criminal sovereignty
across larger parts of the city, or even across the state, as in the case of the Primeiro
Comando da Capital (PCC) prison gng in São Paulo, the prison not only allows for the
wider regulation of illegal activities outside the prison (see below). In addition to this,
the prison becomes a normal part of the biographies of marginalized urban youth
residing in areas under criminal sovereignty, where strong and cohesive prison gangs
regulate order, violence and, often neighborhood politics (see [4]). In the case of São
Paulo, these Bregulatory activities^ also include forced payments from ex-convicts for
the support inmates, in order to compensate for the limited service provision inside the
prison [74].

Even if relatives are not forced to make payments, the economic effects of impris-
onment are very high for families who lose the income from the incarcerated member
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of the family. In most cases, given the infrastructural deficits of Latin American prisons
mentioned above, confinement implies that families have to provide sustenance,
including undertaking long trips to prison facilities located far away from the urban
centers. In this regard, the rebirth of the prison in Latin America converts imprisonment
into a form of semi-formalized family tax.

In more general terms, the rebirth of the prison in Latin America has even deeper
effects on the urban and moral landscape of cities. The increase in prison building and
the new salience prison-related service provision—from housing to services for visi-
tors—become economic engines in many medium-sized and small Latin American
cities that witnessed the construction of new prison facilities (see [59]; this issue). The
new penal topography emanating from the region’s boom in prison building followed a
path of Binteriorization,^ with new prisons being mostly built in areas with limited
economic value, and away from places that are important for attracting international
investment in real estate development as part and parcel of the Burbanization of
neoliberalism^ in the region. The latter, thus, not only represents another powerful
factor behind the growing punitiveness of urban governance and the criminalization of
poverty in the region (e.g. [23, 47]; forthcoming; [64]). It also had an impact on the
geography of confinement in Latin America, in particular in the regions where the
Binteriorization process^ unfolds and on inmates’ families. As spatial distance between
families and inmates increases due to the Binteriorization process,^ travel time and costs
rise accordingly, thereby aggravating the social costs of imprisonment by disrupting the
daily routines of inmate families. In addition to this, visiting family members are often
received with deep suspicion and ambivalence by the local residents of the areas
designated for the expansion of the carceral archipelago. As [59] shows in her analysis
of a city in the hinterland of the state of São Paulo that witnessed the construction of
two prison facilities in the late 1970s and the 2000s, local residents, while accepting the
economic benefits of the prison economy, decry the visitors and complain about the
new prison itself out of suspicion and fear.

In addition to the material effects of the rebirth of the prison in urban Latin America,
the consequences of this process also produce symbolic outcomes. The most visible
symbolic consequence of these processes is an intensification of the historical stigma-
tization of marginalized urban neighborhoods Bas dirty and unhealthy places, danger-
ous, disorganized, and threatening to the established order of the greater urban area.
[…] Residence in such a place, regardless of one’s occupation or social standing, is
sufficient to label one a criminal^ ([33]: 12).

In fact, the legal-juridical stigma imposed by the rule through law not only affects a
growing number of Binfamous men^ [46], who incorporate this stigma and suffer from
the discrimination derived from this prejudice in their everyday life ([19], 488; [46]).
Those most affected by the stigmatization that accompanies the rule through law in
urban Latin America are marginalized youth who are often portrayed as dangerous drug
addicts and criminals ([19]: 489). What is more important is that this stigma, that
portrays marginalized youth as the dangerous Burban other^ is not primarily produced
by direct experiences and encounters with marginalized urban youth. It mostly stems
from general negative views espoused by the media, bureaucrats, politicians and
Bexperts^ about criminals and inmates; a process that Caldeira called Btalk of crime^
(13). In this respect the work of [59] reveals how the most general representations about
crime and criminals, brought into public circulation, and that depict Bcriminals^ and
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inmates as a dangerous and intrinsically evil Burban other,^ are incorporated and
accepted by the local citizens, even if they often contradict their direct own personal
experiences.

The symbolic productivity of the prison that goes beyond its material targets is also
related to the capacity of the prison to enhance the legitimacy of politicians and
bureaucrats by demonstrating that they are taking citizen’s concerns regarding crime
and (in)security serious. In this regard, Wacquant has argued that Bexpanding the penal
state […] allows elected officials to shore up the deficit of political legitimacy by
reasserting state authority in the restricted realm of action they henceforth assign to it^
([69]: 58). However, under the conditions of weak state capacity, such efforts can easily
backfire, as penal bureaucracies and political authorities expose themselves to enor-
mous risks that can jeopardize their image as punitive order-producers. These risks are
related to the highly volatile situations inside the prisons and from the (possible) loss of
power in the hands of inmates organizations, within prisons and in marginalized urban
areas under the control of prison-based Bcriminal sovereigns.^

However, cases where prison gangs are in control of prisons and able to project their
power beyond prison walls, their Bcriminal sovereignty^ also allow politicians to
Bcapitalize^ on their own lack of sovereign control over these areas by simply avoiding
to directly engage with Bproblem places^ and Bproblem populations^ under the control
by prison-based gangs, while depicting them as Bdangerous^ areas Bout of control.^
Thereby Bthe state[tends] to distance itself from the politically unpopular and problem-
atic demographics—the poor—and problematic areas—the periphery^ ([25]: 179), and
the prisons themselves. However, these strategies also include risks. They can easily
discredit state authorities because the public knowledge about forms of prison-gang
criminal governance inside and outside the prisons is often enough to damage the
image of the state as a guardian of public order and morality (see for example, [30, 41]).

In sum, under the conditions of institutional weakness and informality, the incapac-
ity to orderly enforce its punitive promises—and much less to control prisoners and
criminal gangs inside the prison—may undermine the legitimacy of the state as a
guarantor of law and order. However, even under these circumstances the state pre-
serves the power to impose stigmatizing moral categories to continue creating scape-
goats and social enemies. In this respect, the representations of riots as resulting not
from terrible prison conditions, but from the seemingly ontologically violent inmates,
can still be exploited in symbolical and political terms. Bureaucrats and politicians can
use such images for justifying more punitive measures as the most adequate response to
an ontologically violent Bprison other.^ Such portrayals are facilitated by the increased
geographical distance between prisons and urban society, facilitated by the new
geography of Latin American imprisonment and the maximum security design of many
prison facilities in the region that reduces public control and avoids public scrutiny.

Conclusion

In this introduction we have offered an empirical and analytical contextualization of the
rebirth of the prison in Latin America. We have stressed the varieties of Latin American
prison expansion, the mutations in the region’s prison regimes, and pointed towards the
specific material and symbolic effects of penal state making in contemporary Latin
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America. This contextualization, in addition to pointing towards the usefulness of
classic sociological and anthropological concepts to capture prison life beyond the
global North, also demonstrated that prison expansion is at the center of political
processes of democratization and rule of law reform in the region. At the same time,
we have demonstrated that an analysis of penal state making in Latin America must go
beyond the simplistic and simplifying assumptions regarding the importance of ideo-
logical factors or political orientations. More than these factors, we have demonstrated
that the recent developments in Latin American prison regimes are traversed and
conditioned by the institutional histories and legacies, larger economic and political
changes as well as globally circulating punitive ideas and models. In other words, they
remind us that the Latin American prisons are affected and produced by a multiplicity
of forces, including political ones, which the contributions to this special issue will
illuminate in their context-dependent unfolding, thereby, hopefully, contributing to their
civic control.
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Introduction

In the past two decades Colombia has seen a constant and dramatic rise in its
imprisonment rates. 1 In twenty years, between 1994 and 2014, the inmate
population grew by 305 % (from 1994 to 2004, an increase of 33.43 %; from
2004 to 20014, 78.96 % -See Table 1 and Chart 1). This expansion has further
worsened the already precarious condition of those citizens deprived of their
liberty by the Colombian State; and the term ‘crisis’ has become the cliché of
choice used to describe the Colombian penitentiary system during the past three
decades. One of the major failures of the Colombian judicial system during this
period has been its negligence concerning the country’s prisons, which are
characterized by deficient infrastructure, overcrowding, violence and the persis-
tent and nearly total violation of prisoners’ human rights. Therefore, this ‘crisis’
is merely a euphemism used to describe a situation that has stretched out over
decades.

From 1994 to 2011 the number of crimes reported by the Colombian
National Police Force also rose significantly (by 136.3 % -See Chart 2), which
could explain the significant increase in the number of inmates. However, this is not
an entirely satisfactory explanation, due to the fact that the percentage of the increase of
the prison population doubled (305 %) in comparison with the increase of crimes
reported (See Charts 1 and 2).

Crime Law Soc Change (2016) 65:137–162
DOI 10.1007/s10611-015-9581-7

1According to INPEC (National Bureau of Colombian Prisons) statistics, the average number of inmates
during the eighties came to 28,000; the average number in the nineties was 38,391; from the year 2000 to 2014
(March) the average was 72,906. See, INPEC [25, 27, 32].
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Table 1 Prisons and inmate population in Colombia (1994–2013)

Year Total capacity Population
(annual average)

Overcrowding
(annual average)

On remand Sentenced

1994 26,709 29,343 9.9 % 15,860 13,483

1995 27,822 31,690 14.9 % 15,492 16,468

1996 28,332 38,063 34.3 % 17,817 20,246

1997 29,239 41,404 41.6 % 19,227 22,177

1998 33,009 43,259 31.1 % 20,014 23,245

1999 33,090 46,322 40 % 19,731 26,591

2000 35,969 49,816 38.5 % 20,326 29,490

2001 40,037 52,181 30.3 % 21,420 30,761

2002 44,373 51,276 15.6 % 21,199 30,077

2003 46,399 58,894 26.9 % 25,271 33,623

2004 48,916 66,474 35.9 % 28,751 37,723

2005 49,763 69,365 39.4 % 28,611 40,754

2006 52,115 62,906 20.7 % 21,992 40,914

2007 52,504 61,543 17.2 % 20,280 41,263

2008 53,672 67,388 25.5 % 23,195 44,144

2009 55,042 76,471 38.9 % 25,619 50,852

2010 56,970 79,730 40 % 25,102 54,628

2011 75.620 100.451 32.8 % 27.320 73.131

2012 75.726 109.378 44.55 % 34.571 79.313

2013 76.066 120.032 57.8 % 37.052 82.980

2014 (March) 76.180 118.968 56.16 % 39.730 79.238

Source: National Bureau of Colombian Prisons (INPEC) [28, 29, 32]
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Chart 1 Prison capacity and inmate population 1994–2014 (March). Source: National Bureau of Colombian
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The tendency towards ever-increasing imprisonment rates -which is not necessarily
directly related to the rising crime rate2- has been taking place not only in Colombia,
but worldwide, as well; in the Global North, in countries such as England and the
United States, the inmate population has grown considerably, and their respective
penitentiary systems have proven unable to fully confront the situation (as a result of
the state’s indifference or incompetence), which has, consequently, led to a dramatic
decline in prisoners’ living conditions [20:19]. Latin America is no exception: between
2000 and 2010 imprisonment rates rose 68 % [1] (See Table 2; Chart 3).

The problem of incarceration in Colombia, which is similar to that in other countries, is
neither passing nor confined behind prison walls; it affects Colombian society as a whole
because it mirrors its problems and internal conflicts. Colombian prisons dramatically
underscore how vast sectors within an exclusionary and unequal society are further mar-
ginalized through stigmatization and rejection as they are placed in the roles of dangerous
delinquents. Prisons, in Colombia and elsewhere, also exemplify how modern societies
prefer to face their structural problems and social instability by means of repressive criminal
policies; thus further contributing to what Simon calls governing through crime [57, 58].

The feelings of fear and defenselessness that permeate many societies are channeled by
governments into strategieswhich augment and intensify the tools and techniques for control
and security. This combination of factors, especially during the past three decades, has given
rise to a Culture of Control [20: 175] which affects the lives of every citizen and which
inspires governmental policy at the global level in awide diversity of countries, in theGlobal
North as well as in the Global South. It may be inaccurate to state that international
homogeneity exists for punishment; in fact, a wide variety of tendencies can be found
worldwide- as authors such as Lacey [40, 41], Whitman [64], Lappi-Seppälä [42], Melossi
et al. [43], Nelken [45, 46] and Sozzo [59] have pointed out. There is, however, in many
countries both of the Global North and South a trend towards penal convergence [5: 438,
441], as witnessed by the overall growth of the inmate population brought about by
increasingly harsh penal laws.

2 For example, while imprisonment rates have quadrupled in the United States during the past three decades,
crime rates have tended to go down during the past twenty years. In England, the inmate population has gone
up considerably, by some 60 % over the past three decades; however, crime rates have tended to go down
since 1990 [See 20: 208–209].
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Chart 2 Crimes reported by the Colombian National Police Force (1994–2011). Source: Colombian National
Police Force [7–9]
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The study, therefore, of the ‘crisis’ in Colombia’s prisons, as a paradigmatic example
of a global tendency, cannot be approached from a reductionist viewpoint that attempts
to be explained in its own terms. On the contrary, it must be based upon a wider
perspective, one which includes understanding the penal system as the way state and
society perceive crime and its respective forms of punishment. Punishment is not merely

Table 2 Prison population per 100,000 inhabitants (and total inmate population) in Latin American countries
(1992–2013)

Country 1992/1993 1995/1996 1998/1999 2001/2002 2004/2005 2007/2008 2011/2013

Argentina 63
(21,016)

75
(25,852)

100
(35,808)

109
(41,007)

140
(52,472)

154
(60,621)

2011
147
(60,789)

Bolivia N.D. 71
(5412)

86
(6867)

110
(9145)

79
(7310)

82
(7682)

2011
112
(11,516)

Brasil 74
(114,377)

92
(148,760)

102
(170,602)

133
(233,859)

183
(336,358)

220
(422,590)

2012
276
(549,577)

Chile 155
(20,989)

155
(22,023)

181
(26,871)

225
(34,717)

238
(38,064)

276
(45,843)

2013
272
(47,620)

Colombia 100
(33,491)

107
(37,428)

127
(51,693)

126
(54,034)

152
(68,545)

150
(69,979)

2013
241
(115,781)

Ecuador 74
(7998)

84
(9646)

78
(9439)

61
(7859)

86
(11,358)

126
(17,065)

2010
86
(11,800)

Mexico 98
(85,712)

102
(93,574)

133
(128,902)

164
(165,687)

183
(193,889)

193
(212,841)

2013
209
(242,754)

Nicaragua 85
(3375)

103
(4586)

134
(6535)

N.D. N.D. 107
(6060)

2011
122
(7200)

Panama 178
(4428)

249
(6607)

300
(8290)

333
(9643)

353
(11,292)

295
(10,036)

2012
392
(14,238)

Paraguay N.D. 60
(2972)

75
(4088)

N.D. 86
(5063)

95
(5889)

2009
97
(6300)

Peru 71
(15,718)

90
(20,899)

106
(26,059)

105
(26,968)

116
(31,311)

141
(39,684)

2012
199
(60,239)

Uruguay 97
(3037)

100
(3192)

121
(3927)

N.D. N.D. 193
(6947)

2012
279
(9450)

Venezuela 111
(23,200)

102
(22,791)

97
(22,914)

77
(19,368)

74
(19,853)

79
(22,000)

2011
169
(50,000)

*N.D. No data

Source: International Centre for Prison Studies (2013)
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the way delinquents are treated; it is an authentic social institution which helps to define,
and which at the same time reflects, the nature of a given society, and the relationships
and conflicts of which it is made up [18: 287]. Thus, the current management of prisons
and the penal system provide a key to understanding the transformation of Colombian
society, along with its conflicts, during the past three decades, as well as to how social
and power relationships have led diverse administrations into marginalizing an exten-
sive sector of the population with the argument that by doing so they are protecting
society. From a sociological standpoint on punishment and prisons -both to be under-
stood as complex social institutions-, this article aims to provide a critical diagnosis of
Colombian prisons, and of their political and cultural uses and meanings in Colombian
society over the past 30 years. Towards this end, in the first part of the article (made up of
the first two sections) I will present a critical analysis, based mainly upon official
statistics, of the major features and transformations in Colombian corrections facilities
and in their inmate populations, and of the criminal policies which legitimize their
workings and existence. In the second part (which is made up of the two following
sections), by referring to aspects and changes in Colombian prisons, I will explain the
political and cultural meanings and uses of prisons in contemporary Colombian society.

The central thesis of this essay is that prisons have been turned into core symbols
and institutions of authoritarian liberalism. This refers to a form of government, which
has consolidated in the past three decades to a great degree due to its overlapping with a
neoliberal political economy, but that nevertheless may not be reduced to a worldwide
expansion of neoliberalism -as some authors, like Wacquant [63], claim, since it
predates the arrival of neoliberalism to Colombia and Latin America during the
eighties, and has features and dynamics of its own [35, 36, 38]. Authoritarian liberalism
as a form of government protects the interests of the status quo -even if violence must
be used- by sacrificing the rights of society’s poorest and most vulnerable groups
(which in Colombia is half the population). This state-sponsored defense of the
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predominant powers in Colombia has created a conspicuously exclusionary and un-
equal society, which, in large part, justifies the use and expansion of the prison system
as a reaction to feelings of fear and vengeance. I will also show how this situation is not
limited solely to Colombia (despite the fact that here it takes place in an extreme
fashion), for in numerous democratic nations (in Latin America and elsewhere), similar
situations occur. Hence, I assess, particularly for the Colombian case, the thesis which
claims that the globalization of the neoliberal economic and political model is accom-
panied by a specific punitive model that excludes the poorest social groups through the
use of punishment with the aim of consolidating a new form of government [63: xviii].
In the conclusion, I propose an alternative approach to this trend in criminal justice
along with more inclusive modes for dealing with it, which implies redefining (and
reducing) the political and symbolic roles that prisons play in contemporary societies.

Colombian prisons during the past three decades: a history of failure

In 1989, overcrowding in Colombian prisons was not excessively high: 166 corrections
facilities, with capacity for 26,307 inmates, held 26,715 prisoners, which came to a
1.55 % overcrowding rate [6: 230–231]. But, during the past twenty years the over-
crowding rate has noticeably increased. Whereas, during the first part of the nineties
prison capacity had increased by 6000 places, during the same period the inmate
population rose by 18,000: in just six years the overcrowding rate in prisons went
from 10 % (in 1993) to 40 % (in 1999) [27].

Overcrowding tended to go down between the years 2000 and 2002 (from 38.5 to
15.6 %), and between 2005 and 2008 (from 39.4 to 25.5 %); this was due mainly to an
increase in individual prison places (which climbed from 35,969 in 2000 to 53,672 in
2008 -an increase of 49.21 %), and not to a lower inmate population which has
continued to go up year after year (from 49,816 in 2000 to 118,968 in 20014 -a growth
of 138.8 %) (See Table 1, Charts 1 and 4). Nevertheless, the overcrowding rate has
been considerably high in spite of the numerous variations; and, what is more worri-
some, between 2010 and 2013 a large jump occurred when it reached 53.7 %% in
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March 2013, a number that supersedes the historical peaks in 1997 (41.6 %), 1999
(40 %) and 2005 (39.4 %) (See Table 1 and Chart 4).

Over the past two decades, excessive overcrowding, combined with the growing
number of prisoners, has overwhelmed Colombia’s obsolete corrections system and
aggravated what have always been deficient prison conditions; at the same time,
widespread chaos and violence have taken hold inside these facilities where the
Colombian government has never really been in control [See 17].

Further proof of the inadequacy of Colombia’s corrections infrastructure is the
scarcity of education opportunities for inmates. In spite of the fact that education and
work are two pillars of the prison system’s rehabilitation scheme, Colombian prisons
reveal just how far removed the State is from providing the minimum conditions
needed to achieve a level of rehabilitation that would justify, at least within the rhetoric
on prisons, their use as state sponsored institutions that guarantee the rule of law. By
1999, 41 % of the prison population was working in correctional facilities; in December
2005, 34.45 % had an occupation, and in September 2008, the percentage stood at
31.72 % [27]. By December 2010 the percentage of inmates who had an occupation
was reduced to 30 % and in December, 2012 was further reduced to 27,8 % [31]. The
average percentage of the prison population that actively labored between 2002 and
2012 was 33 %. These figures show how inmates’ access to rehabilitation programs has
decreased over the last decade, to the point that not occupied inmates have become the
majority (almost half) of the prison population in Colombia. (See Table 3, Chart 5).

A sizeable number of inmates occupy themselves with informal jobs, that is to say,
with practically any kind of work -from selling food to cleaning floors- which prison
authorities recognize as meriting reduced prison terms. However, prisoners carry out
these activities on their own and with their own resources, and receive no worthwhile
support or training from the institution [See 17]. In fact, according to a report from the
National Office of the Comptroller (Contraloría General de la República), in 2006, the
National Bureau of Colombian Prisons (INPEC) earmarked a mere 1.4 % of its overall

Table 3 Index of occupations and education programs among the Colombian inmate population 2002–2012

Month/year Total population Work Study No occupation

December 2002 52,936 21,505 (40.62 %) 17,420 (32.9 %) 14,011 (26.46 %)

December 2003 62,281 21,461 (34.45 %) 25,466 (40.88 %) 15,354 (24.65 %)

December 2004 68,020 23,700 (38.84 %) 27,748 (40.79 %) 16,752 (24.36 %)

December 2005 66,289 23,027 (34.45 %) 26,441 (39.56 %) 17,361 (25.97 %)

December 2006 60,021 21,474 (35.77 %) 26,755 (44.5 %) 11,792 (19.64 %)

December 2007 63,603 21,463 (33.74 %) 26,381 (41.47 %) 15,759 (24.77 %)

September 2008 69,689 22,109 (31.72 %) 29,916 (38.62 %) 20,664 (29.65 %)

December 2010 84,444 25,389 (30.06 %) 28,582 (33.84 %) 30,473 (36.08 %)

December 2012 113,726 31,706 (27,87 %) 38,042 (33.45 %) 43,978 (38,67 %)

Average
2002–2012

71,283 23,537 (33 %) 27,083 (37.99 %) 20,663 (28.98 %)

Source: INPEC [27, 31]
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budget for rehabilitation programs (including education), which was even less than
what had been assigned the year before [50: 4].

In so far as education is concerned, the other central pillar of rehabilitation, the
panorama is similar: in 1999, 25 % of the inmate population participated in educational
programs; in December 2005, the percentage stood at 39.56%, and in September 2008 it
had reached 39.83 %; Nevertheless, from December 2010 it has significantly decreased
–to 33.84 % in that year and to 33.45 % in December 2012. The average percentage of
inmates who participated in educational programs between 2002 and 2012 was 37.99 %
[25, 27] (See Table 3, Chart 5). Educational programs are mainly focused on basic
levels, primary education above all; whereas secondary and university education pro-
grams, which could have significant demand considering the educational profile of the
prison population (as will be shown in the following section), are hardly available.
Subsequently, between 2004 and 2007, only 1.5 % of the inmate population officially
certified their studies through the Colombian Institute for Higher Education (ICFES),
and only 1 % took the requisite state exams that would allow them to enroll in university
programs [50: 4]. As is often the case with occupational activities, educational programs
serve primarily as the means to shorten prison stays rather than serving as the foundation
for rehabilitating inmates so that they may become productive members of society.

The most worrying trend is the increasing number of prisoners who are neither
working nor studying in the past decade (particularly from 2007), becoming the
majority of the prison population in 2012: in 1999, 34 % of the inmate population
did not participate in any rehabilitation programs; the percentage of which dropped to
25.97 % in 2005, and to 19.65 % in December, 2005. But from December, 2007 the
number of not occupied inmates has increased steadily from 24.77 to 38.67 % in
December 2012. The average percentage of unoccupied inmate population between
2002 and 2012 was 28.98 % [25, 27, 31] (See Table 3, Chart 5).

Therefore, the statistics cited above clearly indicate that the rehabilitation programs
proclaimed as institutional pillars of the penitentiary system from the time of its
creation, have failed. Prison neither reforms nor educates. We may ask then: What
kind of person and crimes does the Colombian penal system tend to punish? Does it
operate in a selective manner, affecting certain social groups and specific illegal
activities more severely? These questions will be answered in the following section.
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Personal profiles and crimes committed by those who go to prison

The people

The vast majority of Colombian inmates are male; the average rate has been between
93 and 94 % of the total prison population during the past twenty years [6: 41; 31]. In
1989, inmates’ ages fluctuated mainly between 16 and 30 years old (57.7 %); 28.7 % of
prisoners were between 31 and 40 years old; 9 % between 41 and 50, and 4.5 % were
over age 50 [6: 73]. In 1999 and 2008 this tendency was reconfirmed: in 1999 most
prisoners were between 18 and 29 years old (making up 43.81 % of the total
population); 34.42 % of the inmates were between 30 and 39 years of age, and
16.51 % were between 40 and 49 years old [25]. In 2008, 47 % of the prison population
was between 18 and 29 years old; 36.5 % between 30 and 44; 13.5 % between 45 and
50; and 3 % over 60 [27]. In 2012, most of the prison population was between 30 and
54 years old (51.73 %), which indicates that, on average, such population is becoming
older, even though it remains relatively young, especially taking into account that
inmates between 19 and 29 years old make up 42.94 % of the population [31]. These
figures show that the inmate population in Colombia, even though is predom-
inantly young, is becoming older; this may have to do to the increase of
prisons sentences as a result of a more punitive penal policy. In fact, even
though the majority of the prison population is sentenced to between 1 and 10 years
(67.83 % of the prison population in April 2013) –a percentage that has increased over
the last years (see Chart 8), there is also a notorious increase (178,93 %) of inmates
serving long prisons sentences (more than 25 years) between 1999 and 2013
(see Charts 6 and 7).

In April, 2013, out of a total inmate population of 117,015, when grouped by gender,
92.42 % were men and 7.58 % were women. Even though there has been an increase of
the proportion of women inmates (in 2008 94 % were men and 6 % women), this
proportion has remained constant over time: between 1989 and 2008 there was
practically no variation [6: 41; 27].
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Where formal education among inmates is concerned, in 1989, 8.25 % had
no education of any kind; 46.75 % had attended (but not necessarily complet-
ed) some level of primary school, 34.5 % had some secondary education and
6 % had been enrolled in university or vocational institutions [6: 78]. By 1999
inmates’ formal education levels had fallen even further: 12 % had no formal
education, 53 % had been to primary school; 31 % to secondary school and
3 % had attended university or vocational schools [25]. In 2008, 5.85 % had no
education, 42.43 % had attended primary school, 48.16 % secondary school,
and 3.53 % university or vocational school [27]. In 2013, 5.55 % had no
education, 40.29 % had attended primary school, 54.15 % secondary school,
and 3.53 % university or vocational school [31]. Although the percentage of the
inmate population that has some kind of secondary schooling has gone up
(from 34.5 % in 1989 to 52.8 % in 2013), during the past 20 years the
proportion of prisoners who have not graduated from high school is still very
high and has increased (89.5 % in 1989; 96.44 % in 2008, and 96.53 % in 2013)
(See Chart 8).
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Lastly, the percentage of repeat offenders has stayed relatively stable during the last
decade (where data is available). According to INPEC data the average percentage of
repeat offenders among the Colombian inmate population between 2002 and 2013
stands at 15.02 %.

The foregoing data confirm a worldwide tendency regarding the demographic
features of the prison population: in the overwhelming majority of contemporary
capitalist societies, those who end up in prison are almost always young men, who
often come from urban centers and marginalized environments, with scant education,
and, as a rule, are unemployed or working in the informal economic sector [See 19:
1160–1161; 20: 90–93; 21: 5; 60, 61, 63, 66; for the case of Latin America, See 14, 15,
39, 62].

The crimes

Crime statistics, prisoners’ profiles and the crimes for which they are imprisoned are
useful in understanding the selective manner in which the criminal justice system
works, and for which the penitentiary provides the final phase and receptacle.
Statistics serve to identify which crimes are the most likely to be prosecuted by the
state and what kind of individuals will most probably end up in prison.

The following data focus on the years 1989, 1999, 2008 and 2013 and aim to
illustrate, in broad terms, the changes and make up of certain patterns during this
period. The crime figures compiled by the National Police Force, as well as the prison
population, rose due to a variety of factors, including the escalation of the armed
conflict in Colombia, the war on drugs, and the economic crisis that debilitated the
country during the latter half of the nineteen-nineties [See Charts 9 and 10; 2, 4].

In 1977, the number of individuals imprisoned for homicide and aggravated assault
came to 30 % of the total inmate population, whereas the number of those held for
crimes against property (mainly theft and grand larceny) made up 45.93 %, and those
imprisoned for drug related offenses, 6.91 % [6: 84] (See Chart 11).
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By 1989, 33.75 % of the inmate population had been imprisoned for crimes against
property and 30.75 % for homicide and aggravated assault; 1.5 % was being held on a
combination of both types of crime. Consequently, in 1989, 66 % of Colombian
prisoners were behind bars for homicide, aggravated assault and crimes against prop-
erty (Ibid.: 83, 84). Drug-trafficking accounted for 15.5 %, followed by crimes against
state security forces (such as terrorism and related offenses, and the illegal possession
of weapons) at 3.25 %; sexual assaults made up 2.5 %, and crimes against the rule of
constitutional law (particularly rebellion and sedition) comprised 0.25 % of the total
(Ibid.: 87) (See Chart 11).

In December, 1999, the majority of prisoners in Colombian corrections facilities had
been accused or sentenced for homicide, aggravated assault (31.09 %), or crimes
against property (28.59 %), which came to a combined total of 59.68 % [27]. Next,
were those crimes related to drug-trafficking (10.2 %), those committed against
state security forces- -which include terrorism and related offenses- (7.08 %),
sexual assaults (5.45 %), crimes against individual liberty -mainly kidnapping-
(5.33%), and crimes against the rule of constitutional law -especially, rebellion-(2.33%).
(Ibid.) (See Chart 11).

In 2008, homicides and aggravated assault along with crimes against property
continued to rank first and second at 26.66 %, and 24.82 % of the total, respectively.
Subsequently, when added together they represented more than half (51.48 %) of all
crimes that had been committed by inmates in Colombia in that year [27]. The list
continued with drug-trafficking (17.18 %), sexual assault (9.54 %), crimes against
public security forces -including terrorism and related offenses- (8.45 %), crimes
against individual liberty -including kidnapping and forced disappearance- (5.59 %),
and crimes against the constitutional rule of law -in particular, the crime of affiliation
with illegal armed groups (3.03 %) [27] (See Chart 11).

By April 2013, the same pattern continued -crimes against property (22.16 %)
together with homicide and assault (17.34 %) made up the majority of crimes
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that ended up in prison (39,50 %), even though is worth noting that they no
longer make up more than half of crimes. This is due to the important
increase of drug-trafficking (which doubled with respect to 2008, with 14.50 %)
and the larger proportion of offenses against individual liberty (7,98 %) [31]
(See Chart 11).

As the abovementioned numbers reveal, starting in 1989 the proportion of inmates
being held for homicide and assault as well as for drug-trafficking and terrorism went
up conspicuously as a result of the country’s armed conflict and the war on drugs, most
notably against the Medellín cartel -from the latter part of the eighties until the first part
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of the nineties- a group notorious for violent and terrorist acts, and which was in the
throes of its demise [36].

The growth of cocaine-trafficking has also intensified the armed conflict in
Colombia as it provides immense capital resources which both the guerrilla and
paramilitary militias use to procure arms for their troops, to battle one another
and to maintain control over most of the coca growing regions in the country
[See 4, 48, 54]. On the basis of the foregoing, it can be concluded that, in
general terms, the intensification of violence and armed conflict coupled with
the social and economic crisis that held sway during the decade of the nineties
is reflected in Colombia’s prison statistics, made up primarily of individuals
indicted on and sentenced for crimes related to these calamities (crimes against
property, homicide and aggravated assault, drug-trafficking and offenses against
law enforcement).

The abovementioned data, which cover three different decades, reveal the
fact that those imprisoned for homicide and aggravated assault, as well as for
crimes against property, constantly comprise the largest portion of the
Colombian inmate population (between 39.50 and 75 %). These categories are
persistently followed by that which includes individuals accused of or sentenced
for drug-trafficking (nearly 15 % of the total inmate population), whose num-
bers doubled during the eighties -precisely when all-out war was declared on
drugs- going from 6.91 % of the total inmate population in 1977 to 15.5 % in
1989, and again between 2008 and 2013, and which rose as a consequence of
the repressive criminal justice policy upon which the state instituted its war on
drugs, organized crime and the various illegal militias operating within the
country [See 36]. It is also worth noting the significant increase of inmate held
for sex crimes (which increased from 2.50 % in 1989 to 7,65 % in 2013 -the
proportion trebled). Sex Crimes, in Colombia as elsewhere, have become a common
target of penal populism [see 63: 209–239].

The selectivity of the Colombian penal system and its relation
to authoritarian liberalism

On the basis of the statistics analyzed in the section above, it may be concluded that the
Colombian inmate population has not significantly varied during the past three decades,
neither its basic features: it is a relatively young population, overwhelmingly mascu-
line, with scant education and unemployed or working at low-paying jobs before
entering prison. Hence, it is apparent that the majority of the inmate population comes
from marginalized sectors of Colombian society, where high levels of exclusion and
poverty prevail.

Government policies directed towards that part of the populace deemed
delinquent, which Feeley and Simon [16] label as the New Penology, aim not
to reduce crime and eliminate its causes, but rather to manage and control
social groups looked upon as problematic. Additionally, this approach to gov-
ernment has tended to be associated during the past two decades, in the Global
North as well as in the Global South, with the neoliberal agenda. That is to
say, it is based upon the free market and deregulation of the economy, along with the
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downsizing of the welfare state which provides social benefits to marginal social sectors,
and the broadening of the prison state, which through a system of punishment, maintains
control over these same sectors [63: xviii].3

Some authors, particularly from the Global North, as Lacey [41: 789], suspect that,
since Latin American countries are more economically dependent upon and share
closer political ties with the United States, they are probably more susceptible to being
pressed into implementing the same corrections policies as those in use in the United
States. More detailed research on particular Latin American countries, such as Sozzo’s
analysis of the Argentinian case [59], show that, even though the influence of neolib-
eralism in political, cultural and economic aspects of Latin American societies is
undeniable, the features and transformation of their crime control fields respond to
the particular and local dynamics of each society, rather than the influence or pressure
exerted by the United States.

Furthermore, the last two decades have witnessed important transformations in Latin
America, particularly in the political landscape, the most important being the political
realignment of Latin American countries between left and right. Venezuela, Bolivia,
Ecuador, and Nicaragua are undergoing intense political processes under the lead of
leftist governments, which, at least at the discursive level, defend socialism in radical
terms. On the other hand, countries like Colombia, México, Perú, and El Salvador have
been led mostly by right-wing governments with a neoliberal tendency and a with a
political and economic interest in having close ties with the United States. At the centre
of the political spectrum there are countries like Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, and Chile
that have been ruled by leftist governments that have accepted market capitalism rules
and principles as part of their political and economic agenda [37].

Considering all these important transformations, it is very likely that crime control
fields have undergone important changes in countries like Venezuela, Bolivia, Ecuador,
and Nicaragua, which are experiencing intense social and political conflicts that affect
violence and crime rates,4 as well as penal policies and imprisonment rates. Actually, in
many of the countries that are undertaking structural leftist reforms, imprisonment rates
have increased, even though official data has become hard to get in many of these (like
Venezuela, Ecuador, Nicaragua, and Bolivia).5

Even if most of Latin American countries share a common history and display
cultural, economic, political and social similarities, they also have their own historical
trajectories, which merit a detailed and nuanced analysis in order to establish resem-
blances as well as differences. Thus, compared and case study analyses on Latin

3 Considerable discussion is taking place in the fields of criminology and sociology on the neoliberal state and
its relationship to highly punitive and exclusionary corrections systems. Loïc Wacquant’s book, Punishing the
Poor: the Neoliberal Government of Social Insecurity [63] has provoked international debate on the subject.
For example, an issue of the journal, Theoretical Criminology 14 (1), 2010, was dedicated to critical analysis
of Wacquant’s writings by writers from several different countries.
4 Venezuela is a case in point. The murder rate has increased from 8 per 100,000 inhabitants in 1996, to 33 in
2000, 44 in 2003, 45 in 2006, and 79 in 2013 (the third highest in the world after Honduras and El Salvador).
Between 1998 (when Chávez rose to power) and 2013, the murder rate in Venezuela quadrupled [47].
5 Since the rise of Chavismo, the imprisonment rate also increased notably, from 97 inmates per 100,000
inhabitants in 1998, to 169 in 2011 -the latest official data available. In Nicaragua it increased from 85 in 1992
to 119 in 2007; in Ecuador, from 75 in 1992 to 127 in 2007; in Uruguay from 100 in 1992 to 257 in 2010; in
Brazil from 107 in 1995 to 253 in 2010; in Argentina from 62 in 1992 to 153 in 2011; in Bolivia from 69 in
1996 to 92 in 2010 [see Table 2 and 33].
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American crime control fields6 are needed in order to assess the similarities of these
fields (such as high crime –and particularly homicide- rates, increasing imprisonment
rates, the hardening of criminal policies), how they came into being, their connections,
as well as an explanation of their differences and divergent trajectories [37].

For the same reasons, though it may be reasonable to say that there is a certain drift
towards penal convergence –and a harsh one, in many of the Latin American countries,
regardless their political leaning to the right or left, there remains the task to explain to
which degree such convergence is due to shared or different political and economic
processes, or maybe to a combination of both. Regarding the global debate on the
expansion of neoliberalism, the previous thoughts should warn us against the notion
that, because of the influence of neoliberalism in political, cultural and economic
aspects of Latin American societies, the features and transformations of their crime
control fields respond exclusively or mainly to the influence or pressure exerted by
neoliberal policies and doxa-US style.

Such caution is of special interest for the analysis of the Colombian case, for
Colombia has had close political and economic ties to the United States, something
that is evident in the configuration of the Colombian crime control field during the last
three decades, in great measure due to the US led war against drugs [36]. Thus, it is not
surprising that neoliberal technologies and discourses regarding crime control have
influenced the Colombian crime control field [35–38, 52, 53, 56]. But, at the same time,
one should bear in mind that Colombia, like every other Latin American country, has its
own historical trajectory, and that the configuration of its crime control field, even
though influenced by neoliberalism and close cooperation with the United States,
predates it and presents its own features and processes.

Elsewhere [35, 36, 38] I have used the term authoritarian liberalism as a concept that
synthetizes the main features of the Colombian crime control field during the second
half of the Twentieth century and the first two decades of the Twentieth First century.
These basically point to the intensive use of punishment discourses and technologies to
uphold, through violent means, a highly exclusive political and economic order to the
benefit of elite groups of Colombian society. Although this may be regarded as a long-
lasting feature of the Colombian crime control field, authoritarian liberalism strategies,
discourses and practices have changed over the years and have not been left untouched
by the changes experienced by an increasingly globalized world.

Authoritarian liberalism has changed and adapted to different political, economic,
and social circumstances throughout late modernity, just as the Colombian political
system and society have undergone fundamental transformations. Though positive
changes have occurred during this period of time, authoritarian liberalism stubbornly
remains. Governments of different political persuasions, be they conservative or liberal,
have resorted insistently to punishment and penal institutions to defend the establish-
ment from what it perceives as threats to its interests, and even to its very existence.
Nevertheless, the politics of penal institutions have responded through time to different
social, economic, and political contexts, as well as framing different enemies. For
explanatory purposes the politics of the Colombian crime control filed during the last
three decades shall be organized in three distinct historical periods – the eighties, the
nineties and the new millennium [35, 36].

6 Sozzo’s analysis of the Argentinian case [59] is a good example.
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The eighties in Colombia were marked by the war against drugs. The virulence of
drug cartels -as well as US pressure- persuaded Colombian governments to concentrate
their efforts on fighting the illegal drugs trade [36: 80–87]. The Colombian and US
governments regarded narcotrafficking as a serious criminal problem that also threat-
ened the national security of both countries. According to such a view, ruthless criminal
organizations were the cause of the drugs problem and they had to be neutralized
through repressive means.

This interpretation of narcotrafficking as both a criminal issue and a matter of
national security, led to the war on drugs rhetoric, and the consequent conflation of
penal and military technologies to fight it. The crime control field was the site where
both techniques blended, resulting in a highly repressive penal system where the
subjugation of the enemy, rather than the establishment of penal responsibility under
the rule of law, was the main objective. Nevertheless, most of the people who ended up
in prison under drug trafficking offences, were the rank and file of drug cartels or minor
scale dealers, mostly young men from urban ghettos, hardly connected to drug king-
pins, and who most of the times resorted to drug dealing as a way of survival in an
informal market.

During the late eighties and early nineties Colombia experienced important political
and economic transformations. On the one hand, legal and constitutional reforms,
spearheaded by the 1991 Constitution, led to the strengthening of democratic institu-
tions and the rule of law. On the other hand, the Barco (1986–1990) and Gaviria (1990–
1994) administrations undertook economic reforms that liberalized the Colombian
economy and placed it in the sphere of globalization and neoliberalism. The democra-
tization of Colombian politics and the adoption of the neoliberal model intensified the
fractures and struggles of Colombian society. For one thing, alternative political parties
and social movements that entered the political scene and clamored for their rights,
enshrined in the new Constitution, threatened the political hegemony, particularly of
local and regional elites. For another, the new economic model mainly benefited the
upper classes while excluding the most vulnerable and marginalized social groups,
which in Colombia make up almost half of the population. Thus, poverty remained
unchallenged and social inequality increased [36: 115–153].

During the last two decades the Andrés Pastrana (1998–2002), Álvaro Uribe (2002–
2010) and Juan Manuel Santos (2010–2014) administrations have embraced neoliber-
alism, though with different political and ideological leanings, as the prevailing political
and economic model of the new global order. Furthermore, they may be seen as the
peak in the development of such a model in Colombia’s late modern history.

Pastrana’s Plan Colombia to fight narcotrafficking, which included drug cartels,
guerrillas and paramilitaries [36: 179–227], Uribe’s Democratic Security to defeat the
guerrillas, narcotrafficking and terrorism (ibid: 229–304), and Santos Democratic
Prosperity, as he called his plan to consolidate the previous government’s achievements
on security (while reaching for peace and the post-conflict), though supposed to be
democratic in the sense of protecting all citizens without distinction, are actually
different policies with a similar aim: protecting investment, wealth, and economic
growth, which mainly favor a minority of the population.

Even though Santos political discourse is much more liberal than Uribe’s, particu-
larly regarding the armed conflict and its causes (Santos, supported by the Liberal Party,
claims to represent the more progressive and pragmatic stance of a urban elite, opposed
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to the conservative and authoritarian ideology that sits better with the rural elites that
Uribe represents), his security and penal polices are actually very similar to those he
supported when he was Uribe’s Minister of Defense. Besides the armed conflict, the
Uribe and Santos administrations have stressed the need to fight and prevent crime
especially in the main cities, where common crime is a big public concern. For
instance, and despite iron-fisted policies to confront it, robbery (particularly of mobile
phones) has increased over the years (see Chart 12). Nevertheless, murder rates in
Colombia, even though they are still high for international standards, and remain
among the highest in Latin America, have tended to decrease during the last decade
(see Chart 13).

Both the Uribe and Santos administrations have used very similar measures, which
rely on zero tolerance and the hardening of the penal system through the criminalization
of conducts, the increase of prisons sentences, and the reduction of penal benefits,
particularly access to alternative measures to prison, such as probation and parole,
house detention, and electronic surveillance.

Regarding law and order (seguridad ciudadana) policies, the Uribe government
passed to Congress two main proposals, which became Law 890 of 2004 and Law 1142
of 2007. Law 890 of 2004 raised minimum sentences by one third and maximum
sentences by half for all kinds of legal offences. Thus, the maximum prison sentence in
Colombia went from 40 to 50 years, and to 60 years for multiple crimes. Law 1142 of
2007 (Ley de Convivencia y Seguridad Ciudadana) granted greater flexibility in
determining what constituted sufficient grounds for preventive detention. All that
may be necessary is for the presiding judge to take into account the gravity (gravedad)
and means (modalidad) by which the punishable conduct was carried out when
determining the presumptive danger of the accused, independent of any extenuating
circumstances or of the defendant’s profile and background [24: 245].

This law also restricted the possibility of substituting prison detention for other
forms of detention, such as house arrest, with the argument that the 21 offences for
which such alternatives were prohibited (including among others domestic violence,
theft and grand larceny, and fraud) Bgravely affected the foundations of coexistence and
public safety^ [24: 239–240]. Similarly, Law 1098 of 2006 declared that for any person
accused of committing sexual crimes against a minor, the only detention measure
permitted would be that of preventive imprisonment. The same measure was included
in Law 1474 of 2001 (the Anticorruption Statute) to be applied to a number of offences,
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particularly those related to public administration. Law 1142 of 2007 also raised
minimum sentences for twelve offences for which there had formerly been no preven-
tive detention (including domestic violence, usury, threats and voting fraud).

As to Santos, after taking office in 2010, he claimed that his criminal and security
policies would make a special emphasis on fighting urban common criminality, which
was a main concern of urban voters, whose perception was that security levels were
decreasing in the main cities, especially in regards to crimes against property and
personal integrity (robbery, assault, injuries). Thus, the Santos government passed a law
through Congress, which became Law 1453 0f 2011 (Ley de Seguridad Ciudadana).

Following on the steps of Law 1142 of 2007, this statute also eased the requirements
to impose prison detention and limited the access to penal benefits for several offences
and for individuals with previous convictions. For instance, sex offenders, people
convicted for drug related offences, aggravated conspiracy to commit a crime, terror-
ism, illegal possession of weapons, and money laundering, were completely excluded
from parole (they would have to serve the full prison sentence). Simultaneously, the law
established that parole could be granted only after serving two thirds of the prison
sentence, instead of the three fifths previously established, which means longer periods
of incarceration for all the sentenced population.

According to INPEC, between June 2011 (when the law was enacted) and February
2014, the prison population under Law 1453 of 2011 increased 13.4 % (5632 inmates),
mainly for drug related offences (2701 inmates) and illegal possession of weapons
(2457 inmates) (INPEC [32]). According to a report by the Grupo de Derecho de
Interés Público (Public Interest Law Group) –G-DIP, of the Law Department of
Universidad de los Andes, the changes introduced by Law 1453 of 2011 meant that
approximately 21 % of the prison population (25,058 inmates) sentenced for four
different types of offences, would have to serve their full prison sentences, for they
were excluded from parole and electronic surveillance. (G-DIP 2013).

These policies have led to a spectacular increase of the prison population and
overcrowding levels during the last 12 years; a situation that is due not only to the fact
that inmates spend longer terms in prison, but also to the fact that criminal suspects are
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more frequently held under preventive detention. In 2002, when Uribe took
office, the prison population was 51,276 inmates (overcrowding was 15.6 %);
by the end of Uribe government, the prison population was 79.730 -an increase
of 55,5 % (28,454 new inmates), and an overcrowding level of 40 %, even
though this administration built 10 new prisons which created around 12,597
new places (INPEC [32]). After four years of the Santos administration, the
Colombian prison population is made of 118,968 inmates, with an historic peak
in the overcrowding level of 56.16 %. Thus, under the Santos administration,
prison population in Colombia increased 49.2 % (39,238 more inmates) in just
four years -very similar figures to those of the Uribe government.

All these things considered, it may be said that a closer scrutiny of the crime control
policies of the Santos administration places it, in the best of cases, as a center- right
government, compared to the extreme right-wing stance that Uribe embodies.
Therefore, authoritarian liberalism, though it has undergone important changes over
the last twenty years, is still a key feature of the Colombian crime control field and has
expanded its scope for its rhetoric and methods are no longer restricted to fighting
organized crime and illegal armed groups but also common urban criminality, under a
zero tolerance stance akin to that imposed in other countries with a neoliberal political
economy.

In the Colombian case, it may be claimed that the establishment of a political
economy with a neoliberal leaning during the last 25 years has had a negative impact
on social and economic equality and its crime control field, which has become even
more punitive and exclusionary, particularly towards the urban poor young males, who
have become a prime target of law and order policies [13, 35, 36, 38, 51–53]. The
social and political policies, as well as the neoliberal state models that have tended to
take hold in Colombia and significant parts of Latin America with the aid of hegemonic
capitalistic globalization, have heightened exclusion and reduced opportunities for
specific social groups, particularly for the very poor, who are the most vulnerable.

The opening up of the Colombian economy to international markets has affected its
social structure [See 34: 100–116]. The impact of these policies, which were instituted
during the nineties, is very telling: the country’s political and economic elite has
benefitted from market liberalization, whereas poverty, inequality, social instability,
and economic crisis have hit the most vulnerable social classes the hardest -precisely
those social groups who are excluded from financial and labor markets, as well as from
public assistance programs [See 2].

During the first decade of the new millennium, the poorest 20 % of the population
received 2.5 % of national income, whereas 20 % of the richest received 61 % [65]. Out
of a total population of 41.2 million inhabitants (10.3 million of whom lived in rural
areas), 2313 individuals (around 1.08 % of the total number of property owners)
possessed 53 % of rural land [49: 16], and some 300 stockholders own 74 % of shares
traded on the Colombian stock market [3]; the ten largest companies in the country
consumed 75 % of financial market resources, which constitutes a Gini equity coeffi-
cient (which measures the concentration of equity ownership) of 0.93 [49: 17].
Inequality, which has always been pronounced in Colombia, has gone up even more
during the recent past: between 2002 and 2005, the percentage of the national income
for the poorest 40 % fell from 12.3 to 12.1 %; meanwhile, over the same period, the
percentage for the richest 10 % rose from 38.8 to 41 % [3].
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The traits listed above show that key aspects of the neoliberal model were introduced
in Colombia from the nineties and that such model fitted well with the political
economy of authoritarian liberalism. The neoliberal agenda, like authoritarian liberal-
ism, pursues the development of free markets and protects financial capital by
implementing, among other institutional tenets, an expansive and intrusive penal
system which employs drastic disciplinarian power over these social sectors marginal-
ized from labor and financial markets. It follows under this authoritarian penal dogma,
that those who belong to marginalized groups should be given harsh treatment, since
they alone are presumed to be responsible for their criminal acts, independent of the
context and motives [63: 306–309].

Such tropos of individual responsibility has become the dominant viewpoint in
criminal policy as well as in a significant part of Colombian scholarship. During the
eighties, the sociological perspective, defended by scholars leaning towards a leftist
ideology, explained violent acts (political and common), and the crime associated with
them, as the result of the high levels of poverty, inequality and exclusion that
typified Colombia [See 10, 23: 22]. Starting in the late nineteen eighties, this
theoretical model came under fire, particularly on the part of those who
advocated analyzing crime and violence from the economic standpoint.
According to this latter group of economists –many of them educated in US
elite universities during the nineties, the sociological point of view made claims
that were not sufficiently backed by empirical data, and which therefore did not
provide a realistic picture of the situation. Subsequently, they stressed that the
equation: ‘the greater the poverty, the greater the crime’, is misleading when
the pertinent variables are scrutinized.

The rational economic-actor model is commonly applied to these kinds of studies;
according to which an individual decides to commit an unlawful act based upon a
cost/benefit analysis. Such studies come to the conclusion that the high rates of crime
and violence in Colombia are primarily due to the state’s weak response (by law
enforcement and the criminal justice system) to lawlessness; therefore, these responses
should be tougher and/or more efficient, meaning that, the price for crime should go up
[See 55: 111; 22: 14, 15].

More of the same: the expansion of the corrections system

As it has been shown in previous pages, the configuration of the Colombian crime
control field, under the spell of authoritarian liberalism and its upgraded version of
neoliberalism during the last 25 years, has resulted in the vertiginous increase of the
prison population. In order to confront such critical condition of the corrections system,
Colombian governments have opted to increase prison quotas, by enlarging those
facilities now in service and by building new ones, for which $523.5 billion
Colombian pesos (approximately $US242.5 million dollars) were allocated in the
national budget between 1998 and 2003, and with which 16,443 new places for
prisoners were created (See National Council on Social and Economic Planning—
CONPES—2004: 8,12).

Although the corrections system has expanded significantly, it is still unable to
house a large number of prisoners (as witnessed by the high percentage of
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overcrowding which in 1998 was 31.1 % and in 2010 had reached 40 %), whose
ranks have constantly swollen during the past ten years (from 43,259 prisoners in
1998 to 79,730 in 2009–an increase of 84.3 % in just one decade) (See Table 1
and Chart 1).

Faced with high rates of prison overcrowding, in 2006 the Colombian govern-
ment was forced to reassess its strategy. Under the new plan, 24,731 new places for
inmates (3131 in existing facilities and 21,600 in eleven new penitentiaries) were
created [11: 19; 12: 6–7] at a lower cost. However, the funds allocated for the plan
were reduced in 20047 since it was felt that it would be cheaper to commission
prison construction under public works rather than through concession to private
contractors [12: 6–7].

The most questionable aspect of this situation is that the expanded corrections
facilities have not alleviated (not even in terms of space) the living conditions of the
great majority of inmates; due to the fact that the new places have arrived too late and
have been too few to house the multiplying prison population. As of December, 2006,
only 5992 new places of which B5046 (84.2 %) were built in existing facilities and the
remaining 946 (15.8 %) in new complexes included in previous expansion plans
(Apartadó in Antioquia) or as part of the Justice and Peace Program (Tierra Alta in
Cordoba)^ [50: 7]. Additionally, out of the new places created in 2008, 3441 had not
been adequately used Bdue to a lack of requisite foresight, planning, and budgeting to
put them in service^ (Ibid). Of the nine new prisons planned for 2004, only six were
under construction in 2007 and in September of that same year, the average progress on
construction was at 4.66 % (Ibid: 8). In the plan’s final stage, the Uribe administration
promised to construct 10 new prisons that would create 23,000 new inmate places. In
March, 2010, President Uribe presided over the opening of two of these prisons (in
Yopal and Cúcuta, which added up to 2222 new places) and he promised to finish
construction of the others before the end of his term (in August, 2010).8

The expanding penitentiary program, which dominates the rhetoric on corrections
policy, pushes firmly ahead, despite its inefficiency and detriment to prisoners’ basic
rights. As Ariza points out [1], in Colombia this program has been dubbed the new
penitentiary culture, whose guiding ideological principles and financial backing are
provided by the US government, whose main objective is to base the growth of
corrections facilities on administrative efficiency. Consequently, instead of endeavoring
to ensure inmates’ basic rights, such a system strives to enhance the availability of
resources and training for prison personnel and to comply with international ISO
quality standards (which apparently correspond to market dictated parameters). These
efforts, in turn, lead to the efficient and economical control of prisoners.

In light of the foregoing, and in spite of the fact that the Uribe administration
promised a sweeping reform of the Colombian corrections system by constructing
new prisons and bringing overcrowding down to 0 %, the future of Colombia’s prisons
and their inhabitants is none too promising. Colombia’s criminal justice system seems
not only to be enraptured by the need to punish, but with the idea that incarceration
should rule (for those accused as well as those tried and sentenced) as the means to

7 From Col$1,456,448 billion pesos (nearly US$675 million dollars) to Col$972,293 million pesos (nearly
US$450.5 million dollars) [12: 6–7].
8 See BUribe Opens New Prisons in Yopal and Cúcuta^, in El Tiempo (01-04-2010).
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incapacitate prisoners and extract social revenge on them, instead of collectively
rehabilitating and pardoning them. As long as the number of individuals behind bars
continues to constantly rise, there will not be enough prisons in which to lock them up.
Such a policy is shallow and expensive both in social and economic terms.

What is more, even though the number of prisons may someday be sufficient, they
would still be illegitimate and unjust since, given the characteristics of Colombian
society, punishment will continue to be heaped upon the poor who are excluded in a
disproportionate and vengeful way. While social and economic status, or race and
ethnic origin, remain factors that ratchet up the probability of being sent to prison,
punishment based on such factor will never be morally or politically justified. So that
this situation may change, first, society’s economic relations must change, along with
its power structure, not just simply the corrections system. Although the latter is a
fundamental social institution it alone cannot be changed without also changing the
environment wherein it is planted.
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Introduction: the (unexpected) revival of correctionalism amidst
the politically fueled punitive upsurge

Amidst a regional trend of expanding prison populations and growing incarceration
rates in Latin America ([44, 57], and in this issue), since the turn to neoliberalism in the
mid-1970s in Argentina and Chile, Argentine federal prisons and the Chilean prisons
have not drifted straight into warehouses to satisfy the anxieties of insecure Late
modern societies in the periphery, as other works predict ([43]:172). On the contrary,
in the last three decades new experts within what I call carceral fields—with the
changing backing of political agents—have been vying, with relative success, around
restoring or reinforcing a correctionalist prison—centered in classification, rehabilita-
tion treatment and a progressive regime—either as part of programs to legalize prison
regimes, protecting the human rights of inmates, or as part of a managerial
rationalizations that included privatizations, or both. In Argentina, the new prison act
of 1996 (Law 26.660), passed in the height of neoliberal structural reform of the 1990s
stipulates rehabilitation and correctional programs, creates courts with special jurisdic-
tion over prisons and instituted a prison ombudsman in 1994, to secure the rights of
inmates. In Chile, after the neoliberal Beconomic modernizations^ in the late 1970, the
Chicago trained economists, backed by General Pinochet, reorganized the whole prison
system to assure rehabilitation (see [51]) and in the first decade of democracy, whilst
the government deepened the neoliberal regime in the economy, it put in place a BNew
Penitenciary Policy^ aiming to rehabilitation, whilst the partial privatization model
adopted in the mid-2000s includes mandatory treatments and counseling of inmates.
These doctrines accompanied the expansion of prison building in late 1990s in
Argentina and since the mid-2000s in Chile and the increase in budgets and personnel
(see Tables 1 and 2 below). As we will see prisons have undergone not only quanti-
tative changes, but also qualitative ones, that differ from the a simple turn toward
warehousing prisons [43] and increased informalization [57] in prison regimes in Latin
America.

To explain national variations in prison policies and going beyond perspectives that
posit a regional convergence toward policies of pure confinement and more informal
prison regimes, in this work I dissect, in a comparative scheme that is both descriptive

Table 1 Prison personnel, population and budget in Argentina (1962–2010)

1962 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010

Argentina Federal Prisons

Personnel 3728 4144 6700 8290 7849 8100 8100 8120 8565 8700

Prison population 4100 5847 4951 5093 2639 3830 6243 8000 7980 9400

Imprisonm. rate 70 97 83 84 45 63 104 106 106 156

Federal budget share n.d. 0.48 n.d 0.42 0.26 0.49 0.38 0.44 0.47 .42

Sources: For personnel: Servicio Penitenciario [73]: 292, Boletín Penal y Penitnciario, years 1978, 1979, 1982,
1988, 1990; D’Antonio and Eidelman [21]. For prison population: National Criminal Policy Directorate;
CELS in Argentina, and for imprisonment rates own calculations for city of Buenos Aires based on
proportions of inmates with last address in city of Buenos Aires in Federal Prisons; and Rico [51, 53, 56,
71]. For budgetary share: National Budget Directorate, Argentina
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and explanatory, the distinctive policies and institutional paths taken by prison bureau-
cracies, accounting for the unexpected surge—in a period of ascendant neoliberalism—
of correctionalist rationalities fuelled by attempts to incorporate human rights protec-
tion and managerialism, and their eventual subordination to security priorities. I argue
that these developments make sense if we see prison policies determined not mainly by
macro-structural transformations, but by the dynamics of carceral fields—with histor-
ically specific structures and symbolic orders—that evolve with relative autonomy
from macro-political and economic changes and that mediate between public demands
for punishment and policy and administrative outcomes. Even in the context of
common transitions to neoliberalism and to democracy, conceptions about prison roles
are preserved, revived or created in these semi-autonomous arenas at the same time that
the different structures of those spaces—in particular the different alliances (produced
by the convergence of strategies of agents with different capitals), and power relations
between new experts, elite prison bureaucrats and new democratically elected author-
ities—determine different prison policies and condition their institutionalization
impacting prison regimes.

With a comparative field theory analysis I overcome the limitations of neo-marxist
and foucaultian perspectives to account for changes in prison policies in these cases,
and go beyond the generality of Late modern and neoliberal state-making accounts of
prison change in Latin America. The field theory perspective allows me to explain,
first, the unexpected revived concern for rehabilitation along with the emergence of
human rights and managerialist programs and rationalities within the fields, that gave
rise to differently articulated Bideological constructs^ of Bsocial control talk^ which are
both Bsources of power for guiding and justifying policies^ and Bstories [with] contra-
dictions, anomalies and paradoxes^ ([18]: 115). Second, reconstructing the structures
and dynamics of the carceral fields I also explain why these new ideological constructs
had different levels of institutionalization, with distinct combinations in each prison
system. I explain how in Argentina human rights principles and techniques, which
included the right to rehabilitation ended up being combined with a security
orientation sponsored by the government and the prison guards whereas in
Chile, rehabilitation programs ended up combined with managerial standards
and priorities that facilitated privatization of prisons and eventually got
displaced for security priorities. The concept of carceral field, as we discuss
in the conclusion, also allows us to account for the timing of the punitive turns
in each country in the last decade.

Table 2 Prison personnel, population and budget in Chile (1962–2010)

1962 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010

Personnel 2537 3437 n.d 4673 4900 5000 5011 8744 10,537 14,297

Prison population 13,952 13,709 15,000 14,726 21,000 22,593 20,962 33,050 37,033 56,651

Imprisonment rate 162 171 144 116 173 172 146 216 228 333

National budget
share (%)

n.d. n.d. 0.25 n.d 0.26 0.72 0.78 0.7 0.9

Sources: For personnel: Valenzuela and Barzelatto [19, 54, 77]; For prison population: Rico, [51, 53, 56, 71].
For budgetary share: National Statistics Institute, Chile
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The carceral field and prison policies in democratic Argentina and Chile

To explain the recent evolution of the prison bureaucracy in terms of policies regarding
organizational goals and prison regimes over the last three decades (1980–2010), I
locate prison bureaucracies within carceral fields. The carceral field is defined here as
the space of positions and struggles where different agents holding bureaucratic,
political, legal, academic, and journalistic capitals vie for the authority to create and
institute prison policies and determine prison priorities ([60]:34). The carceral field is
located at the intersection of the prison sector of the bureaucratic field [10], the political
[11], and juridical fields [9]; it neighbors the academic, journalistic, and economic
fields. This field gets constituted with the consolidation of a prison system within the
state field, that becomes focused on punishment and corrections of inmates rather than
mere sequestration and confinement. This change is correlative of the creation of
positions whose occupants are not merely oriented towards political, military or judicial
standards, but also toward specifically correctional aims, toward managing what
Foucault has identified as the Bcarceral in relation to the judicial,^ that Bexcess on
the part of imprisonment in terms of legal detention^ ([28]:247).

Positions in the carceral field are hierarchically (vertically) organized according to
the control of authority over prison policies and priorities. With the proliferation of
correctionalist expertise, the space becomes organized (horizontally) by the opposition
between a more autonomous pole, where agents are oriented toward pure penological
interests—varying from pure discipline models to rehabilitation, and a heteronomous
pole, where agents are oriented towards extra-penological concerns, i.e. prison order
and general security, such as the government, the press, or private contractors (see
Fig. 1). The existing power relations and the symbolic order mediate the demands of
agents from the political field sector and external agencies (i.e. the military, markets, the
press, the overall political field), at the same time that the structure of position-takings
of different types of agents—conditioned by their positions and trajectories— deter-
mine prisons policies and produce changes in prison bureaucracies in specific direc-
tions. Those changes and development path may be very different in cases with
otherwise similar societal contexts such as those of Argentina and Chile with transitions
to democratic regimes, adoption of neoliberal regimes, increased social inequality, and
heightened criminality, in particular since the 1990s. Likewise, very similar field
structures may contribute toward policy convergence, even in very different societal
contexts. In this study I will show that the different structures and specific changing
balance of forces in each of the carceral fields determined that prison regimes and
policies ended up being framed under the principles of security and human rights in
Argentina and by a combination of security and managerialism in Chile.

The analysis of the trajectory and strategies of experts and the dissection of the
changing relations, alliances and struggles, between new experts, the prison bureau-
cracy and the central-government agents to change prison Bideologies^, policies and
regimes allows us to overcome certain heuristic loopholes of some neo-marxist, Late
modernity, and Foucaultian perspectives for explaining recent changes in these Latin
American prisons policy goals and prison regimes.

Neo-marxist perspectives conceive the changing prisons goals as ultimately derived
from transformations in the political economy (i.e. [23]) and conceive prison rational-
ities as idealistic epiphenomenon the masquerade the real prison functions [22]. From
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this perspective Brehabilitation^ programs are ideological devices used to cover up the
Breal^ warehousing function of the prison under neoliberalism, that of incapacitating
marginalized sectors. With this view is difficult to explain the rise and demise of such
Bideologies^ within the neoliberal regime periods of Argentina and Chile. A variant of
the neo-marxist tradition is Melossi’s approach [50] who, combining Gramsci and
pragmatism, tries to solve these issues analyzing Bhegemonic vocabularies of punitive
motives^ that intellectual, moral, political and academic elites produce to
preserve or legitimate social control practices functional to new socio-
economic structures. Still, this approach do not explain the plurality of vocab-
ularies, their variations within the same mode of production, or the differences
and oppositions between elite politicians, bureaucrats and experts. From the
field-theory perspective, through the analysis of the trajectories of new experts,
I explain the (re)emergence of discourses and their variety. Analyzing the
positions of agents in the field we can understand the alliances, collaboration
or fights between prison administrative elites, experts and political agents, and
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account for the differential incorporation of new vocabularies within prison
bureaucracies as well as their specific changing configurations.

From a field theory perspective the carriers of new rationalities, usually from
professional groups, or from collectives with administrative careers and socialization
experiences (corps), such as guards, are not merely members of the Bnew middle class
of service professionals^ whose Bideas reflect shared cognitive systems of the wider
society^ ([18]:102). New experts and professionals are carriers of different types of
cultural capitals (institutionalized in economic degrees, law degrees or in administrative
seniority), with specific trajectories and who, even if they share cognitive systems of
the wider society, they tend to emphasize their distinctive cultural capital and know-
how (institutionalized or embodied) to gain power and legitimacy in relation to the
carceral arena. They engage in competitive struggles to gain control over certain areas
of practice, which include alliances or collaborations, both with other professional
groups as well as with top bureaucrats and or political agents, deploying more or less
learned strategies (reports, research, programs), or juridical tools (claims, cases), or
politically based strategies (alliances with political agents, press campaigns, participa-
tion in international fora, etc.).

Finally, this perspective centered in agents and groups, also goes beyond Foucault-
ian approaches that limit the analysis to identify rationalities structuring prison realities.
If, as Sozzo argues, contemporary Argentine prisons embody a Bmixed economy of
punishment^ that contains both Bliberal-correctionalist programs^ along with
Bauthoritarian^ tendencies toward purely incapacitating prisons [74], following the
trajectories and strategies of professional groups and prison officers I must explain
the paradoxical reinforcement of both liberal-correctional and despotic-authoritarian
rationalities in each case since the return of democracy. At the same time I also explain
the different concretizations, the human rights and security combination in the Federal
Argentine prisons and security and management ensembles of the Chilean ones.
Finally, and decisively, I connect their emergence and adoption with active carriers
and interested competitors within the fields.

In what follows, I analyze each case separately, dividing their analysis in two stages:
(i) an initial objectivist moment covering the period before transition to democracy
(1990 Chile; 1983 Argentina) where I briefly describe the correctionalist prison system
in each field, highlighting the position of correction professionals and prison officers
within prison administrations and close referring to the militarization of this prison
regime during dictatorship and (ii) a second moment of analysis where I concentrate on
the democratic-era strategies and struggles of agents and organizations. I dissect the
struggles and alliances between the new central government, new experts and prison
officers. I close each case analyzing how, in both countries, the turn to punitive
directions impacted the positions of rehabilitation experts, human rights’ activists and
managerial experts in each case.

To substantiate my argument I use documentary and interview data collected in
Santiago de Chile and Buenos Aires between 2009 and 2011. To reconstruct the
historical objective trajectory of the prison organization in relation and the development
of internal factions, I resort to secondary bibliography and official documents. In the
analysis of recent changes I use documents and data from 46 in-depth interviews with
present and former: (i) high-ranking prison officials directing training, general plan-
ning, rehabilitation and internal security under-directorates; (ii) members of intervening
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NGOs; and think tanks; (iii) experts in public and private universities, and (iv) advisors
and former incumbents of the Departments of Justice in each country. I inquired about
their trajectories, views, assets, relations and roles in the reform process. I then analyzed
the agents’ reconversion strategies, their alliances and position-takings within the field
connecting them with struggles around reform.

The (historically) volatile and (contemporary) contradictory prisons
of Argentina: early correctionalism, deep militarization, and weak human
rights regimes

Correctionalist professionals and the corps of prison guards in Argentina:
1930–1980

The carceral field structured around federal prison policies began to take shape in the
1930s, when the National Directorate of Penal Institutions was created. This national
prison system represented the culmination of a long and protracted process in which
lawyers and medical doctors colonized and converted a loose archipelago formed by a
national penitentiary, capital city prisons and jails connecting them explicitly to a
correctionalist orientation. ([12]: 114) After the 1930s the federal prison system
expanded and become organized around a progressive regime, where prison officers
and doctors steeped in positivist criminology extended their hegemony throughout the
organization, extending it later unto Bbig houses^ and penal colonies ([12]: 121). From
the 1930s until the late 1960s, the system became more centralized within a unified
administration, organized within a coherent plan and with internally regimented prisons
increasingly subject to logics developed by correctionalist professionals within the
federal administration. The system shifted from a big-house logic of the 1920s centered
in the National Penitenitary and the Ushuaia Presidium to a correctionalist model of the
mid-1960s organized around penitentiary complexes, comprising jails, prisons and
colonies ([39]: 240–266).

While the initial formation of the correctionalist programs within prisons was
beginning to take shape, the consolidation and centralization of the prison administra-
tion, allowed career prison bureaucrats—with no professional credentials but ample
administrative experience—to became increasingly preeminent within the prisons. By
the mid and late 1940s, prison guards began to share power with the law and medical
professionals, and progressively acquired a greater say in prison policies. Under Juan
Peron’s first presidency in 1946, the ascending prison guards eventually took control of
the National Prison Directorate.

The advance of correctionalism, in the next two decades was punctuated by periods
of politicization, where prisons were used for political repression. The militarized
prison officers—steeped in a militarized outlook and techniques based on coercion
and intelligence gathering—progressively eclipsed the correctionalist professionals in
establishing prison priorities and routines. By the early 1970s, National Security
Doctrine began replacing penological know-how, reflecting the ascent of the militarized
officer and the direct control of prison by the military. Between the mid- 1970s and
until 1983, security and counterinsurgency orientations eclipsed all trace of the con-
sensus around rehabilitation. After 1976, when the military deposed President Isabel
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Peron, the penitentiary officers and subordinate security fully adopted a counter-
insurgency logic displacing rehabilitation professionals.1 The regime became highly
regimented, inspections became more violent—some ending in massacres—and kill-
ings of Bfake escapees^ became common.2

By the end of dictatorship, then we find the total militarization of the prison
bureaucracy involved in political repression. This militarization sent legal
scholars, criminologists, and penologists who had invested in the field in during
the late 1960 and early 1970s to the periphery of the field, taking refuge in the
academy, or even exiled.3 These groups would prepare a counter-attack ground-
ed in the language of human rights. By the same process, the prestige and
authority of elite prison officers became dependent on the adoption of milita-
rized views and procedures, but exposed them to suffer a devaluation of
authority if their military master would lose power and general political legit-
imacy. Finally, common prisons became politicized, fueling prison turmoil in
democratic times.

Prisons in turmoil in democratic Argentina: politicization, human rights
and conflictive prisons (1984–2005)

The transition to democracy presented an opportunity to the expelled criminol-
ogists, the devalued penologists, and marginalized legal scholars to recover
positions in the center of the carceral field. Their return was made possible
through the backing of the democratically elected executive branch. The exec-
utive branch needed to gain control over the prison administration, at least
formally, and it enlisted these dispersed old experts to do so. The return of the
old experts and the entrance of new ones involved the development of a novel
discourse that combined the traditional reformist penology with human rights.
The return of these older experts, reviving rehabilitation through introducing
human rights’ techniques and standards took place in waves, first under the
backing of the first democratic President Raul Alfosin (1983–1989), and then
under the auspices of neoliberal President Carlos Menem (1989–1999). The
advance of the old experts implied imposing their authority over prisons that
had become enormously disordered and riotous after transition, and following
policies to keep the number of inmates low (see Table 1 below). These riotous
and demanding prisoners, paradoxically, saved the prestige and power of the
militarized officers and guards, who reconverted themselves into Binternal
security specialists,^ fighting the advance of the new political authorities and
new experts.

1 Within the counterinsurgency framework, prison units and pavilions become Btheatres of operations^ and the
service became part of a Bwar against subversion,^ led by the military commanders that directed the prison
administration.^ (BPP 6.16.1977)
2 Daniel Barberis, a common prisoner, recounts the BDevoto Massacre^ where on March 13, 1978 at the
Devoto Jail of Buenos Aires, after a member of the block disobeyed the order to turn off the T.V., and was
backed by the Bgratas,^ Bwho were getting tired of the harshening of beating^, guards attacked the cell block
the next day, and killed, through clubbing and shooting or deaths from fire, 61 inmates (See [7]).
3 The militarization caused the disband of criminological experts. Penological expert Juan Carlos Garcia
Basalo took refuge in the Catholic Universidad del Salvador. Liberal criminologists identified with the political
opposition were persecuted, jailed and sometimes exiled.
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Implosive transition, retreat of the militarized guards, and mobilized prisons
(1983–1989)

The transition to democracy on December 1983, after the defeat of the military
regime in the Falkland Island war, sparked struggles in the political field, in all
sectors of the bureaucratic arena dominated by the military and also struggles in
the carceral field that produced a deep change in the field’s power relations
within a field that remained dominated by the executive branch. In the prison
arena the executive branch policies followed Alfonsin’s program of republican
revival, which included fighting the military on the political front and reviving
republican and moral potentialities of public servants within state bureaucracies,
including the protection of human rights and the return to the rule of law. In
the prison bureaucracy this initially consisted of introducing human rights
standards and designating lawyers as directors.

The central government policy meant the return of lawyers and penologist
and a change in the position of militarized prison officers. The Justice Depart-
ment, the Under-Secretary of Justice, and the Prison Department were put in
the hands of lawyers, so as to fulfill Alfonsin’s project of demilitarizing non-
military state organizations and reinstating the rule of law. The first director
devalued the militarized self-definition of prison officers and guards, altering
training, and revaluating rehabilitation and treatment, all couched in the double
umbrella of human rights and social science.4 The new focus on rehabilitation
and human rights also meant a change for officers. The new policy promptly
incorporated training programs, 5 which favored Btreatment oriented officers^
rather than security oriented ones. Prisons were put in the hands of officers
with Ba profile of office work, better educated, with better manners^ (Interview,
Officer Daniel Legide, September, 2010). The Bbetter educated^ officers
displaced the security-oriented officers who still controlled manu militari the
most important prisons, as well as the Bprisoner oriented^ officer, (Bpresero^), a
sub-species of the security-oriented officer who relied on negotiating with
inmates. The security-oriented officers lost control of important prisons and
lost prestige in the face of the better-educated officers. Their weakened position
coincided with the inmates intensifying their organization and demands, which
further politicized the prison.

4 In his first speech he declared that Border and discipline will be sustained firmly and decidedly, but such
power will be exercised within the frame of human rights. […] We will promote the professionalization of
penitentiary personnel to fulfill his important social mission…We will produce detention conditions that will
mirror as much as possible those outside the prison. The imprisoned man is a social reality and the state must
provide the means to achieve his readaptation^ (SPFABP 1583, 12.31.1983, and 10.8.84).
5 The officers schools encouraged Bethical, legal, disciplinary and social science skills to understand human
behavior and the social causes of crime, and bureaucratic realities.^ (SPFABP, 2.24.84). The custodial function
was now Bconsidered judicial, with a pedagogical bases and social objectives.^ Subordinates would get re-
trained on Bprinciples and methods to improve their relations with inmates^ (SPFABP, 2.24.86), and on Blaw,
social psychology, social science research techniques, penitentiary problems and after-release programs and
alternatives to the prison.^ Mid-level officers would study BPrisionization, architecture, education, social
relations, social work and after-release programs^ (SPFABP, 5.31.1984). On August 1984 the United Nations
Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials became mandatory. Even security skills and weapon handling
training was framed within Bthe conscience of [inmates] human rights.^ (SPFABPP, 5.29.1984).
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In this new era, rehabilitation included the practice of democratic values in
the society of captives, whose voice was now to be taken into account. Cells
doors were opened, and following programs proposed by inmates themselves,
leaders were elected as representatives for each cell-block. 6 The citizen-
prisoners promptly increased their power—but not through collective petitions,
as the democratic ideal suggested, but through old-style protests and prison
riots.7 Riots thrust the prison back onto the public stage, and were depicted in
the recently freed media. The combined economic and political crisis, where the
Executive branch lost power in the late 1980s, permitted a further advance of
courts and human rights activists.

The Supreme Court developed a more liberal jurisprudence beginning in
1984, protecting the rights of citizens against the Barbitrary intervention of
punitive powers and the maximization of fundamental freedoms vis-à-vis
penal power and individual security,^ as opposed to an Bauthoritarian^ juris-
prudence ([16]:31–31). At about the same time, human rights activists began
focusing on torture and abuses within prisons in democratic times and not
just those of the dictatorship era. However, with the political crisis the
government decided to limit the prosecution of state crimes in 1987 and
the deterioration of prison conditions in 1988 led human rights groups to
begin to invest in the carceral field on behalf of common criminals. With this
new human rights policy Ball political channels of [human rights] organiza-
tions to introduce their demands disappeared^ ([58]:61). Deprived from their
access to high government circles, human rights organizations retreated back
to their traditional tactics of denunciation and reporting. Intrepid lawyers
from the human rights NGO CELS (Social and Legal Research Center)
disguised as journalists, began monitoring prisons [78]. Soon after, they
began producing reports on state violence, including violence by prison
guards against inmates.

By the end of the first democratic administration, the carceral field had a
slightly changed structure and an incipient new heterodoxy around human
rights and rehabilitation, combined with a political concern for order. The
subfield remained dominated by the executive branch, that favored the
return of legal i ty, demil i tar izat ion, and correct ional ism, but also
decarceration policies not to aggravate the highly riotous conditions in
prisons. But the personalist nature of the reconstituted political field in
Argentina [17], with weak parties, and highly subordinated to political
leaders, will not secure a permanent political backing to the strategies of
the new experts. The ascendant trajectory of new human rights experts and
correctionalist specialists, and the declining one of prison officers will soon
to change directions (Fig. 2).

6 The strategy was oriented to increase responsibility and followed the BSocial Prisoners Internal
Commission,^ an organization of inmates that emerged in the Devoto Jail since the early 1980, that promoted
the collective representation of inmates, and which authorities backed ([7]:48).
7 The decisions to allow inmates to regulate themselves in pavilions, and in particular in the Caseros Jail ([47]:
62), combined with the sudden retreat of guards, lead to a 4 days riot of the New Caseros tower jail on April
1984 (Interview Security Officer, Daniel Legide, September 2010).
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The return of correctionalism and entrance of human rights activist to the prison
administration under Menem’s neoliberal decade (1989–1999)

Throughout Menem’s decade-long tenure, in which he implemented a drastic neoliberal
structural adjustment in the economy and the state [75, 76] the politicization of the
prison did not lead to a purely security-oriented prison nor to the Bincreased informality
and despotism^ described in general for the region [57]. Instead, it led initially to the
advance of judicial authorities and legal experts over prison policies and regimes. The
political problem of securing order and reducing scandals in the form of prison riots,
allowed judges, human rights experts, and penologists to reinforce their respective
positions in the field and to continue to uphold the humanizing and correctionalist
program within prisons.

Menem’s had an oscillating prison policy, beginning with a policy of repression of
prison disorder and continuing then with a reformist path that gave power to penologist
and human rights activists. Menem’s first Ministry of Justice, discontinued the liberal
and correctionalist aims of the previous administration and put Bsecurity-oriented^
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officers back in power within prisons, displacing Btreatment-oriented^ officers. The
new directors revived the security orientation, 8 training 9 and mystique 10 of the
dictatorship years, expanding maximum-security regulations to pretrial detention cen-
ters. Still even if resorting to the militarized techniques he was unable to reduce rioting.

In the middle of the prison riots crisis of the early 1990s, and after failed attempts to
advance privatization of prisons to reduce overcrowding and improve prison conditions
(El Cronista Comercial 1990 July 6, Clarin 1990, July 6), Menem enlisted Leon
Arslanian—a judge in the 1985 Federal Court that tried the Military Junta and with
an enormous ascendancy in the judicial and criminal law circles—as Justice Ministry.
Arslanian, a lawyer and criminologist, announced a Bmajor plan for a new Penitentiary
Law, a new organic law, regulation for inmates on remands, and re-training programs^
(SPFABP 7.20.1991) oriented to again demilitarize prison officers and regime.11 He
also created a special commission on human rights within the Justice Ministry to deal
with reports made to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights. His tenure
was short but the teams he assembled to work on prisons and the criminal procedure
reform opened the door for judges, human rights activist, and old-time penologists.

Arslanian’s successor, tried the same repressive strategies, giving more power to
security officers with their policies of despotic order, only the see them fail again. As a
last-minute move, the minister ordered prosecutors to study the cases of prisoners on
remand and determine who could be freed if they had been on remand for more than the
2 years (which is what the Inter-American Covenant on Human Rights allowed). The
promise to review each case suddenly reduced protests for a couple of months. The
minister realized that it was important to consider cases individually, but also to give
more power to judges and to take into account the rights of inmates. Special judges in
charge of controlling sentences, human rights activists and expert suddenly became
important and useful. Their judicial approaches de-politicized and reduced prison
revolts, instead turning them into individuals demands which reduced prison turmoil.

The 1992 criminal procedure code created the judges in charge of supervising prison
conditions and sentences (Bjueces de ejecucion penal^), and three supervisory courts
were already in place by 1993. Even if these judges did not command much power
within the judiciary, 12 they created expectations among the inmates. The next

8 New director Officer Calixto Salas revived old regulations from the dictatorship era ordering mid-level
officer in charge of security in prisons to re-read the long and detailed 1979 BInternal Order Regulation^ that
has as its basic principle: BThe need to impose and maintain the maximum discipline^ (ch. 1) based on the
officer’s Bmoral virtues of imposing his will, braveness, integrity, strength and energy.^
9 He also changed the annual conferences program, put in place in 1986—that covered information, relations,
and criminology—by a new one centered on military training, self-defense and target shooting (SPFABP
5.2.1990).
10 The new director also restored the Besprit de corps, ..moral improvement and greater discipline as the
indispensable means to secure the adequate application of our regulations and fulfill our mission of reinte-
gration…with the backing of political power, our comrades, and even of our sister security forces^ (SPFABP
12.27.1989). He denounced the Bcriticism of the romantic and abstract humanists^ that know nothing of
concrete realities and real solutions.^(SPFABP, 7.20.1990).^
11 He dreamed of putting university trained criminologists to direct the prison service putting a ceiling to the
careers of officers, where they could not advance beyond the mid-levels.^ (Interview Daniel Legide, October,
2010) and a Bcleansing of militarized officers^ (Interview, Officer Ayala, December, 2010).
12 These judges occupy a very low position within the judicial hierarchy, considered more Ban administrative
function, than a veritable judicial functions, managing an area that the judiciary has historically left to the
administrative power^(Interview Eugenio Freixas, first execution judge, September, 2010).
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innovation was the creation of the penitentiary ombudsman in 1993 (decree 1058).
Human rights experts built the new ombudsman position and institutionalized their
know-how within the bureaucracy.

The first prison ombudsman was Eugenio Freixas, a human rights lawyer who had
worked in National Commission on the Disappearance of Persons (CONADEP).13 As
prison ombudsman, just as he Bhad submerged himself into the dark entrails of the
CONADEP files…he now descended into the dark entrails of prisons^ (Interview
Eugenio Freixas, September 2010). Following his human rights activism techniques,
he investigated, documented, reported, and made recommendations on prison policies
[29]. In 1994 prison protests began to subside. According to Freixas, his work helped
Bto depoliticize prison demands, from a political logic where inmates addressed the
executive-power directly, the inmates started concentrating on purely prison and
judicial issues^ (Interview Freixas, September 2010). He also influenced the regulation
of internal sanctions within the new Penitentiary Regime Act, Law 24660. This last law
was also the work of the old penitentiary experts who were now back in the prison
administration.

Old penologists, steeped in the correctinalist rehabilitative view acquired authority
again as advisors to a new ministry of Justice since 1993. They were Julio Aparicio, a
social worker who served in the Foundation for Ex-convicts of the capital (Patronato
de Liberados) for two decades and Juan Carlos Garcia Basalo, the old penologist from
the Penitentiary Service, who had been responsible for the correctionalist programs
implemented between 1963 and 1971. Just as Ombudsman Freixas used the space to
consolidate human rights expertise, producing reports and policy recommendations,
Aparicio and García Basalo wrote a new penitentiary law, placing correctionalism and
community sanctions at the proposal’s center. They also designed a BMaster Plan for
the National Penitentiary Policy^ [55] and drafted what became Law 24660, the
Penitentiary Regime Law of 1996. Going beyond pure legalism, they managed to
construct new prisons and refurbish old ones, to reduce violence and overcrowding.
They also implemented a new treatment methodology centered on developing a sense
of legal consciousness among inmates (Secretaría de Politica [72]) (Fig. 3).

By the late 1990s new control judges, the ombudsman, and the Btreatment oriented^
Secretary of Penitentiary Affairs in the Ministry of Justice had built their new positions
and institutionalized them within the field. However, protection of human rights and
rehabilitation promise of rehabilitation began to coexist more and more with security
concerns as a wave of punitive populism flooded the Argentine prisons, including those
of the federal justice system. This punitive wave, however, reinforced the new structure
of the carceral field with power shared by rehabilitation oriented experts, prisoners’
rights offices and the security oriented officers.

Following the realignment of political forces and the restructuring of parties, after
the presidential transition of 1999 and the ensuing economic and political crisis of
2001/2002, the political sector of the field assumed a much more punitive stance

13 Freixas had close contacts with CELS in the early 1980s, and who later on worked in the Secretary of
Human Rights of the Interior Ministry in 1985, organizing the files of the Human Rights Truth Commission to
use them for prosecution of state crimes. After 1989 he worked in the Chancellery dealing with the Inter-
American Commission of Human Rights on human rights abuses during democracy (Interview, Eugenio
Freixas, September 2010).
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([39]:266–270, [74]). Increased incarceration provided a new opportunity for
security-oriented officers to boost their positions within the expanding prison,
but also, to human rights groups leading to what I call the liberal-warehousing
prison of Argentina.

In the prisons and the administrative sector, security eclipsed correctionalism and
human rights concerns. After the inauguration of President De la Rua, riots soon
returned [1]. The central government this time was confident in dealing with riots
through inaugurating maximum-security buildings and implementing programs meant
only to produce order. This prison architecture was very different from others, follow-
ing the design of US Penitentiary Complexes. The administration put the new Peni-
tentiary Complexes to full use, repositioning security-oriented officers and developing
new Bsupermax^ treatment programs. Still, even the maximum security prisons com-
bined notions of treatment, human rights, and security. The Justice Ministry passed a
BMaximum Security Treatment Regulation^ that targeted those who committed Bvery
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serious crimes^ and those who Bled or participated in riots or serious alternation to
order, having attacked other prisoners or guard with individuals.^14 This Bmeta-prison^
[80] of maximum security divisions merged the treatment approach with a humans
right rationale: The Btreatment for maximum security^ aims both to Bprotect the human
rights to safety and freedom of inmates^ and Btreat^ inmates so as to teach them how to
subject themselves to ordered routines, including evaluation by criminology teams that
evaluate Bmaximum security inmates^ every 3 months. Prison officers specialized in
security progressively institutionalized their know-how 15 and displaced the
Bnegotiators^ from the most important prisons. But, as the security-oriented officers
increased their power, the human rights experts increased theirs within the carceral field.

While correctionalist experts where marginalized, the Radical and Peronist Party
used their last remaining political contacts and resources to reinforce the position of the
ombudsman, putting the position out of reach of the executive branch. Once more the
office fulfilled its function of de-fusing prison protests and writing scathing reports [64]
questioning the security officers.16 His recommendations had limited direct impact in
2003 during the Bnormalizing^ presidency of Eduardo Duhalde, and faced difficult
times under the second wave of penal populism that emerged in 2004. In the subse-
quent years, under the presidency of Nestor and Cristina Kirchner (2003–2011), the
ombudsman increased its power, with a permanent Observatory for prisons in the
capital city and greater presence in all federal prisons throughout the country. 17 This
increased protection of inmates, contributed again to a reduction in the violence of
guards against inmates, and allowed for the continued documentation of the violence,
abuse, torture and despotism that takes place behind the walls of the new penitentiary
complexes and old prisons.

In summary after the return of democracy along with the highly riotous prisons and
the interests of the executive branch, the return of correctional experts and the invest-
ment of human rights activists, converged to reinstate rehabilitation policies and
increase the legal protection of inmates, at the very moment that the country
transitioned to neoliberalism in the economy. The progressive pacification of

14 A new classificatory system was devised to isolate and treat violent inmates, subject to 24-h isolation cells,
with maximum of groups of five to circulate and shower, 2-h walks, weekly visits, and a phone call every 2-
week, and Borange uniforms.^. The Btreatment for maximum security^ aims both to Bprotect the human rights
to safety and freedom of inmates^ and Btreat^ inmates teaching them subjection to ordered routines, including
criminology teams that select and evaluate Bmaxim security inmates^ every 3 months. The main objective was
to Breduce intra-carceral violence, costs and produce a safe environment.^ (SPFABP,N 7.25.2000)
15 In 2000 a BPermanent Security Commission,^ to Bstudy and assist in the general issues of security^ was
created. Each Penitentiary Complex acquired its own BSecurity Command^ in charge of intelligence gathering
(SPFBP,N 1.24.2001) and BSecurity Brigades^, in charge of fires and emergencies are created later every-
where (SPFBP,N 8.18.2001). Security specialists even got assigned to direct the Subordinates officers school
and published in the house organ their own Bevaluations^ of prisons (See [47]).
16 The report describes treatment subordinated to Ban hegemonic concern for security and internal order^ (p.
58), with inmates classified Baccording to internal discipline and security concerns, aiming to preserve the
façade of criminological treatment to produce a Bquiet prison^ (p. 68) denounces Bno legal forms followed
when imposing sanctions^ (p. 70), Blimited education and training of inmates^ (p. 142) and guards’ violence
with Bwelcoming hitting,^ demanding inmates Bobey them, or other^ (p. 124). The report also made Bpolicy
recommendations^: to demilitarize guards, reinforce criminological services, increase administrative personnel
and retrain personnel, and community alternatives to prison^ ([64]:164–166).
17 From attending 5900 petitions in 2000, it attended 10,000 in 2005 and jumped to 25,000 in 2010 Since their
expansion, the grievances for guards’ violence during inspection went from 63 in 2003 to 35 in 2010. Indeed
most complaints are for petitions of early release, etc. (40 %.) [64–66].
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prisons—thank to the judicialization of prison relations, the intermediation of human
rights and the building of new facilities—combined with the changes in the political
arena, eventually lead to a populist punitivism where the correctionalit experts were put
aside, while human rights preserved and even expanded their clout, sharing it in a tense
coexistence with security oriented officers. Having reconstructed the return of rehabil-
itation, and the resulting contested symbolic order I now turn to the more stable and
progressive evolution of the democratic-era Chilean prison policies.

Prisons in neoliberal and democracy Chile: late correctionalism, light
militarization and managerially legitimated despotism

In democratic Chile, between 1980 and 2000 we also observe the reinforcement of
rehabilitation policies in prisons amidst the deepening of the neoliberal regime in the
economy. Here, the reinforcement of correctionalism in the 1990s, has a different origin
to that Argentina, at the same time that it is not accompanied by human rights
rationalities but by managerial rationalities. In Chile we shall speak of reinforcement
of rehabilitation and not of a revival as in Argentina, because the correctionalist model,
which developed within the heteronomous prisons in the late 1960s, was preserved
during the dictatorship. In what follows I first describe the consolidation of the
rehabilitation-correctionalist prison in the late 1960 within the carceral field, and then
analyze how the economists first institutionalized their managerial rationality in the
early 1980s which preserved the correctinolist orientation of prisons. Within this
managerial logic they first preserved the positions of rehabilitation professionals
(psychologists, doctors, etc.) in their confrontation with prison guards. Later on, a
decade into democracy in the early 2000, that same managerial rationality was de-
ployed to secure the privatization of prison services—where prison directors turned into
BPrison^ managers—displacing rehabilitation and barring human rights agents and
policies.

The consolidation of the carceral field in Chile (1930–1970) and the weak
implementation of correctionalism in the heteronomous prison

In Chile, the carceral field, as a space of objective competition around prison policies
based on different types of capitals—political, administrative, judicial, academic or
journalistic—also began to be consolidated in the early 1930s. Within it, the
correctionalist perspective—centered on classification and treatment through vocational
training, labor and schooling—even if only weakly implemented within prisons,
became the guiding consensus shared by members of the judiciary, the state depart-
ments, the academy, and successive prison administrations. Here the correctionalist
program developed very slowly within the carceral administration, and its emergence
was parallel to the development of a centralized carceral administration. The centralized
administration evolved out of an extensive archipelago of penitentiaries, presidiums,
jails, and penal colonies built during the nineteenth century. In the 1920s, prisons were
placed under a single authority, services were made homogeneous, and the intermittent
visits by the judiciary were replaced by permanent and unified control by the National
Prison Directorate, which favored rehabilitation and reeducation of inmates. In 1928,
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President Ibañez del Campo passed a BGeneral Carceral Regulation^ Brelating the
existing regulations with the dictates of modern penal science…within an ample
reformist criteria…with the aim of having unity of action and regenerating delinquents^
(Carceral Ordinance 805). Within the prison administration middle-class professionals,
lawyers, and doctors, advancing a penology and positivist criminology discourse,
gradually acquired more power.18

As in Argentina, from the 1940s to the 1960s, prison wards, with nothing but
administrative experience, also consolidated their position within the bureaucracy,
obtaining career stability and formalizing their practical dominance within prisons over
lawyers and doctors [48]. The penitentiary officers, in contrast to what happened in
Argentina, were demilitarized during the 1940s and became Bpenitentiary technicians,
with specialized training. By 1960 both the prison officers and the rank and file guards
presented themselves as Bcivilian^ employees, technically capable and embodying a
bureaucratic tradition distinct from that of the military ([61]: 29), to the point of
rejecting the use of weapons and the military echoes of their grades. They were in
charge of keeping order and performing multiple penological and administrative
functions.19

The correctionalist program, shared by prison professionals and prison
guards, suffered mostly from a lack of resources: too few prisons, workshops,
technicians, personnel, as well as poor training, limited budgets, and over-
crowding [33]. The Salvador Allende administration (1970–1973) provided an
opportunity to finally turn these correctionalist visions for prison into reality;
alternative sanctions and correctional procedures were still very limited in the
late 1960s. 20 During his short tenure, Allende followed the advice of the
correctionalist experts within prison. However, while prison officers and old
professionals (lawyers, doctors and criminologist) within the prison bureaucracy
[34, 61], where busy building prisons that would shape the Bnew man^ of
Chilean socialism ([61]:151), the distance between project and reality remained
insurmountable. The objective limitations and poverty of the prison bureaucra-
cies and bureaucrats contrasted with their subjective optimism in the early
1970. Still in the face of failure, reformers and politically designated managers
formed a new Bsymbolic alliance^—where a variety of agents embraced a
common program each for his or her own ends and allowing Bprograms to
survive even if they seem abject failures^ ([18]:21). This symbolic alliance

18 They were benefited a new general conception of the bureaucratic field, initiated in the 1930 oriented to
regulate, and not merely repress, the mobilized working classes The expansion of the state oriented to regulate
the life of the masses through education, military service, hospitals, social workers and corrective institutions
has produced a Bnew conception of administrative, political and legal practices, which would not operate on
the dichotomy [of permission and prohibition] but in different ways: prohibition, permission, ordering,
promotion and creation^ ([25]:172).
19 Custodial functions are combined with Ban overwhelming number of activities^, from keeping the number
of inmates and surveillance, to Bannotations in the prisoner dossier, as well as the personnel dossiers, and
monthly reports to the movement in his prison, to be delivered to the zonal supervisor and the general
director…who follow very closely and with great detail his activities^ ([61]: 144–145).
20 President Allende proposed in his platform Bthat the carceral system constituted one of its worst remoras
and had to be transformed from the root to be able to regenerate and recover those who committed crimes^
([61]: 163).
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continued during the dictatorship, integrating unexpected new experts, the
monetarist economists and managerial experts (Fig. 4).

Dictatorship and the carceral field: Militarization and the renewal
of correctionalism and community alternatives by neo-conservative economists

In Chile, in contrast to Argentina, the prison was highly marginal in routine
political repression during the dictatorship. At the same time the objective
vulnerability of the prison administration to penetration by the executive
branch, made it an easy target for the new civilian experts within the admin-
istration, the neoliberal economists. Very soon these experts exploited the gaps
between previous plans and realities, and invested heavily in reinforcing and
preserving the discourse of rehabilitation and the 1960s experiments in com-
munity sanctions.

Unlike that of Argentina, the Chilean prison administration was not central to the
dictatorship’s projects of political repression. Army personnel directed the prison
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administration and militarized the organizational culture and training of personnel, but
at the same time the Army itself remained aloof from the prison, treating it as a
Bcivilian^ branch of the administration to the point that as early 1975, a criminal law
scholar, Miguel Schweitzer, was appointed as Justice Minister.21 Still, the new organic
law changed the prison administration from a Bsocial service^ into a Bhierarchical,
uniformed, disciplined and obedient institution,^ though one that still Battends, guards
and rehabilitates^ detainees and convicts (ch. 2, Executive Decree 2859/1979). The
new law reflected the advancement of the civilians sectors of the government formed
by the neoliberal economists, the BChicago Boys^ that took control of the economy and
parts of the state in the mid-1970s.

The BChicago boys^ had been gaining positions within the state since the beginning
of dictatorship, implementing policies to change the economy, the state, and adminis-
tration, with Pinochet’s backing. The advance was couched in economic theory and
was executed by way of studies and the training of bureaucrats in the Planning Office
(ODEPLAN).22 Just about at the same time that they were privatizing or Brationalizing^
many welfare state services, the ODEPLAN team produced studies that described how
to Bmodernize^ the prison administration, along with a massive revamping of the
criminal courts and prisons. Justice Minister Monica Madariaga [52], implemented
the ODEPLAN program for prisons and courts between 1977 and 1982 (Gonzalez
[36]:16). In 1978, the ODEPLAN team produced a long report with a cost-benefit
analysis of Balternative solutions to the prison^ [63] In 1979, when the government
passed the new general statute for the Prison Service, Gendarmeria, it preserved
rehabilitation, incorporated managerial capacities and know-how into the organization,
23 and expanded community alternatives. In line with the Bprinciple of subsidiarity,^ the
organic law instituted community sanctions developed during the late 1960 and early
1970s to minimize costs, or in the reports’s words to Breduce the social-economic
problems derived from custodial sanctions with non-institutional means, like parole and
collaboration with the community and Bsemi-institutional means^ like night or week-
end prison^ ([51]:143). They also preserved the rehabilitation logic based on
individuals treatments because this would reduce the costs derived from recid-
ivism (ibid. 140–143).

The ascent of both military officers unwilling to fully militarize the force and the
preferences of economists for the long term cost-reduction aspects of rehabilitation
preserved the position of correctionalist experts within the prison administration and the

21 When discussing the new General Organic Law for the Prison Service, Pinochet demanded that any military
references be removed and that it be defined as a strictly civilian institution. According to his own words: BThe
Prison Service has the obligation to be in charge of those who had violated the law. Yet, here we find that it is
being treated as a military institution. Military in the disciplinary sense, regarding the uniform, regarding
hierarchy, but [prison] gendarmes are civilian employees that report to the local intendant. We cannot mix one
with thing with the other.^ ([45]:2)
22 Between 1974 and 1978, and prior to launching the grand privatization of health, education, pensions, and
poverty-relief programs, ODEPLAN produced research on social policy (poverty, housing, health, education,)
and economic issues (industrial and agricultural markets), which would later serve to frame and support the
privatization of these state sectors ([79]:241).
23 The new regulations divided the services into Technical and Management Under-directorates. The Techni-
cal Under-directorate had Readaptation, Community Sanctions, and Training departments, as well as a novel
BPlanning Department,^ while the Administrative Under-directorate was placed in charge of Personnel,
Security, Logistics, and Judicial Departments
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centrality of the correctionalist perspective within the field. Moreover, given the low
penetration of the military, many correctionalist experts from the 1960s remained in the
administration into the late 1970s, and many community programs—minimum-security
prisons, penal colonies for the family, weekend and week-days releases—continued
after the coup as well (see in particular [35]).24 Even the military party followed the
perspective of the old correctionalist experts, continuing with the notions of Bsocial
defense^ [45] and of rehabilitation and adaptation (Colonel [59]). The correctionalist
experts, interested in finally fully implementing their programs, along with the econ-
omists in ODEPLAN and the Ministry of Justice, formed a new symbolic alliance. By
the late 1980s, all relevant actors in the field believed they were finally advancing
toward the modernization of prisons and punishments in Chile. They assured them-
selves of the reality of this Btale of progress^ [18], pointing to buildings, community
alternatives, and innovative treatment programs.25 This tale of progress and moderni-
zation during dictatorship, however, had important limitations in practice. In the late
1980s it faced problems of overcrowding. The prison population went from 14,726 in
1980 to 25,250 in 1989. Overcrowding in the late 1980s and the expansion of prisons
rendered treatment impossible (see Table 2).26

Throughout the 17 years of military dictatorship few groups were expelled from the
prison administration and few groups had profound objections toward it. The incoming
democratic authorities did not reject the prison, criticizing it only for secondary aspects
that could be solved with greater judicial control, or by investing in new prisons and
expanding the treatment alternatives. As a result, just as the right-wing neoconserva-
tives and managerial experts backed by economists saved the correctionalist prison
from possible destruction or spoiling in the hands of the military during dictatorship—
as was the case of Argentina—the center-left parties that took power after democratic
transition preserved the expanded prison under democracy, continuing to work out the
Bmodernization process^ along the lines put in place by the neoliberal economists and
their management experts in the late 1970s.

Prison evolution in democratic Chile: politicization, privatization and denial
of failure

The transition to democracy renovated political authorities, as well as a portion of the
experts and groups involved in the carceral field. The few new experts that
entered the field advanced critiques couched in human rights views, but pre-
served and reinforced the consensus around a correctionalist prison. As political
electoral dimensions became more salient in the early 2000, rehabilitation

24 Still located in the core of the administration, old correction experts firmly believed in correctional
treatment,—even questioning critiques to the correctionalist paradigm on the grounds that there have never
been enough resources to actually implement adequate treatments in Chile—at the same time that provide
strong evidence that decarceration and community control produced less recidivism ([35]:251).
25 In 1987, the government continued building the different categories of building according to BMethodology
for identifying and prioritizing investment project in carceral infrastructure^ [53].
26 A social worker serving in the model prison of Colina in 1985 remembers that Bafter working with the
Integrated Treatment System in the model prison, in the late 1980s I went to [the provincial prison of]
Rancagua, where I had to assist 900 inmates, of course, what can I do in those conditions^ (Interview Winka
Letelier, August 2009). Treatment became impossible and secondary. In 1989 there were 79 social workers
and 12 psychologists for 25,000 inmates.
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concerns became subordinated to security concerns, and the correctionalist
programs were gradually abandoned in favor of prison building and privatiza-
tion and denial of abuses and violations of human rights.

After transition the main changes in the field were the light investment of human
rights groups and the reconversion of economists, from their bureaucratic positions
during dictatorship into right-wing think-tanks outside the state. President Aywin,
inherited a dominant position within the field based on the executive branch control
of the budget and nomination of the upper echelons of the prison bureaucracy and did
not invest many political resources in order to gain control, nor did it devise any grand
reform program (as it did in the police and courts, see [37, 38]). Its policy consisted
mainly in Bprovid[ing] more resources to the prison administration^ [5] and to
Bhumanize the carceral system in order to be able to rehabilitate inmates and improve
the functioning of detention centers,^ ([6]:15–16). The focus on Bhumanizing^ prison
reflected the initial investment of human rights activists and legal scholars.

The human rights’ groups were formed by legal scholars working on criminal
procedure reform at Diego Portales Law School, and the Chilean Commission of
Human Rights (CHCHR). The BPortales Boys^, in the early 1990s formed a BCriminal
Policy Association^ led by Juan Bustos Ramirez, a returning exile criminal law scholar
and criminologist, and by Jorge Mera, a human rights scholar; they were assisted by a
young Cristian Riego and Juan Enrique Vargas,. The association put the issue of human
rights at the center of discussions over prisons and Bcrime policy that would respect
human rights^ ([3]:9). They deployed a mix of empirical analysis, critical criminology,
and human rights critiques. 27 The other human rights, the Chilean Commission of
Human Rights, tried to advance within the prison arena, drawing on their long
experience with human rights activism during the dictatorship. CHCHR pro-
posed revising Bfrom the perspective of human rights, the bases of the punitive
activity of the state^ ([14]:xiii) and put forward similar ideas to those of
Portales group.28 These proposals were in turn fully endorsed by right-wing
think-tanks, the other new agents in the field. These think tanks were not new
actually. They were old agents in new garbs.

The think-tanks created by the right-wing groups Fundación Paz Ciudadana
(FPC) and the Instituto de Libertad y Desarrollo (LyD), also became core
players regarding prison policy. At FPC, liberal economists continued promot-
ing reintegration and limited spending while embracing the privatization of
prisons or services [26]. LyD and UDI, the party formed by conservative
Chicago Boys after the transition and led by Joaquin Lavin, also favored
privatizing prisons ([46]:145). These groups allied themselves with economist
who migrated to Universidad Católica Economics Department [27].

By the end of the first democratic administration, the basic belief in a correctionalist
prison remained central to the symbolic order of the field, endorsed also by criminologists
and correctionalist professionals in the prison administration, in the government offices,
human rights groups and economists in think-tanks. Still, human rights activists and legal

27 They proposed decriminalization of victimless crimes, decarceration, flexible sanctions, protecting the
rights of inmates, professionalizing personnel, judicial control of prisons, participation of experts within
planning activities, and criminal procedure reforms [4].
28 They criticized prison conditions, pushed for decarceration, agreed on the need to follow alternative
community sanctions, and reduced pre-trial detention length by making use of a speedier oral trial ([14]; [70]).
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scholars, made limited investment in the carceral arena, privileging the criminal procedure
reform. Economists from the think-tanks kept investing, and proposed to continue with
corrections and rehabilitation while calling for the privatization of prisons (Fig. 5).

During President Frei’s administration (1994–2000), political interests progressively
eroded the correctionalist programs privileging security. The concern for security, made
correctionalist-rehabilitation oriented professionals lose power, and gave power to the
economists, who both favored programs of privatization and steeped the new prison
officers into management. The central government and the ministers projected their
biases onto the field, privileging political-electoral interests, and taking a more punitive
stance. The electoral game began to weigh more heavily within the structurally
ambivalent position of the justice minister. In the trade-off Bbetween administrative
rationality and political advantage,^ [32] Justice Minister, Soledad Alvear (1994–
1999), followed the second in the name of the first. The Bgrand modernization of
justice^ became increasingly the most important prison policy—it was expected that it
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would reduce the prison population by diminishing prisoners on remand, increase the
proportion of convicts allowed treatment, and ensure judicial control over detentions
and custodial sentences. None of these turned true. Instead the political interest for
security became hegemonic.

Directors devoted their energies to produce secure prisons and adapting the services
to the demands of the judicial reform ([13]:20–24). By the late 1990s, the
correctionalist experts within prisons, while enthusiastically developing new treatment
programs, lost their voice within the carceral field. Between 1994 and 2000, the
government—besides building more prisons and hiring more guards—expanded treat-
ment models in line with the economistic view of the experts in FPC.29 However, these
labor-training programs within prison did not prosper; as the prison population in-
creased, rehabilitation concerns were again put aside.30 Instead, they became subject to
the demands of the executive branch and their programs became impossible to imple-
ment as the population ballooned.

By the early 2000s, the replacement of Prison Directors and the arrival of
President Riardo Lagos, an economist himself, and the politicization and over-
population of prisons allowed the central government to impose the market-
friendly policies of prison privatization. With the election of Ricardo Lagos as
president in 1999, the highly pragmatic Party for Democracy (Partido por la
Democracia) took control of the prison administration and imposed his own
pragmatist style following the ideas of economists at FPC ([68]:92). Lagos
presented himself as a technocrat, emphasizing his credentials as an Economist
with a PhD from Duke University, and assuming the neo-conservative punitive
discourse of his main opponent in the 1999 presidential campaign, Chicago boy
Lavin. In the early 2000s, the privatizing orientation of FPC converged with
Lagos’ focus on infrastructure. President Lagos had given concession on build-
ing and maintaining freeways during the 1990s [81], and politically capitalized
on his image as a Bdoer.^ Lagos and his team in the Ministry of Public Works
espoused economic and financial reasons that trumped previous objections to
the idea of making a profit out of imprisonment grounded in historical and
ethical reasons.31

A sudden prison crisis32 and the alleged need to satisfy the demands of the Bgrand
reform^ of the criminal justice system allowed private businesses to acquire a share in
the business of punishment. The government opted for going Bthe French way,^ in

29 In early 1994, the correctionalist professionals in prison launched the BNew Penitentiary Treatment Model,^
planning to provide psychological assistance, education, and training to different groups of inmates, according
to the length of their sentence. This program the vision of the Bproductive prison^ focused on rehabilitation
through Breal world type labor^ programs designed by Fundación Paz Ciudadana (Fundación Paz Ciudadana
and Instituto Libertad y Desarrollo, [30]).
30 The program had limited material impact—in 2000 it involved only 3 % of inmates (Fundación Paz
Ciudadana, [31]) . The community sanctions programs did not develop much either.
31 In the mid-1990, Minister Alvear appeared open to study privatization (Alvear [2]:14), but the Prison
Director considered it against the Bculture of the public administration of being in charge of prisons^ ([49]:54)
and the rehabilitation professionals questioned the idea, of Bmaking private profit from incarceration^ [62].
32 Three weeks after the first massive protest in prisons in Chile, where 11,000 inmates out the total 31,000
protested for the death of seven inmates in a prison fire, the Justice and Public Works ministers announced the
program of building prisons for 16,000 inmates and putting them in the hand of private companies (El
Mercurio 1/14/2001), which was already decided in late 1999, right after Lagos won the election.
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privatizing prisons733 retaining security and supervision of prisons and contracting out
building and operations, as well as provision of food, laundry, medical and rehabilita-
tion Bservices.^ Privatization agreements put rehabilitation at the center of the
privatized prisons, oriented towards labor programs, and inmates were hired by private
companies and provided psychological assistance and evaluation. Former treatment
personnel (psychologists, social workers) became supervisors of private contractors
providing Brehabilitation services.^

In the process of privatization high officers and state managers replaced
correctionalist expertise with managerial skills. Higher-level officers—competing for
higher commanding positions—received costly training in public management and
concessions. The main objective of prison-building was to Breduce overpopulation,
establish service standards, improve security conditions, and improve the public image
of the service; reinsertion, was something for the future,^ (Interview Marcos Lizana,
Chief-Legal Advisor of Gendarmeria, July 2009). Prison officers preserved part of their
power. In particular officers retained control of security, while upper-echelon officers
and high-level bureaucrats become Bmanagers^ of the prison service. For them, the
privatization of prisons also meant the opportunity for a younger generation of officers
to Bprofessionalize^ themselves, both in BProject evaluation^ and in New Public
Management^ expertise (Fig. 6).34

Between 2000 and 2007, the prison population rose from 33,600 to 43,600. Within
private prisons, housing 20 % of those condemned, overcrowding has been reduced
and there is a greater regimentation in the relations between guards and prisoners. At
the same time, overcrowding and violence continued in the public prisons, and the
promises of rehabilitation and community diversion were abandoned, or at least
suspended. In the face of increased violence, killing, abuse, deaths, and misery within
the hyper-modern BMaximum and High Security^ public prisons, human rights’
activists attempted a comeback to the field. Here, in contrast to what took place in
Argentina, the human rights groups and scholar have been systematically rejected from
the field. The human rights policy of Concertación and indeed of the political arch has
been a politics of denial in the face of accusations of inmates’ human rights being
systematically violated in prisons.

In the late 1990s, older professors at the Diego Portales Law School, who had not
collaborated with the criminal procedure reform (like Jorge Mera), and younger ones,
who came after the generation of Vargas and Riego, once again aimed their human
rights guns at the prison, in an attempt to increase the judicial supervision of prisons. In
2000, once the criminal procedure reform was launched, professors at Diego Portales
Law School began producing annual reports on human rights abuses under democracy,
and one of the areas targeted were prisons.35 The Human Rights Center at Portales got

33 The BFrench system^ was the French adaptation of the US system of total privatization modified by the
carceral field of France, where the French administration and the penitentiary officers’ unions resisted total
privatization ([62]: 80–81). Similar conditions operated in the Chilean case but with the difference that within
the Bbrave Chilean model^ [8] private contractors take everything except custody.
34 The directors of those modern private prisons have steeped themselves in public management expertise. In
2009 director Jimenez Mardones, between 2007 and 2010 was lawyer specialist in BSocial Management and
Public Policies^ and BCriminal Procedure Reform^ (Ramirez Barrera [67]:245).
35 Their 2002 Report showed overcrowding, lack of hygiene, insufficient food, prisons controlled by inmates,
with high level of violence, deaths, and a highly tense order produced by the collaboration between abusive and
exploitative gangs and despotic guards. The report also denounces systematic torture and physical abuses [15]
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connected with other human rights groups: the older CODEPU (Corporación para la
Defensa de los Derechos del Pueblo), created in 1980 and tasked with the defense of
prisoners, and the new CONFRAPECO (Confraternidad de Familiares y Amigos de
Presos Comunes), an organization of ex-convicts mobilizing under the banner of
human rights.

If human rights activists were taken seriously in the early 1990s—with new
training courses available for guards—in the early 2000s they were at first
rejected, and then managed by the politically appointed officers and the admin-
istrative elites in charge of the prison administration. Following a managerial
approach, top-down prison bureaucrats tried to reduce the problems of violence,
killings, and overcrowding to a problem of public relations and public image.
Between 2002 and 2007, the Justice Ministry systematically denied the validity
of the reports describing the terrible prison conditions [40, 41]. At the same
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time, they hired their own teams of local and foreign legal experts to show they
Bwere working^ on the problem.36 Only when the Inter-American Commission
of Human Rights came to Chile and reported on the violence, abuse, inadequate
facilities, and lack of rehabilitation services [69] did the Prison Service Direc-
torate recognize that prison conditions were sub-standard and that they violated
human rights. Still, the government limited itself to recognize in 2009 Bthat
there was a crisis,^ and called a special commission to study problems and
propose solutions, a commission that was pompously named the BCouncil for a
New Penitentiary Policy.^ The Council delivered the report, which focused on
overcrowding, security and custody, insufficient infrastructure, lack of Badequate
offer of rehabilitation,^ lack of integration between the closed and open system,
and lack of judicial control [20]. The right-wing candidate, millionaire Sebastián
Piñera won the election in 2010, and the report was duly archived after his inauguration.
By 2010, the prison conditions highlighted by the human rights report in the mid-2000s
became entrenched, with public prisons worsening.37

Here, it was not the volatility of the political system that prevented the full return of
rehabilitation and conditioned implementation of human rights standards. On the
contrary: Center-left parties were converted to the dogma of management and punish-
ment, a position legitimated by the modern criminal-procedure reform and the advent
of privately run prisons, a trend that expelled and limited old experts and human rights
activists who were interested in rehabilitation. As a result the Bmanagers^ in the prison
administration worked hard to deny, cover, and minimize the brutal conditions of
Chilean prisons. Recurrent prison violence and catastrophes continued reminding the
public and authorities that such tactic was not enough to solve the pressing prison
problems.38

Prison policies and the carceral field: mediating punitive turns
and national sources of international human rights strategies

From this study we can conclude that the contemporary carceral systems of Argentina
and Chile are not simply continuous with weakly bureaucratized penal states that
increased their informality and violence after the neoliberal turn [57]. The prison goals
and regimes underwent important changes in Argentina and Chile since the 1960s—

36 The Ministry hired its own human rights specialists and sociolegal scholars from Germany with the
assistance of the Deustsche Gesellschaft fur Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ), with the explicit aim of
assisting the Ministry of Justice in regulating judicial oversights of prisons [24]. After 2 years of work, and
after receiving the collaboration of legal scholars for Universidad Diego Portales and Universidad de Chile, the
minister decided to abandon the projected in 2007 and replace it with a study of a smaller plan to create a
supervising judged.
37 In 2010 20 % of the 52,000 inmates were serving in private prisons, with 48 % of excess inmates, while
those run by the state had an excess of 33 %. While in the public ones had high levels of violence, in private
ones there suicides have begun to increase. In 2010 around 13,000 inmates received basic and secondary
education around (25 %), and 16,000 (30 %) worked, even if mostly in providing services to the administra-
tion or the guards or in art crafts.
38 On December 8th 2010, 81 inmates died in a fire at the San Miguel Penitentiary Complex. The complex,
designed to house 1100 was housing 1964 at the time, and only 30 guards controlled them. The guards, of
course, were rapidly accused by the efficient courts system.
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from rehabilitation to counterinsurgency goals and internal order in the 1970s—,
continued evolving towards rehabilitation and corrections in 1980s and 1990s, getting
combined with security priorities in the 2000s. Both the revival of correctionalism
through the differential incorporation of human rights and managerialism and their
relative demise in each case can be accounted for it we take into account the history of
the carceral field and the strategies and struggles of agents located within it. These
patterns are difficult to account for by resorting to the alternative neo-marxist, Late-
modern and Foucaulting approaches discussed before.

Moreover, while both cases end up following a Bparticularly punitive model^ that
accompanied economic globalization and the turn to neoliberalism in Latin America
[43], such punitivism is very different in each case and follows very different paths.
Even within the common turn to neoliberalism, and to transitions to democracy, the
structure of relations of the carceral field mediated both the preservation and renewal of
prison ideologies as well as the drive toward punitivism. In Argentina, even if the
economy began to liberalized in the 1970s, and was fully opened in the 1990s,
imprisonment remained low, and political agents adopted decarcerating policies be-
tween 1983 and 2000. The field’s doxa toward decarceration and rehabilitation renewed
after dictatorship and the interests of the democratic era executive branch to reduce
conflicts within prisons (fuelled by the politicization of inmates through their contact
with political prisoners during dictatorship) converged to foster policies that reduced
the use of imprisonment and to increase rehabilitation programs and the protection of
inmates human rights in the first two decades of democracy. In Chile, the structure of
the bureaucratic field, in particular the limited colonization by military officers and the
entrance of neoliberal economists during dictatorship permitted the continuity of the
discourse of rehabilitation throughout dictatorship, while the reduced use of the prison
in political repression produced in turn low levels of politicization of inmates after the
return of democracy and until the late 1990s. Both elements secured the legitimacy of
the prison in democratic times The new doxa, organized around correction and
efficiency, during the 1980s, facilitated first, the positive reception of the criminal
justice reform projects of the 1990s that would reduce the proportion of pretrial
detainees and allow for the provision of rehabilitative treatment within prison for those
effectively sentenced [37]. Second, after the new criminal procedure, through its fast-
track sentencing, flooded the prisons once more in the 2000s, it made acceptable the
massive investments in prison building that paralleled the implementation of the
criminal procedure reform, and indeed the privatization of prison services.

The analysis of the dynamics within the carceral field also sheds light on the timing
of the recent turns toward punitive policies and on the rhythm of prison population
expansion. In both cases, the role that prisons had in political repression during
dictatorship—determined by the structure of relations within the larger bureaucratic
field, in particular in the relations between military and penitentiary elites—was critical
to understand the timing of the turn toward hyper-punitivism in democratic and
neoliberal Argentina and Chile in the 2000s. In Argentina where repression involved
the police, the armed forces and the prisons, in democratic times, both the police and
the prisons were highly illegitimate. This illegitimacy, along with the enormous Bprison
turmoil^ (Irwin [42]) experienced within prisons in the 1980s and 1990s, explains in
part the orientation of democratic authorities toward trying to reduce its use. Both the
dictatorship-era politicization of common criminals and their cultures, and the easy
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entering of academics providing university education to inmates (the University Center
Devoto) further facilitated the questioning of prison officers authority and inmates’
rebelliousness. In Chile, the reduced role of the prison administration in political
repression during dictatorship (compared with that of the police, army and intelligence
bodies like the National Intelligence Commission [CNI]) was directly connected to the
early and continuous rise in the use of the prison after dictatorship by democratic
authorities. Prisons became more despotic during dictatorship but prisoners became
more docile, and not more combative after dictatorship as in Argentina. As a result
prisons were quiet, and authorities concentrated themselves in building new prisons to
finally make possible the rehabilitation programs in democratic times.

This notion of carceral field, allows us to understand both the paradoxical, even if
weak and short lived, revival of rehabilitative correctionalism, as well as to explain the
irregular advance of human rights as a new rational for governing prisons. Other
authors have pointed out to the relevance of state recognition and commitment to
ensure the protection of human rights within prisons, in particular international mech-
anisms and of national organs [82]. As this work shows, the structure of the national
carceral field appears to be determinant of the reception and efficacy of those interna-
tional norms to regulate prisons, but also for the consolidation of international
instances that favor their incorporation in national arenas and institutions. The failure
and weakness of human rights’ activists at the national level, as in Chile, appears to be a
critical factor propelling international strategies mobilizing international courts or
bodies. Indeed, not only the empowerment of human rights’ activists in Argentina
during the 1990s, but also the limited access of Chilean human rights activists to the
state, have both, contributed to the creation and reinforcement in 2004 of the
Interamerican Commision on Human Rights BRapporteur on the Rights of Persons
Deprived of Liberty.^ As this process shows, we need to expand the analysis to this
international strategies within each national field analyzing the co-constitution or co-
determination of national and international processes that determine the advance and
conditioning of new prison rationalities. The notion of carceral field provides an
unequal tool to capture those processes.
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an external administration’s intensive surveillance and control. Instead, what has
developed is a form of internal governance administered by prisoners themselves.

On October of 1996, 29 inmates burned to death when Venezuela’s National Guard
started a fire in La Planta prison in Caracas. The fire began when officers threw tear gas
into a cell of 4 square meters, where more than 50 inmates were trapped. The event,
which shocked the country, took place in a prison originally designed for 300 convicts.
By 1996 it sheltered more than 1500 inmates.

Fifteen years later, a violent episode in this same prison hit the headlines again. Between
April and May 2012, the government attempted to take control of La Planta after armed
clashes occurred between prisoners. The operation, which lasted more than 3 weeks,
demonstrated how little control the State had over the prison. Once the inmates had
surrendered to the National Guard and were evacuated, the Ministry of Penitentiary
Services (the government agency in charge of the country’s prisons) found more than 87
firearms—including assault rifles and machine guns— 64,450 bullets, and 19 grenades
inside. La Planta’s prisoners were relocated and the penitentiary, which at that time harbored
more than 2,600 inmates, was definitively closed after more than 60 years in operation.

Both events occurred in the same jail, but under circumstances very different from
one another. By 1996 institutional actors’ use of violence against prisoners was,
unfortunately, already commonplace. In 2012 it was a clash between State forces and
well armed and organized groups of inmates that resulted in violence. Though by 1996
firearms were already present in Venezuela’s prisons (there were six pistols confiscated
after the 1996 event in La Planta), government officials still exercised authority inside
them. As the incarcerated population grew between the 1990s and 2000s, this authority
eroded; mutinies and violent episodes between prisoners became common. A decade
after the first event at La Planta at least half of the prisons and the population within
them are now under the authority of inmates themselves, with the State playing a
custodial role at most.

Despite the short time that elapsed between the two events, they occurred in two
remarkably distinct periods in the country’s history. In 1996, Rafael Caldera’s govern-
ment had sworn fidelity to the neoliberal program imposed seven years before, a period
during which the prison’s population had increased to unprecedented levels. The
number of people behind bars had risen to more than 25,000 and for every 100,000
Venezuelans there were 120 prisoners; a decade before, in the early 80’s, the prison
population barely exceeded 12,000 inmates. In contrast, by 2012 the BBolivarian^
government in office defined itself as socialist and supported social policies aimed at
reversing the impoverishment and exclusion catalyzed by the previous period’s neo-
liberal program. However, under this government, the prison’s population has increased
to over 50,000 people, representing Bthe highest confined population in history^
according to the Minister of Justice.1

While the Bolivarian government has adopted a social welfare model, it has
continued to rely upon punitive policies that are most often associated with neoliberal
governments. In this article, we map out this contradiction and discuss the impacts the
current government’s penal policies have had on social relations within the prison

1 Declarations made by the then Minister of Justice, Tareck El Aissami, in his twitter account @TareckPSUV,
February 8, 2011
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system. Using ethnographic data we sketch out the social organization and distribution
of power that develops when the state loses control of the prison. We show that prisons
in Venezuela do not adhere to a disciplinary model, whereby prisoners must submit to
an external administration’s intensive surveillance and control. Instead, what has
developed is a form of internal governance administered by prisoners themselves.

This paper aims to give an account of the main changes in the Venezuelan prison
system in the last three decades. This period extends from the years of neoliberal
hegemony—from the crisis of the social and corporative democracy in the 80’s to the
deregulation of the labor market and the economy and reductions in social spending—
to the period of the Bolivarian revolution, characterized by a strong commitment to
redistributive policies, economic regulation and social inclusion strategies.

The continued reliance on harsh punitive policies makes the Venezuelan case
particularly interesting given that previous literature has suggested a strong relationship
between the reduction of social spending, the implementation of neoliberal measures,
and harsh punitive policies. However, in the case of Venezuela social welfare and
punitive policies have gone hand in hand. We argue that redistributive policies are
limited in their ability to redress social exclusion and, in the case of Venezuela, have
resulted in a complementary system of inclusion and punishment. Just as with previous
neoliberal governments, the prison continues to operate as a mechanism to govern
surplus populations. While the State has increasingly intervened in poor people’s lives
by offering social services, this same State has imprisoned poor Venezuelans at
historically unprecedented levels.

In the first section of our article, we use government statistics and discourse to
demonstrate the variations in the incarcerated population during two periods of diver-
gent economic policies: first the neoliberal era and then the Bolivarian post-neoliberal
period. We then discuss the paradox of the latter: support for social welfare policies,
which have improved the living conditions of the poor, and for punitive measures,
which have increasingly imprisoned this same population.

In the second part we argue that the State’s lack of control over the prison, which
began in the 1990s but has worsened at an exponential rate over the years, has produced
what we refer to as the carceral social order: The emergence of a new internal rule
instituted by prisoners through coercion and violence, implying a de facto privatization
of the carceral administration. Despite the government’s anti-neoliberal discourse, this
de facto privatization, actively constructed through the daily practices of prisoners,
guards, and administrators, reproduces the carceral order prescribed by neoliberalism as
a form of control over poor and excluded populations.

In this second section we also use observations from ethnographic research con-
ducted in two Venezuelan prisons to detail this carceral administration.2 We show that,
absent state control, prisoners have constructed a social order and hierarchy based upon
coercion and violence. This section should not be considered an appendix to what we
learn from the presented statistics; rather, the ethnographic description is intended to
establish a view of the structural changes that are described through the quotidian
experience as a real case of what is possible (Bourdieu 1997). By combining

2 To gather this ethnographic data researchers visited the prisons two days a week from November 2012 to
June 2014, sharing in the inmates’ everyday lives and accompanying different groups of prisoners through
their daily routines. Interviews with ex-convicts and prisons personnel were also conducted.
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ethnographic description and official statistics we 1). construct a map of actors’
relational positions and 2). present the content and meaning actors assign to their
reality. This allows us to avoid describing how a structure is reproduced without taking
into account the agency of actors; it also allows us to avoid reducing subjectivity to the
conscious elaborations of social actors without considering their structural position.

Mass imprisonment, neoliberalism, and social welfare

Researchers have pointed out that the expansion of the penal system and mass
imprisonment operate as a form of control over marginalized sectors. This control
arises as social spending is reduced and labor as the traditional mechanism by which
disadvantaged groups are integrated into the economy erodes, both of which are typical
outcomes of neoliberal policies (Wacquant 2001, Beckett 2001). The reduction of
social investment and social programs associated with neoliberalism do not signify
diminishing government intervention in social life, however; instead social investment
is replaced by hardened punitive measures and social exclusion as new forms of
regulation and control of marginality (Beckett 2001). Comparing imprisonment rates
of countries with distinct economic policies (those defined by neoliberal, social-
democratic corporatist, conservative corporatist, and oriental corporatist), Cavadino
and Dignan (2006)find that those countries with neoliberal policies are the most
punitive. Social democratic governments, in contrast, rely on punishment the least.

As Wacquant (2001) expresses, the dismantling of the social state goes hand in hand
with the strengthening of the penal state and the criminalization of poverty. Social and
penal policies—two strategies through which governments manage the poor—have
been transformed by the neoliberal ethos, which attempts to discipline the popular
classes and control the unemployed population (Wacquant 2010).

We find a similar association between neoliberalism period and mass imprisonment
(Wacquant 2001; Wacquant 2010; Beckett 2001; De Giorgio 2007, Cheliotis 2013,
Cavadino and Dignan 2006. Para América Latina, Müller 2012, Wacquant 2003) in the
Venezuelan case. Indeed, the prison population did expand greatly during the period in
which neoliberal policies were implemented (as did a concomitant increase in exclusion
and inequality). Yet the following government, which defined itself as anti-neoliberal,
has continued to rely heavily on penal punishment. In fact, the prison population has
reached unprecedented numbers under the Chavista post-neoliberal Bolivarian
government.

The prison in neoliberal times: The Venezuelan jail between 1980 and 1998

The prison population in Venezuela started to increase during the eighties, coinciding
with the crisis of an oil rent model that had prevailed since the 1950s. After a period of
economic expansion and public expenditure growth, Venezuela experienced a strong
recession and inflation as a result of the falling oil prices and the external debt crisis,
which drowned most of the region’s economies. In this period the first round of
neoliberal reforms was implemented, with an eye towards reducing inflation and fiscal
spending (Katz, 2014; Petras and Morley 1999; López Maya and Lander 2001). During
the eighties the penal population more than doubled, increasing from 12,000 in 1980 to
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more than 29,000 in 1989. After 1983, during which there was a strong currency
devaluation known as BBlack Friday,^ this tendency accelerated. The increase in
incarceration was not related to an increase in crime rates, however, which remained
stable through the entire decade;3 instead, it seems to be related to the deterioration of
the living conditions of the poor. In this period poverty grew from 22 % in 1981 to
27 % five years after; unemployment rose from 6.4 % in the first semester of 1981 to
14 % in 19854.

In 1989 a second wave of neoliberal policies were put into place, involving
economic deregulation, diminishing social expenditure by the State, labor market
deregulation, and privatization of public enterprises and services. In 1990, when
the neoliberal Bshock policy^ was implemented, the prison population increased
to 31,000 inmates, remaining steady during the following decade. This new
increase, although, did coincide with a growth of the violent crimes,5 catalyzed
by the expansion of the neoliberal project. The poor population (including both
poverty and extreme poverty) increased to 34% in 1990, and in 1993 to
67.9 %. Nineteen percent of the labor force was unemployed during the whole
decade. The Gini coefficient for inequality rates rose to 0.4. In this period
incarceration operates as Wacquant (2010) and Beckett (2001) would anticipate,
substituting social spending and allowing for the consolidation of neoliberalism
by controlling a surging population, disciplining the new fragmented and
discontinuous labor market, blocking informal exits to exclusion, and political
relegitimizing the State during a stage of crisis (see Wacquant 2010). In Fig. 1
we can see how the growth of the incarcerated population followed the growth
of inequality until 1991; after 1991 this population remained constant and even
decreased slightly under Caldera´s neoliberal government.

These oscillations, which included a slight reduction of inmates (around
15%) per year under the government of Rafael Caldera, seem to contradict
the expected increase in the carceral population associated with neoliberalism.
This may be due to some particularities of Caldera’s government. For example,
a rhetoric of community solidarity preeminent at that time may have limited the
impact of the neoliberal rational for punishment (opposing social solidarity
against a more liberal perspective of individual responsibility) (López Maya
2005); some authors (Cavadino and Dignan 2006; Müller 2012; Garland 2005)
have pointed to this rational as a relevant factor in the relationship between
neoliberal policies and carceral expansion.

However, the lowest figures during that period are still larger than the highest of the
previous decade, maintaining an overall relationship during that period between neo-
liberal economic policies and imprisonment (Figs. 3 and 4).

3 The reported felony rate from 1980 was 885 per 100,000, very similar to that of the previous decade. In 1982
this rate dropped to 820, rising again in 1986 to 988. At the end of the decade the felony rate stood around
1000 for every 100,000 residents. (Ministerio de Justicia, 1980, 1989). Regarding homicides, in 1980 the rate
was 12 deaths per 100,000 residents and in 1989 there were 9 homicides for every 100,000 inhabitants
(Ministerio de Justicia, 1980-1996).
4 We have reviewed labor and social statistics apart from the National Institute of Statistics (Instituto Nacional
de Estadística, INE, view ine.gob.ve) (see also Cartay and Elías, 1991; Sabino, 1996; Viloria, 2011).
5 The registered felonies passed from 1110/100,000 in 1988 to 1272 in 1989. The homicide rates almost
doubled the following year, rising to a rate of 13/100,000 inhabitants; seven years later, they again doubled to
22 homicides for every 100,000 (Ministerio de Justicia, 1980-1996).
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The post-neoliberal prison during the Bolivarian revolution: 1998-present

After a tumultuous period of protests and resistance to neoliberal policies, in 1998
Hugo Chávez won the presidential election by promising to reverse the poverty and
exclusion these policies produced. In the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, the name
given to the country after a constitutional reform, the government implemented pro-
grams that attempted to roll back then-dominant neoliberal policies: the return of State
regulation of the economy and the redistribution of oil income; the formulation and
execution of social policies directed at less advantaged social groups, which were
excluded during the previous period; the regulation and protection of labor; and the
development of experiments to deepen democracy by creating novel forms of direct
participation, which were particularly aimed at increasing participation in the poorest
communities. Between 2003 and 2013 the percentage of households defined as poor
(according to the national income method) dropped from 55 to 27 percent. 6 The Gini
coefficient showed a reduction in the socioeconomic gap from 0.48 in 1998 to 0.40 in 2012.7

During the first years of Chavez’s government, the penal population decreased to
14,000 inmates, the lowest figure in almost two decades. The reduction was the result
of an explicit rejection of past policies that criminalized the poor, advances in human
rights rhetoric, legal reforms and an emphasis on the reduction of social inequalities to
combat growing violence and crime. Nevertheless, despite state actors’ frequent dec-
larations against penal punishment that criminalized poverty, in a few years this
tendency began to reverse.

Early on the government employed a discourse on crime that we refer to as
Bstructural,^ which emphasized inequality as the primary cause of crime. This dis-
course focused on the need to attack crime through redistributive policies and structural
transformations rather than through repression. However, since about 2008 there has
been a preponderant Bmoral^ rhetoric (Antillano 2012), which is typically associated
with punitive and social exclusion policies (Beckett 2001; Cavadino and Dignan 2006).

This shift can be seen in the numbers. In 2001 there were 16,751 detainees and the
incarceration rate was 67.6 per 100,000 habitants; ten years later, in 2011, the peniten-
tiary population reached 50,000 and the incarceration rate was the highest in the

6 (Source: Instituto Nacional de Estadística, consulted onMay 30th, 20,144. http://www.ine.gov.ve/index.php?
option=com_content&view=category&id=104&Itemid=45#
7 (see: http://sisov.mppp.gob.ve/indicadores/IG0002400000000/ Consulted may 30, 2014).

Fig. 1. Gini coefficient and prison population.1989-1998
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country’s history: 170 prisoners for every 100,000 inhabitants (Provea 2011). From
2008 onwards the penal population boomed, increasing almost 100% in less than 5
years. In 2007 there were 21,000 inmates in prison; in 2008 this population reached
24,000 and in 2013 surpassed 50,000.

As during neoliberal periods, this punitive turn has continued to draft the poor— the
impoverished groups that Chavismo’s rhetoric promotes as the center of its political
program—into the prison (Figs. 2, 3 and 4). Disadvantaged populations are now just as
likely to be impacted by penal policies as they are the social polices directed at them.
This is especially critical in the case of young poor males.8 In contrast to the neoliberal
period—when the rise of the incarcerated population coincided with the increase in
poverty, exclusion and inequality—during Chavismo the relation seems to be inverse: a
substantial improvement social indicators for the poor goes hand by hand with an
increase in the penal population.

We argue that this paradox can only be understood through the bifurcation of the
redistributive and punishment policies that the Bolivarian government has aimed at the
poor. In the context of postindustrial societies, where labor has lost its centrality in
organizing social life (Castel 2010), social policies do not necessarily reverse the
structural conditions of poverty and exclusion. This is especially evident in the
Venezuelan case, with an economy profoundly dependent on oil revenues. Here the
governance of surplus populations is achieved though penal policies that complement
social ones. On the one hand, the poor become clients of redistributive policies while,
on the other, they are increasingly subject to penal punishment.

Redistributive policies, though capable of improving the living conditions of the
poor, are not able to reverse the structural factors that generate poverty and exclusion
given that their effects are neither permanent nor universal. Thus, punitive policies
operate as a mechanism to regulate those groups that remain excluded and marginalized
and that are resistant to strategies of social inclusion.

Contrary to Wacquant’s (2010) thesis that social and penal policies compliment and
constitute one another as twin but separate categories (pp. 416), in the Venezuelan case
these categories are opposing. This is because, distinct from the context Wacquant
draws from, in Latin America the emergency of the penal state has not been accom-
panied by concomitant Bworkfare^ programs that allow for the regulation of the poor,
as has occurred in the first world (see Müller 2012).

Wacquant’s separation between those regulated by the work-world and the formal
economy and those left as surplus population is complicated in contexts where work
has become even more precarious. In the Bthird world,^ redistribution allows some to
benefit from advantageous conditions and gradations of inclusion through access to
social policies and clientelistic networks but leaves others disenfranchised, producing a
whole population as the object of punitive control.

In an attempt to overcome a neoliberal legacy and recuperate the regulatory and
redistributive functions of the state, Latin American countries have adopted alternative

8 According to the Diagnóstico Sociodemográfico de la Población Penitenciaria (Consejo Superior
Penitenciario, 2011), 90.5 % of those incarcerated were men; 88 % were under 40 years of age (45 % were
between the ages of 18 and 25); most (68.28 %) came from the most disadvantaged classes (the two lowest
social classes), and a quarter (23 %) of them were in prison for trafficking and distribution of drugs.
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political models. And these countries show the lowest rates of incarceration in the
region. Yet the incarcerated population has continued to climb in these same countries.

The paradox of more inclusion, more punishment reveals the limits of redistributive
politics in reversing the effects of neoliberalism, seen in the persistence of large
segments of the population who continue to be excluded despite their determined
efforts. The prison functions, then, as holding cells for a surplus population, a surplus
for both the formal economy and social inclusion strategies.

Because of its transformation through the neoliberal project, the prison now operates
as a space that perpetuates and reinforces exclusion. The prison does not attempt to
include or normalize. The prevailing hypothesis for decades has been this: the disci-
plinary prison (Foucault 1978) functions to regulate the reserve labor force (Rusch and
Kirchheimer 1984; Melossi and Pavarini 1980) and its relation to welfare (Garland
1985). Yet these do not sufficiently take into account the new carceral reality. The
prison of the neoliberal era no longer pretends to include, but concentrates on the
administration of the surplus population who are increasingly marginalized. The role of
the prison is not to discipline but to contain the overstock: those who have no place in
the new order of precarious and scarce work.

As during the neoliberal period, the prison continues to operate as an Boutside,^ as a
device of continual exclusion. From here we see the abandonment of the discourse of
rehabilitation and treatment programs and its replacement by quasi-militarized regimes
and an increased authoritarian control of the incarcerated population in the United
States; meanwhile in Latin America this has meant the progressive exit of the State
inside of the prison, the accelerated and massive deterioration of the conditions of

Fig. 3. Gini coefficient and prison population.1989-2013

Fig. 2. Poverty and prison population
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reclusion, and an increase in prison violence and internal forms of governance that
contest the state for the space it has abandoned.

But it is not sufficient to define these developments in purely negative terms. New
social, economic, and political relations have proliferated inside of the prison. A new
carceral order has arisen that can only be understood through the changes that neolib-
eralism, in its distinct versions, has promoted.

The Carceral’s Self-rule

One of the most unexpected and radical effects of the penal population’s dramatic rise
has been the emergence of a carceral penitentiary social order characterized by inmates’
self-rule and the use of armed violence as a form of regulation in lieu of State control.
In fact, both the increase and the variations in the penitentiary population has resulted in
the fracturing of the informal social order that used to exist inside prisons, intensifying
penitentiary violence and deteriorating prisoners’ life conditions. It also means the
erosion of the State’s control over inmates’ lives. From the 90s onward a form of
prisoners armed self-rule has emerged, which aims to regulate collective life within the
prison and has substituted the role of the State.

The first original works on the informal prison order emphasized the cooperation and
conflict between prisoners and staff as well as the strategies of survival and affirmation
prisoners used in the face of an institutional regime that erases the prisoner’s self (Clemmer
1958; Sykes 1974; Morris and Morris 1963; Goffman 2001). Beyond the changes in
representation and the growing opacity of life inside the prison space (Simon 2000;
Wacquant 2002), recent work suggests the retreat of the State and its role as regulator
and watchman (Alford 2000). In Latin America, research has identified a surge
in self-governance and a new carceral order that is directed more so towards
the auto-regulation of the life of the prisoner (for Brasil, Biondi 2010; Nunes
Dias 2001; for Bolivia: Cerbini 2012; Ecuador: Nuñez 2007; Venezuela: Crespo
2009; Crespo and Bolaños 2009), even reaching beyond the prison walls.

According to our ethnographic observations, this carceral world could be described as a
carceral order with differentiated social, political and economic logics. Drawing from
Bourdieu (1977) and Schutz (1974) we define the carceral order as a practical rationality
and dispositions resulting from the extreme marginalization and confinement associated
with the harsh conditions of the Venezuelan prison. This order involves a network of social

Fig. 4. Poverty and prison population.1999-2013
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relationships, positions and power relations through which prisoners attempt to meet
material needs in extremely precarious spaces. The social logic includes the social relation-
ships, positions, norms, and cultural frames defined and established by inmates themselves.
The political logic refers to the hierarchy, domination, coercion and subaltern relationships
that maintain the social order’s legitimacy. Finally, the economic logic refers to that which
sustains the previous two logics: the management of profits from illegal trafficking and the
economic resources needed to sustain life in prison. Our analysis is organized according to
these three dimensions.

The social logic and hierarchy of the prison

There is a distinct and hierarchical structure inside the prisons we studied, which
defines different roles, guidelines for action, relationships, and social norms that govern
and grant meaning to this ensemble.

There are four distinct groups or Bclasses,^ which respond to cultural patterns and
specific norms: malandros o mundanos [thugs or the mundane] head the hierarchy;
brujas, trabajadores o administrativos [witches, workers or administrative workers] are
subordinated to or in conflict with the first group; then come the cristianos u ovejas
[christians or sheeps]; and finally the gandules.

Although these categories are closely related to the distinctive dynamics of the
prison context (for example, someone turns into a Bwitch^ by violating the cultural
codes and explicit rules known as the Broutine^). They also appear to be related to the
new configuration of popular classes, the social sector from which the Bclients^ of the
prison are recruited.

The malandros at the top of this order are defined by their ability to exercise control
through physical violence. This is a category made up of mostly young men who have
little economic, cultural, or political capital and for whom the use of violence, and with
the Bknow how^ to use it, is an essential resource in managing capital and riding out the
menace of social exclusion.

By contrast trabajadores, administrativos or Bbrujas^ are characterized by having
some sort of capital (economic, cultural, or political) and enjoy more social inclusion in
society. Originally this group was largely composed of police officers, but today it
seems to bring together social actors with diverse levels of economic and political
capital who enjoy different gradations of social inclusion, such as government officials,
narcotraffickers, the working poor, etc.

As we have argued, recent social inclusion policies have improved social life
conditions of many of those in the popular sectors (especially those who have had
advantageous relationships with the state and its institutional networks) but some
groups have been left behind. This produces new fractures in the lower classes that
are expressed in increased intra-class violence in recent years. Inside the prison this
distinction often creates violent opposition between brujas and malandros. Thus, the
external social structure seems to permeate and shape the social structure of the prison.

Evangelical Christian groups, who have a strong presence in Venezuelan prisons,9

regulate the exercise of violence. They mediate armed confrontations (even physically

9 Presence of evangelical groups within the prisons, their practices and their influence have been developed by
various Latin American studies (on Brazil see Biondi, 2008)
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standing between those engaged in a conflict, putting themselves at risk of dying in the
crossfire) and serve as a refuge for those who decide to evade the sanctions and the
rules of the malandro order. The distance and detachment they interpose vis-a-vis the
Mundo (the rest of the prison population) is embodied in the segregated placements or
wards in the prison. The so-called "Church," is where they live with their own rules and
"authorities," dressing in a distinctive manner (wearing a tie and always carrying a
bible) that distinguishes them immediately from the other inmates.

Finally the gandules are the most vulnerable and disadvantaged group in the prison.
They cannot afford to pay la causa, a sort of weekly tax paid to gang bosses, or to have
a room or mattress. Thus they live in miserable conditions on the outskirts of the
buildings occupied by other prisoners.

The abnegados is another category, though this is more of transitional than fixed
position. The abnegados are those who are either fleeing from punishment that other
prisoners want to inflict on them or hoping to be transferred to another prison in the
hopes of better living conditions. They become "outcasts" by their own will—they
often stitch their own mouths shut, which only allows them to ingest sugar water—or
are expelled by the heads of the prison. Living outside the prison building in trash and
filth, they are temporarily cut off the prison order and its regulations.

These differentiated social positions are closely related to cultural patterns and
norms that structure a set of rules that prisoners call la rutina [the routine]. Before
describing its essential aspects, two considerations are necessary. One is that, contrary
to collective imaginary and stereotypes about prisons that assume the prison space is a
sphere without social norms, laws, or regulations, the prison social order is in reality
Bovercodified.^ All aspects of everyday life fall within the normative milieu established
by prisoners themselves. Everything is subject to strict and explicit rules: from the
words they use, the way they walk, where they place and move their bodies, how they
shake hands or carry objects, and how they approach and address others. The second
consideration is that the regulations of la rutina might appear capricious or whimsical
to the outside observer. Some prisoners cannot pick things up off the floor, and there are
certain words whose mere mention can cost someone their life. These regulations have
a consistent logic, however, and serve functions in the context of prison life.

The relationships among inmates are heavily regulated by internal commandments
to prevent conflicts and misunderstandings. Anything can produce unnecessary ten-
sions or conflicts. Any ambiguity—words with double meanings,10 gestures that might
be considered offensive, or movements that might be interpreted as menacing—carries
a heavy price.

Regulations also shape inmates interactions with their family members. When
inmates’ family members are present all prisoners are expected to be fully dressed
with a covered torso; they are not supposed to look other inmates’ partners. The
wearing of dark glasses is banned to prevent concealed ogling and leering. These are
rules essential to avoiding conflicts over what is the most sensitive and precious of
prisoners’ possessions: visitation time with their loved ones. While these norms are

10 All the words that may have a sexual connotation in colloquial language are outlawed and replaced with
more Bneutral^ ones. Milk (leche) is called instead Blittle cow^ (vaquita); eggs (huevos) are named Byensy^;
butter (mantequilla) is named Bthe slippery one^ (la resbalosa). One prisoner told us how when he got to the
prison, he was forced to write down in a notebook the Bcorrect^ name of the ingredients in his daily diet by
asking the prison’s food seller.
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designed to keep the peace and prevent interpersonal and unregulated violence, their
violation carries the possibility of violent retribution.

Prisoners also have a set of obligations towards the collective order: All prisoners
have obligatory tasks (usually distributed equally) that relate to the maintenance of the
prison’s (informal) order: they have to pay the causa; they have to hacer garita, or man
checkpoints and provide surveillance at strategic points to monitor enemies’ move-
ments (National Guard officers or members of rival groups); they have to participate in
assemblies and group events; and they must follow and respect the luces [lights]
(mandatory instructions for the entire prison population ) and the orders of their leaders.

Other kinds of social norms are those that regulate relationships with the penitentiary
institution and staff. These regulations vary significantly between the malandros and
administrativos [workers]. The former refuse, at least publicly, to collaborate or
cooperate with the institution, all of which could legitimize the prison (they even refuse
to clean the space where they are or repair the prison building where they live).
Conversely, trabajadores o administrativos operate with rational calculation, negotiat-
ing with institutional agents as they seek to optimize benefits or defend interests.

Finally, there are the social norms that regulate the routine of each particular group.
For the malandros, honor, courage, and excess in the exercise of expressive violence
are core values, which are associated with an expressive rationality and the denial of all
tactical calculation. This principle forces them to fight whenever necessary—to openly
expose themselves to physical confrontations or physical challenges, even at the cost of
mortal wounds or extreme physical pain. These acts serve to display and enable their
principal capital: the expressive use of violence to gain respect and recognition.

For the brujas, the core value is, in their own words, to preserve life. This view is
structured by instrumental rationality and tactical calculation. Finally, to the evangélicos,
faith and charisma are essential values. However, they also undergo Btribulations^ even
risking their lives and bodies during armed confrontations to end conflicts.

In sum, the rules and norms that define and constitute the routine, even if they look
extreme, are quite functional and intelligible in the context in which they operate. They
act to regulate violence, ensuring order in extreme conditions, affirming group identi-
ties, self-worth, and masculinity, and reproduce ideological conceptions about the
experience of being in prison.

The political order of the prison:

The informal organization of prison inmates can also be understood in terms of its
political logic. This is a structure constructed through relations of domination and
subordination that produces legitimacy and submission through both coercion and
consensus. This political structure within the prison, which constitutes a form of
governance, is known as El Carro [The Car].

This political order simulates a sort of State. It has a Bgovernment,^ directed by los
principales or pranes, [the chief or pranes]; a military arm known as the los luceros,
deployed in each territorial unit, is charged with exercising coercion and is responsible
for internal order; and, at the lowest rung, there is la población [the population], the rest
of the inmates who are not part of but are subject to El Carro.

An overlap exists between the social logic and the political logic. Those who occupy
leadership positions in El Carro usually embody the dominant values of the group they
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belong to. In the places where Brujas and Malandros share the same space, malandros
direct el gobierno while the brujas have a subordinate position.

The Carro provides armed defense against the aggressions of the National Guard
and other rival Cars (other groups of prisoners competing for the control of an area or
population of the prison); they maintain internal order by regulating relations between
prisoners, punishing violations of la rutina, performing conflict resolution, offering
protection to visitors, taking charge of the distribution and regulation of scarce goods
and services, and the provide illegal goods and privileges (organizing parties, network-
ing with drug traffickers, etc.). In this regard, the authority of El Carro is not only
exercised by force, but has some legitimacy among the population by providing certain
benefits and compensations to the inmates. Although a prisoner can suffer from la
rutina and the government of the car, to be excluded from this order can one of the
worst punishments endured in the prison.

The loss of legitimacy of the ruling Carro, either by excessive and unnecessary use
of coercion or by insufficient supply of compensations, or even by a violation of la
rutina, can lead to a Bcoup d’etat^ or a change of government, in which the lieutenants,
los luceros, depose the existing principales and take their place.

The members of the Carro are the only one who have permanent weapons, while the
rest of the population are Bassigned^ weapons only to provide surveillance or in case of
clashes. Thus their control is made possible by their monopoly over violence and their
concentrated ownership of firearms.

Sanctions and the use of deadly force can only be exercised by the agents of the
Carro. These sanctions are decided in a trial or in a form of court, known as the court of
the underworld [El tribunal del hampa]. These courts usually make use of evidence and
demonstrations to prove the charge levied against a prisoner.11 Other forms of inter-
personal violence, such as fist fighting or knife fights, are forbidden and punished, or
are only allowed with authorization of The Carro.

The economic logics of prison:

Certain economic conditions sustain prison life. We could even speak of a biopolitical
economy that is based on the rent extraction of the captive population. This economy
extracts rent directly through the Causa [The Cause], a sort of weekly tax that all inmates
must pay to the principals. Rent is indirectly extracted through amonopoly pranes have over
certain goods (drugs, for example) and diverse economic activities, called Revoluciones
[Revolutions] (for example food, internet access, and telephones for rent). Profits are also
extracted through the appropriation of forced labor—the trabajadores [workers] and the
members of the church become a semi-slave work force.

Profit for profits sake is not the only goal of this economy; these profits also sustain the
Carro’s war machine. Without a doubt, this revenue extraction from the subordinate
population provides large benefits to the bosses that have control inside the jail. One boss,
for example, chose to stay in prison for an extra year to continue enjoying the profits he
received from heroin trade inside the prison. But the main motivation for accruing profits is
in order to defend one’s group against external aggressions or to guarantee the internal order.

11 For other cases in the region discussing self-government and prison’s justice enforcement mechanisms
within prisons, see Biondi (2010) for Brazil and Cerbini (2012) for Bolivia.
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In this sense, conflicts also play a role in justifying economic exploitation because each
armed conflict requires an expenditure of resources that must be replaced. It is a war
economy and it functions as such, but, of course, the display of violence and cruelty by
the principals and their immediate subordinates works as a dissuasive mechanism that
reinforces revenue extraction among the rest of the prison’s population.

Accordingly, this economic order operates to prevent others’ accumulation of
capital; certain commodities are monopolized and the exchange of goods and services
with the outside world are all controlled. This prohibition has a political motive: it
keeps third parties from accruing fortunes and accumulating power, which could
endanger the Carro’s power and its monopoly over resources and coercion.

However, moral and practical reasons limit accumulation and prevent ostentatious
displays of wealth inside the prison. First, there is a general understanding that money
is accumulated for investment in collective interests: to purchase arms or fund parties.
Ostentatious displays of profits can be disruptive, producing instability and potential
conflicts within the Población. Accordingly, distinctions are made between the causa’s
incomes and the principales’s private businesses, such as drug sales or small-scale
business administration inside prison. Luxury items and ostentatious spending inside
walls is also limited. Generally, the leaders of these groups Bexport^ their benefits
outside the prison, purchasing goods in the outside world, investing in legal or illegal
businesses, or transferring money to their relatives.

In reality, those who keep the main part of the immense profits that informal prison
economy generates are external agents who control drugs and arms trafficking, and
illegal commodities inside the prison (civilian and military officials in charge of prison
control and outside criminal organizations).

The fluid traffic of guns and drugs, items fundamental to the life of the prison, are
available thanks to the dense connections and forms of exchange between prisoners and
state agents (Gay 2005; Arias, 2006). In one interview, a former prisoner explained that
guns coming into the prison cost twice as much as they do on the street, since
custodians or guards must be paid for guns before they are allowed to enter the prison’s
walls. The ability for the carceral order to continue depends, then, on the networks
between state agents and prisoners that mobilize resources and agreements needed to
maintain these clandestine activities and the profits they produce.

The emergence of the carceral self- rule

The increase in the penal population that followed neoliberal measures at the end of the
80’s increased conflict inside the prison. The rutina and the Carro are a response to the
paucity of resources available inside the prison, the increase of intra carceral violence
and the loss of control of the State over the prison. During our fieldwork, we witnessed
500 inmates living together in a pavilion designed for no more than 100 people.
Prisoners had access to only 8 bathrooms and 4 burners to prepare their food. A violent
and despotic government imposed by prisoners themselves is a solution to cope with
the violence and ruthless competition for sparse resources that such conditions produce.

The population increase is also a necessary condition for the biopolitical accumula-
tion that allows the Carro to emerge. The bigger the population, the more rent and more
Bsoldiers^ and Bworkmen^ that the Carro has at its disposal.
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Concomitant to the explosion of penitentiary population was the State`s loss of
control over that population. According to diverse testimonies we have documented,
this social order emerged around the mid 90s, when the prison population exceeded the
administration’s control capacity.

Also necessary for the emergence of this rule was prisoners’ access to and monopoly
over firearms and bullets. By the end of the 1990s, guns began to play an important role
inside Venezuela’s prisons. This produced a reorganization of violence, vertical rather
than horizontal, making it possible for certain groups of prisoners to assert a monopoly
of physical force over others; in fact older inmates, in an almost Hobbesian phrase,
remember this period as Bthe time when we were all Indians^ [BCuando todos eramos
indios^], or "when there were no bosses.^

Access to guns and coercive force is made possible by the tolerance and corruption
of the official custodians of penitentiary spaces. The informal networks of corruption
are fundamental to understanding the emergency of this type of structure. At the same
time as the State withdraws from its responsibilities and participation inside of the
prisons, informal relations between state officials and prisoners feeds the surge and
reproduction of the informal order. Yet, in this space we find an extraordinary structure
of opportunities in the massive rents produced by the overpopulation of the prison and
the weakened presence of the State.

The violence enacted against prisoners by penitentiary guards and the justice system
in general also justifies the Carro’s rule. The Carro becomes legitimized when it
protects prisoners from the penal institution’s excesses and arbitrariness; the Carro
provides a sense of order vis-à-vis the chronic arbitrariness and lack of justice they
experience in their interactions with policemen, judges and prosecutors.

The Carro does not only gain legitimacy by providing prisoners with much-needed
commodities and security, but also because it provides a source of self-respect and
symbolic compensation. Contrary to what is usually thought, being subject to strict
norms and severe discipline is not necessarily a damaging experience for inmates, as
they also become important sources of self-recognition and honor. BSujetarse^ [being
subjected to] or Bsaberse conducir^ [knowing how to conduce yourself], Bser
rutinario^ [being a Brutina^ like person or possessing the know-how to manage the
rutina] are all terms that reveal the respect they have for informal norms, and this
Bknow-how^ allows many prisoners to construct a positive sense of value for them-
selves. This system of course challenges the idea of the delinquent as someone without
limits or lacking self-control, ideas that both commonsense and some versions of
criminological theories promote.

Paradoxically, this internal order fits in many aspects with the neoliberal punitivism
formulas. With its rigorous hypercodification of everyday life the rutina, the prisoners’
informal norms, is similar to the hardening of life conditions and disciplinary regimes
of the neoliberal prisons, even though the prisoners themselves (not the State) impose
this hypercodification. Ironically, the subjacent values of the inmates’ codes, such as
Bknowing how to behave,^ the respect for property, and assuming responsibility for
one’s actions, are not that far from the ideals imposed on the poor by neoliberalism.
Finally, the same existence of this self-rule implies a de facto privatization of
prisons, a clear sign of the downfall of State regulation, even in a context
where the State has recovered a central role in society. This veiled and brutal
process of privatization is extended with the transfer of burdens to the prisoners
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themselves (for example, they must pay taxes to informal bosses of the prison
as well as cover the costs of their basic needs), transforming the recluse
population and their needs into a profitable business.

While the Bolivarian government has kicked neoliberalism out the door, its logic
sneaks back in through the window. Even when the neoliberal creed is rejected, the
prison continues to be used as a method to deal with excluded groups, whose existence
reveals the limits of the redistributive politics discussed here. At the same time,
informal practices, the complicity of corrupt officials, the desertion of the State in its
role as regulatory of prison life, and the violent extraction of rents from the incarcerated
population reproduced the neoliberal order inside of the prison, transforming the prison
into a small and terrible utopia.
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consolidation of the organized criminal group the Primeiro Comando da Cap-
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Introduction

The event nationally known as the Battacks of May 2006^ publically exposed one of
the biggest challenges to the Brazilian State: the hegemonic position achieved by the
self-appointed organisation, the Primeiro Comando da Capital (First Command of the
Capital: PCC). Born within São Paulo’s prison system in the mid 1990s, by 2006 the
PCC had extended its influence into many of the state’s poor neighbourhoods, where it
plays a prominent political role in social regulation and conflict mediation, and
in managing illicit economies, especially drug dealing [16, 34]. Starting with
inmate revolts at 20 prisons over the weekend of mothers’ day, over ten days
the criminal gang orchestrated rebellions in more than half (74) of the state’s
prisons, as well as armed attacks against police stations, banks and other
symbols of state or corporate authority on the outside. As news of the uprisings
spread, residents fled home from work, causing the largest traffic jam in the
nation’s history, and reducing one of the world’s largest urban conglomerates,
São Paulo city, to a ‘ghost-town’. According to the police, 261 people died
during the attacks, including 8 prison guards, 31 police officers, and 210
suspected PCC members, 84 of which in a spate of revenge killings by off-
duty police officers working for death squads [1, 22].

In this paper we explore the social processes that help explain the rise and
consolidation of the PCC, and the group dynamics that shape São Paulo’s
prison system today. In doing so, we consider the ways in which the PCCs
hegemonic power operates, and the social and political effects that it produces.
Our point of departure is the pre-existing social configuration in São Paulo’s
prisons, which was characterised by a distinct equilibrium of power (we refer to
this as the Bpre-PCC configuration^), but in the face of certain social, political
and institutional conditions, eventually frayed and broke down. In the config-
uration that followed, the PCC occupies a central position.

Norbert Elias explains that there is a direct connection between the structure
of the society in which we live and the structure of our personality. In any
social unit, models of social control arise that vary according to particular
individuals’ functions and position, and the relations of interdependence that
people establish with one another [12]. Of particular importance in the context
of prisons, such human conviviality takes determined forms even in situations
of disorder and social disintegration [14]. Accordingly, the concept of social
configuration is used here as theoretical tool through which to explore the pre/
post PCC configurations, and the changes in the São Paulo’s prison system that
have accompanied the expansion of the PCC.1

In the background of both configurations, and in common with most of Brazil and
other parts of Latin America, is material deprivation, understaffing and inmate self-
governance. Across the region, inmates are provided with little more than food and (in
some cases) clothing, while prison officers rarely enter cellblocks except at unlock at

1 Although our focus of analysis is the prison environment, it is important to emphasise that, in extending its
power into the neighborhoods of São Paulo, the PCC has simultaneously strengthened its hegemony within
prisons. Due to the scope of this article, our analysis only touches upon social configurations in São Paulo’s
PCC-dominated neighbourhoods to the extent they are directly related to explaining prison dynamics.
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lockup. Instead, prison administrations rely on prisoners (and their families) to provide
for shortfalls in state provision, and to manage themselves [8]. At the infamous, now
deactivated, Casa de Detenção de São Paulo (São Paulo House of Correction),2 for
instance, around 10 % of prisoners worked informally in the cellblocks as faxina
(cleaners). Despite this title, officers had effectively delegated responsibility to these
prisoners not only for keeping the cellblocks clean and tidy, but also for managing
prison routines (such as mealtimes and family visits), and for providing security,
resolving conflicts among the inmate population, and enforcing inmate codes of
conduct [24, 28, 33]. However, though widespread and institutionalised, the pre-PCC
faxina system was formed of a loose network of interdependencies and simple func-
tional divisions, without a centre around which opportunities for power could gravitate.
Importantly, the authority of individual groups of prisoners rarely extended beyond the
corridor in which they were incarcerated. Even where inmate self-governance operated
at cellblock level, as it did in Carandiru, smaller gangs often continued to operate
beneath. Moreover, with few if any collective ideals or shared objectives besides those
associated with everyday survival among the prison population, inmate leaders had few
resources upon which to harness authority and exercise power. As a result, the pre-PCC
configuration was a fragmented and at times violent order. It consisted of an equilib-
rium in which power differentials between individuals in the network were little
pronounced, and inmate relations were characterised by relentless struggles for power,
in which friends turned into enemies and companions became adversaries, and the
contours of inmate authority regularly shifted or broke down altogether.3 Moreover, the
lack of a centre of gravity of power among prisoners corresponded to a virtual absence
of the forms of conflict regulation, agreements or negotiations between prisoners,
guards and prison administrations identified for instance by Sykes [32] as inherent
features of everyday prison governance and (albeit increasingly limited) solidarity
among prisoners in Western Europe and North America. While Brazilian prisons
(and indeed prisons in other parts of the Latin America and the post-colonial world -
[8, 18]) are typically more communal (as a result of inmates being more likely to live in
multi-occupancy dormitories and having longer periods of free association) than the
better resourced prisons of Western Europe and North America, and hence social
relations within them shaped as much by reciprocal encounters and negotiations as
isolation and conflict, given the simplicity of the chains of dependency that formed the
pre-PCC configuration, and the want of a central point of regulation and mediation,

2 With a population of up to 9000 inmates, Carandiru (as the São Paulo House of Correction was more
commonly known) was the largest prison in Latin America and the site of the worst prison violence in Latin
American history, when on October 2, 1992 military police killed over 100 prisoners after inmates had rioted
in one of its three main cellblocks. Note that the PCC was formed in the aftermath of the BCarandiru
massacre^.
3 The disparate and fragile nature of the pre-PCC figuration is highlighted in much of the literature on
Carandiru. Varella [33], for instance, describes two major incidences when the status quo broke down in
particular cellblocks during the twelve years that he volunteered as a doctor at the prison. The first occurred
when, with the support of the prison administration, a group of 200 prisoners violently took over command of
their cellblock, handing the existing faxina over to guards for transfer to other parts of the prison. The second
breakdown in inmate authority highlighted by Varella was the 1992 riot. In sharp contrast to major rebellions
in the state of São Paulo in the subsequent PCC era (that we go on to analyse in a moment), the prisoners that
rioted took no hostages and made no demands. Varella found no rational explanation for the riot besides the
faxina failing to prevent a dispute between prisoners from two rival gangs spiralling out of control. For a more
detailed account of inmate governance at Carandiru prison, and of the 1992 riot and massacre, see Darke [6].
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inmate solidarity was formed between relatively small groups of prisoners, and was
limited to immediate issues such as in-cell cleaning rotas and supplies of material
goods). In this context, the threat of conflict and violence inevitably remained a central
feature of prison life. The absence of a centralised system of social control in particular
corresponded not only to inmates resorting to physical force as a primary means of
resolving conflict, but also to limited checks on individuals’ emotions. When violence
is socially tolerated, ways of feeling and behaving are encouraged that result in stronger
and more aggressive individuals intimidating others [12]. As Goldstein [19] demon-
strates in the context of Rio de Janeiro’s favelas, spaces in which social control is weak
or absent almost inevitably go through cycles of violence as well as relative calm.

Three essential factors explain the changes that occurred in São Paulo’s prisons in
the 1990s: the emergence of gangs specialized in more complex crimes such as bank
robberies and drug trafficking; more repressive public security policy, including the
arbitrary use of force by the police and prison authorities; the intensification of the use
of imprisonment, which further weakened the infrastructure of prisons and increased
prison overcrowding. These three factors put strong pressure on the pre-PCC config-
uration, and produced a break in its loose interdependence networks. The disrupting of
the previous configuration and the emergence of a new configuration, based on longer
and more complex interdependence chains involving prisoners and other actors in ever
more integrated, functional relationships, is described below. Here it is enough to note
that the three factors acted on a scenario of strong and increasing violence, and absence
of State as a legitimate mediator of social conflicts. The situation of high levels of
violence, insecurity and fear created the conditions for the emergence of a group that
from the beginning proposed to impose social order, create standards of conduct for life
in prison, and disseminate a framework of ideas alongside a call for engagement and
collective action to overcome isolation and individualism [9].

The social configuration that materialized following the rupture of these fragile
power arrangements is supported by more complex networks of interdependence, and
is composed of larger divisions in functions and authority, and a significant expansion
of prisoner integration. The emergence of a centralised locus of power that has
accompanied the consolidation of the PCCs hegemony, with the prerogative to mediate
and regulate social relations in São Paulo’s prison system, create and direct observance
of universal rules of conduct, and above all punish transgressors, spawned a far more
powerful system of social control among inmates based on the imposition of self-
control. Critically, Elias emphasises, the tensions and conflicts that accompany the
monopolizing of the means of satisfying social needs (in the context of São Paulo’s
prisons, we have noted, not only security and conflict resolution, but also basic material
goods) are among the principal driving forces of social processes [14]. As such,
monopolization of opportunities for power can be identified as the central element in
the consolidation of the PCC. Similar to the control that the PCC eventually came to
exercise among São Paulo’s poor, urban populations, these opportunities may be
divided into two broad categories. First, economic power, in respect to informal/
illegal trading opportunities, especially but not restricted to illicit drugs; and second,
political power, in respect to the prerogative that the PCC has established to exercise
strict social control over prison inmates, a system of control that demands obedience to
rules, norms and forms of conduct established by the organization, and backed up by a
quasi-legal system that defines transgression, and provides for prosecution, trial and
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sentencing [9, 27]. The PCCs opportunity to exercise political power, therefore, is
strongly linked to its monopolization of the instruments and means of physical coer-
cion. The process of social relation reconfiguration that resulted from the monopoliza-
tion of opportunities for power by the PCC had far-reaching effects on the means and
practices by which social hierarchies are constructed in prison. One of the most
important of these effects was a reduction in the use of direct physical violence,
especially homicides. The monopolizing of physical violence produced a new balance
of power under which power differentials have been radically expanded and concen-
trated in the central position occupied by the PCC.

The monopolizing of violence in São Paulo’s prisons

To understand the conditions that led to the formation of the PCC, it is important to
explore broader social and political developments in Brazil from the 1980s. Of
particular significance was the growth of organized crimes such as bank robberies
and, as previously noted, drug dealing, the latter directly related to Brazil’s entry into
the international trade in cocaine from Latin America to Europe, and its consequent
emergence as a major consumer of drug products [1, 25, 31]. The appearance of gangs
specialized in illicit activities that required detailed planning and people management
corresponds to the rise of a different profile of prisoner to that which had previously
prevailed.

Alongside this transformation in criminal activity and profile, two developments in
Brazilian public safety policies should be highlighted that were particularly prevalent in
São Paulo. First was a process of mass incarceration, which saw the state’s prison
population rise from to 17,192 inmates in 1976 to 31,842 inmates in 1994 and 125,523
inmates by the time of the attacks of 2006 [30]. By 2010 São Paulo had a prison
population of over 170,000, a rate of 413 per 100,000 inhabitants [10]. Today there are
in excess of 200,000 prisoners. Besides the extraordinary number of inmates incarcer-
ated, São Paulo’s prisons came to be characterised by appallingly high levels of
overcrowding and material deprivation, and a deepening crisis in levels of prison
staffing, under which it became quite normal for two or three guards to be left in
charge of over 500 prisoners [30]. Second, there has been an intensification of state
violence. Contrary to the processes of democratization that accompanied the transition
from dictatorship from the late 1980s, the past three decades have seen a sharp increase
in arbitrary repression, both inside and outside of prison. This phenomenon is most
clearly expressed in rates of police killings, which in the state of São Paulo peaked at
1492 in 1992 [4]. In the first half of 2014 alone, São Paulo military police were
responsible for 434 killings (Ponte, August 5, 2014). Missing from official statistics,
but equally significant indicators of state security force brutality, are widespread
practices of cell isolation, beatings, torture and other forms of ill-treatment in prison
[5, 20, 21], as well as violent state reaction to prison rebellions, of which the Carandiru
massacre was just one example, if the most tragic [29].

***
According to its founders, the PCC was created on August 31, 1993, in the annex of

the Casa de Custódia de Taubaté (Taubaté Custody Center), a prison unit with the most
rigid regime in the state of São Paulo, under which prisoners were held in solitary
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confinement for 23 h a day. The next few years witnessed a subsequent rise in both the
length and frequency of prison rebellions, from 11 recorded rebellions in 1990 to 56
rebellions in 1993 and a peak of 73 rebellions in 2000 [10]. These were accompanied
by increasingly structured demands, including the closing down of Taubaté. Besides the
rebellions, there was also a notable increase in mass prison escapes, and prison ‘break-
ins’ or ‘rescue operations’ involving sophisticated planning and the use of heavy
weaponry by gang members on the outside. Meanwhile, prison homicide rates in-
creased dramatically, from 42 deaths among approximately 33,000 inmates in 1996 to a
peak of 117 murders among a population of 53,000 prisoners in 1999 (ibid.). In
addition to removing rivals and others considered a threat, many of these killings were
designed to serve as a warning to others. The bodies of victims were often mutilated
and sometimes decapitated (ibid.). Considered together, these events and occurrences
indicate that in the 1990s São Paulo’s prison system passed through a period of
significant reconfiguration of inmate power, during which the PCC emerged and
quickly grew in size, structure and organization, and violence served symbolic as well
as physical value. The period of PCC expansion culminated with what became known
as the Bmega-rebellion^ of 2001, when on February 18 the PCC made use of mobile
phone technology to synchronise rebellions in 29 prisons (containing a third - 28,000 -
of the state’s then prison population), partly in protest at the transfer of its leadership at
Carandiru to Taubaté a few days before, but also as a cover for a reorganization of
inmate power and authority within São Paulo’s prison estate [29]. Not only did
approximately 20 prisoners lose their lives during the rebellion, but their bodies were
laid out in the prison yards for prison authorities, the media, and above all other
prisoners to see. It was only after the mega-rebellion that the existence of the PCC
was officially acknowledged by the government. During the rebellion prisoners
displayed banners containing the name of the faction, its numerical symbol 15:3:3,4

and their motto, paz, justiça e liberdade (peace, justice and liberty).
***
Radical shifts in social entanglements and power relations do not occur overnight.

The social changes that shape new social figurations are typically long drawn out and
made up of a number of intermediary stages. In the case of the PCC, this can be seen in
the use of violence, which has taken different forms and meanings since the 1990s. By
the time of the second major PCC-orchestrated rebellion in 2006, the gang was in
control of more than 90 % of the state’s prisons. Having monopolized power across
most of the prison system, the process of PCC expansion culminated in a significant
reduction in both the physical and symbolic use of violence that were witnessed in the
the first ten years of its existence. In 2004, state authorities recorded four rebellions, 29
homicides and 35 suicides, the latter of which had increased nearly ten-fold from the
year before and largely reflected changes in the purposes and methods of killing - away
from the emblematic public execution towards a more secretive system aimed simply at
eradicating threats, in this case through ‘staged suicides’, administered through forcing
the victim to drink a lethal cocktail of drugs [10]. Including the May attacks, 90
rebellions, 35 homicides and 26 suicides were recorded in 2006 (ibid.). 22 deaths were
recorded as homicides in 2013, a rate of 11.5 per 100,000 prisoners (Folha de São
Paulo, January 9, 2014), only slightly above the state’s overall homicide rate of 10.5 per

4 This symbol refers to the positions in the alphabet of the letters that form the abbreviation PCC.
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100,000 population, and far below the homicide rate among residents with a similar
profile (poor, young, male) to prisoners.

Crucially, the PCC managed to instigate unprecedented levels of collective action
among São Paulo’s prison population, through spreading ideas of cohesion, unity and
solidarity, and the need to form a collective identity in opposition to those seen as
responsible for their suffering, the state and its agents of repression, the police and
prison administration. Fundamental to this discourse, and the ties that it produced and
maintained, was that incarceration was a shared experience, moreover an experience
common to the poor and powerless [1, 2, 9, 31]. The networks of mutual aid that arose
led to a significant increase in interdependence among prisoners, and with it a radically
different social configuration. The PCC succeeded in producing a common understand-
ing among the state’s prisoners that they were experiencing a socially and historically
specific period of injustice that ensnared all those unfortunate enough to be incarcer-
ated; and through encouraging inmates to overcome their individual differences and to
support one another, the PCC was also able to define common goals and common ways
of achieving them, premised in the notion that the prison population was locked into a
continuous and uninterrupted struggle against the state. Ultimately, these discourses,
and the social and political conditions on which they were based, helped produce
within the organization mechanisms of mutual reinforcement which, as is typical of
such types of mechanism [13], eventually gained their own momentum. Finally, state
authorities have entered into tacit agreements with the PCC not to interfere in its
management of prisoners, in exchange for order and ‘peace’ [10]. In a twist of fate,
the May 2006 attacks ended only after state officials met with PCC leaders (IHRC and
Justiça Global [22]).

Hegemony and social control

In this penultimate section of this article we sketch out inmore detail the social processes
that in just two decades allowed the PCC to consolidate its hegemonic control, and to
move beyond the Bhorror show^ [10] associated with its monopolising of violence in the
1990s. Elias explains that monopolies of power exist on a power gradient, with the
controller on one side, and controlled on the other. Importantly, the broader the division
of roles becomes, the more dependant those that occupy monopolistic positions them-
selves become on the governed. Those in powerful positions eventually become the
main servants of the machine [12]. Two important consequences follow. First, it
becomes increasingly necessary to govern using mechanisms that rely less on external
social controls as on individuals’ capacity to exercise self control [13]. Second, it
becomes more and more difficult to distribute the benefits of the monopoly in favour
of a few [12], and hence increasingly necessary to integrate the controlled into the social
fabric from which the dominant group exercises its power. If a system of governance is
to successfully integrate the individual talents of those within its authority, it has to open
up opportunities and pathways to power. The less power is exercised for the benefit of
those that possess it, and the less it is based on violence or the threat of violence, the
more likely it is to be regarded as legitimate by the population that is subject to it. The
new social structures that emerge from these processes are therefore likely to be founded
upon reduced power differentials and less punitive forms of social control.
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As regards the PCC, the increasing levels of mutual dependency that have accom-
panied its monopolizing of power have predictably resulted in less violent prison
orders, as previously detailed, and in more depersonalised, decentralised and less
autocratic systems of inmate self-governance, uncoupled from private individuals and
placed at the service of the coletivo (collective; community of prisoners). In addition to
the structural pressures towards a more Bgentle way of punishment^ [17], and the
adoption of a quasi-legal system of rule making and conflict resolution, over the past
decade the PCC has introduced a number of specific measures aimed at regulating the
use of force, including the introduction of new forms of (non-violent) punishment,
prohibitions on assaulting or killing without permission, and on the carrying of knives
or other sharp instruments other than by prisoners with formal positions in the PCC,
and bans on the sale and use of crack cocaine, and in the case of PCC members the
excessive consumption of any form of intoxicant [9, 10].

The drift away from autocratic governance is reflected in changes in the internal
structure of the PCC, which has become less hierarchical the larger its network of
Bemployees^. A core aspect of change was the elimination of the figure of the Bboss^
[35] that followed the PCCs extending of its political and economic activities into São
Paulo’s favelas. This movement beyond prison provoked a process of functional
differentiation, and as the PCCs area of geographical influence grew, the emergence
of numerous positions of authority. Under these circumstances, it was no longer
possible or appropriate for the PCC to maintain a pyramidal hierarchical structure.5

In prison, PCC members (or irmãos: brothers) do not sleep in separate cells/dormito-
ries. Besides managing and representing their cell or dormitory (organizing rotas,
speaking with guards and so on), gang members occupy the positions of disciplina
(discipline) or sintonia (tune), responsible for debt collection, managing different
sectors of the prison, and circulating information. While the organization does have
an overall leadership that continues to make decisions affecting the whole prison
population (including, for instance the call to start and finish the May 2006 attacks),
since 2006 prisoners at the top of the PCC chain of command have been separated from
the remainder of the prison population in Penitenciária de Presidente Venceslau II
(Presidente Venceslau II prison), almost 400 miles from the state capital. Although one
PCC member (the Sintonia Geral Final: Final, General Tune) is in overall charge of a
prison, all managerial decisions are made collectively, and almost all positions of
authority are interchangeable [10]. Of yet greater significance, almost all prisoners
participate in the PCCs quasi-legal process of adjudication.

The correlation between social structures and the structures of personality, men-
tioned by Elias mentioned in several texts [11–13], are evident here in the new skills

5 Note another change in São Paulo’s prison dynamics brought about by the PCCs monopolising of power
outside as well as inside prison: the production of a comprehensive social web of interdependence not only
between PCC members, the wider inmate community, and inhabitants of poor, urban areas, but also between
the PCC and prisoners’ families. The inclusion of prisoners’ families in the PCCs networks of power is
particularly relevant to changing prison dynamics in the increasing tendency to stage rebellions or break-outs
on visiting days, as seen during the 2006 attacks. As former prisoners such as Negrini [26] confirm, under the
pre-PCC configuration the relatives of prisoners were considered ‘sacred’. As such, any form of conflict,
including riots, escapes or even heated arguments were strictly forbidden during visiting hours, due to the risks
that families might be exposed to violent responses from the police and prison administrations. In the
configuration formed by the PCC’s hegemony, on the other hand, it has became usual to promote break-
outs and rebellions in the mass presence of prisoners’ children, mothers and wives.
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and capabilities that the command requires of individuals belonging to this social
formation. In the case of the PCC, the route to gang membership increasingly privileges
inmates with the skills and abilities that exemplify the conduct required of the general
prison population. If the previous social configuration offered better opportunities to
prisoners that were physically stronger or more prepared to resort to violence, the new
configuration favours prisoners with stronger discursive skills, and greater capacity for
planning and organization, and controlling their impulses and emotions.6

As a result of these processes of democratização (democratization), as PCC mem-
bers refer to it, the word igualdade (equality) was added to the existing motto, peace,
justice and liberty [9]. Today the PCC is regarded by São Paulo’s prisoners as a
communal entity that is above any individual. All inmates, including those that have
been integrated into the PCCs formal hierarchy, are expected to obey the Brules of
conviviality^ [23] established by the collective. Interestingly, by maintaining autonomy
from its members, the PCC has not only strengthened its claims to legitimacy, but has
also mitigated the risk of the organization fragmenting, in contrast to many other
criminal organizations, whose reputation and credibility is vulnerable to the actions
of a small group of individuals [9].

This emphasis on unity is an important difference in the exercise of power between
the PCC and the pre-existing criminal organizations in Rio de Janeiro, the most known
of which the CV - Comando Vermelho (Red Command). The latter group is little
concern with legitimating power, and its hierarchy, arbitrariness and use of violence is
explicit. In addition, possession and use of firearms are seen as important symbols of
power, and the ability to use physical force and impose fear is an important character-
istic of its leadership [25, 35]. Finally, it is necessary to highlight that there was an early
splinter within the original CV, which led to a rival group, the Terceiro Comando - TC
(Third Command). In consequence, from the beginning there was a major power
struggle within Rio de Janeiro’s criminal underworld, which remains to this day. In
this sense, discourses about prisoner union, that have proven so important for the
maintenance of the PCC’s power, never fully took root in the CV’s development
processes. Unity and solidarity among criminals against state power was never possi-
ble. And thus, criminal organizations in Rio de Janeiro have not unleashed a ‘peace
process’, as the PCC has done in São Paulo.

***
As previously mentioned, the work of Norbert Elias [11] points us towards the

connections between the structure of a given society and the structure of the personality
of the individuals who are part of it. In a society without a central power strong enough
to compel people to control themselves, to mould their passions and desires and master
their impulsivity, outbursts of aggression, brutality and threats become the standard
pattern of social relations. Disparate violence, left to the disposal of those with more
capacity to use it, to take advantage of their physical superiority, confers specific social
patterns on a society. In such circumstances, there are few and weak external controls
over individual impulses beyond the fear of being attacked by a stronger individual.
Physical violence, dispersed throughout this loosely integrated social web, becomes a
permanent feature of personal relations.

6 For a comparative analysis of the structure and nature of gang control in a Rio de Janeiro penal institution,
see Darke [7].
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However, the patterns of this ‘economy of instincts’ alter as central authority is
strengthened and people are forced to live in peace with each other in a certain territory.
The progressive centralization of physical force and resulting monopolization removes
the physically stronger individual’s prerogative to avail themselves of this superiority to
attack those that are weaker than they are. Physical coercion becomes an element of
power that has been monopolized by the central authority, and whose use is absolutely
restricted outside the authority’s sphere of governance.

The constitution of this instance of centralized control over physical violence is
evident in the numerous prescriptions that make up the Disciplina do Comando
(Discipline of the Command), touched upon earlier. Some of the standards have the
explicit purpose of regulating the exercise of physical force, especially in prison.
Directly (the prohibition of killing or committing battery without approval) or indirectly
(by regulating conflicts), the PCC seeks to restrict the use of force to cases where the
social order or its monopoly are threatened. The most significant element of the process
of monopolizing physical violence undertaken by the PCC, we have seen, has been a
ban on the carrying of knives by prisoners other than the small group that occupies
positions of power, the disciplinas.

The reduction of physical violence is therefore closely related to the hegemonic
power achieved by the PCC, and is dependent on the PCC maintaining this centralized
locus of power. Moreover, the ability of the PCC to ensure social order by Bimposing^
peace is itself the result of a specific balance of forces. This means that changes in the
composition of this balance of forces, for instance, shifts in accommodations or rupture
in the bonds that guarantee stable social conformations, however precarious, could be
undone by future organized political action.

Conclusion

We have seen that the PCCs hegemony emerged from a wide network of reciprocal
exchanges, and was forged during a time of increasing criminal organization, and in
opposition to deteriorating prison conditions and an increasingly punitive state. As with
any system of legitimate prison authority [3], at its core lies a network of common
interests (in surviving prison) and mutual needs (to security and conflict resolution in
particular, but also access to material goods). In the absence of competition, but with a
clearly identified enemy, structural pressures towards violence dwindled, and were
eventually overtaken as the networks of dependency among gang members and
common prisoner intensified, and the membership of the PCC evolved.

The equilibrium of forces that allows the PCC to maintain its power has three
essential components: the absence of external enemies or adversaries that could threaten
its economic or political hegemony; the absence of instances of internal disorder within
the PCC itself capable of triggering rupture, fragmentation or power struggles; and
finally a tacit, tense accommodation with the state, police and prison authorities. And it
is this third component of this balance of forces - accommodations constructed in
relations between the PCC and different segments of the public security apparatus - that
the precariousness and fragility of this social network is most visible. Inside as well as
outside the prison system, social relations between the PCC and the agents of state
repression are essentially strained and subject to numerous possibilities of betrayal.
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Elias reminds us that social pacification is a slow, typically inter-generational,
process that in the meantime goes through cycles of war and peace [15]. In the case
of the PCC, both aspects of Elias’ theorising on the civilising process, interdependency
and self-control, remain in the early days of development, and are clearly limited by the
nature of imprisonment, the fact for instance that prisoners have scarce resources with
which to bargain and are rarely in the same place long enough to establish meaningful
relationships. Interactions between prisoners continue to be characterised by relations
of forced reciprocity; and the ‘self’ of the São Paulo inmate remains characterised by
calculated and externally imposed, rather than blind, automated control [12]. Indeed,
during the first named author’s doctoral research on the PCC (subsequently published
as [9]), none of the prisoners interviewed provided any moral (as opposed to instru-
mental) reasoning for the decreasing levels of violence. That the social order
established by the PCC remains constituted under the sign of peace is indicative of
its continuing precarity.

The social order constructed by the imposition of peace by the PCC has as its reverse
exclusion zones, populated by the ‘outcasts’ that do not fit into the unity formed from
the consolidation of the PCCs power and are kept isolated in the remaining 10 % of
prisons that are not under its command. The absence of conflicts that currently pervades
the São Paulo prison setting is therefore also linked to enormous power differentials
produced from the consolidation of the PCC, since tensions and open conflicts between
groups do not surface where inequality in the means of power between interdependent
groups is large and unavoidable[15]. In this regard, the PCCs ‘peace’ can only be
imposed. It cannot be shaped by relations of a democratic, egalitarian, pluralistic and
tolerant nature, elements that are essential for building spaces in which social pacifi-
cation is constructed collectively and not built upon the imposition of power. The social
pacification imposed by the PCC is the result of the establishment of a social order in
which consensus is obtained from the elimination or exclusion of dissent and
dissenters.

Finally, it is necessary to consider the inability of the Brazilian state to maintain - or
acquire - a monopoly of legitimate physical violence. This inability is linked to the
disjunctions of Brazilian democracy, to unequal distributions of economic, social,
political resources that result in differential access to justice and rights. Such inequal-
ities produce an enormous gulf between the ideal of the universalism of law and the
selective and distorted form law takes for large parts of the population. In a society
where the basic rights of a large part of population are systematically and daily violated
by state agents, especially the military police; where corruption is disseminated through
the political sphere; where there is widespread impunity regarding white-collar and
other kinds of crime which involve the richest part of the population; where poor young
men are killed by death squads in large proportion; where the mass incarcerated is made
up of poor, black young men, convicted in the majority for crimes against property and
minor drug trafficking; where prisons conditions are terrible, human rights are system-
atically violated, and solitary confinement, torture and physical violence perpetrated by
prison staff against inmates is an ordinary means of punishment. Alongside a deeply
unequal social structure, these elements constitute the conditions within which a
criminal organization such as the PCC could emerge and spread. The legitimating
PCC’s discourse about peace, justice, liberty, union and equality makes sense to a
population that has never known the meaning of Bpeace^, Bjustice^ and Bequality^ in
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its formal-legal sense. Brazilian prisons are the perfect place to give birth to such a
group because inside them all that has been described above is concentrated. Brazil’s
prisons are the picture of Brazilian society and express its basics characteristics. Yet,
Brazilian society is also fertile ground for a group that aims to regulate social conflicts
and establish minimum conditions of regularity, forecasting and security to the every-
day life of these segments of society that do not have another source of authority to do
so [9]. Further, prison dynamics flow from the inside out, and conform conduct and
behavior of large segments of the population, especially the population living at the
borders of society and in the slums. At the same time, the consolidation of the PCC in
wider society through the monopolization of opportunities for economic and political
power has allowed it to maintain and strengthen its power inside prisons. This mutually
reinforcing process allows us to understand the stability of the PCC throughout recent
decades. Most likely, the ‘pacification’ expressed by the decreasing homicides rates in
São Paulo in last decade is directly related to the PCC’s hegemony. In this sense, peace
is far from being a better life, with more respect for the rights of this population. The
opposition to the state expressed by the idea of war on the police, especially the military
police, is an important feature of the ideological framework of the PCC. Paradoxically,
the consolidation of the PCC extends the deep fractures of Brazilian society, and has
produced a growing split between the police and the population living in areas under
the criminal organization’s control [9]. Maybe, it is not a surprise. As Elias [13] states,
no peace is possible while the distribution of wealth is very unequal, and the propor-
tions of power too divergent.
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